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re-convened and a fine program of original
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stories and a farewell sermon
.News
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the
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Electric
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ladies,
1 Bay
greatly
The officers of Comet Grange, Swanville’
The Churches..
at the talent displayed by the gensurprised
siding.
ial Court. .City Gov- were installed by H. P. White on Monday tlemen.
January 2nd, the officers were inThe January term of the Supreme Judicial
Mews of Belfast..
The sisters served a fine supper,
evening.
stalled for the ensuing year. O. Gardner Court opened in the court house in Belfast
Societies. ..The
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and a good time was enjoyed by all present.
Grange was invited and a harvest supper was Tuesday morning, January 5th. Following are
will
Sebasticook
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Grange, Burnham,
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Judge, Arno W. King, Ellsworth.
1908,..Maine State Master Stetson will be present and
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Star, Hampden, and January 7th, at Northern
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s
Edward Evans of Waldo, the county deputy.
Chaplain, Rev. Arthur G. Roberts, Belfast.
Light, Winterport. Both invitations were
;, spondence.
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Crier, C. S. Adams, Searsmont.
Honesty Grange, Morrill, January 12th. AdBelfast.
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iress of welcome by D. O. Bowen; response,
Deputy Sheriffs, J. W. Nickerson, Swanville;
There will be preaching at the Woods school- F. A. Littlei.eld, Monroe.
(continued).. .Maine A. V. Martin of South Montville Grange,
Grand Jury. Herbert F. Jackson, Montrhere will be an election and installation of house, Northport, next Sunday afternoon at 2
ville, foreman. M. G. Black, Northport; HerObituary... .Trans- officers.
o'clock.
bert E. Chase, Jackson; Frank E. Clark, Winmute.
Ship News...
District Deputy Evans installed the officers
There will be no services at the Universalist terport; Fred Downes, Frankfort; Herbert H.
Searsport.. BelFelker, Searsport; D. R. McGray, Unity; Daniel
.■r[ -it.. .Born. .Married, ; )f Seaside Grange, Belfast, last Saturday even- church next Sunday on account of the absence j A.
Greer, Belmont; Ervin P. Harris, Stockton
ng. The list of officers was published at the of the pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith.
Springs; Loren Jackson, Morrill; Hamilton E.
After the installation
;ime of their election.
Jenkins,
Monroe; J. E. Knowlton, Swanville;
The ladies of the Congregational church will j
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give public
mont; L. H. Murch, Freedom; C. C. Ridley,
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under
Searsport. Ralph H. Mosher of Belfast
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In reporting the recent meeting of the Maine afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cor- and Charles Orcutt of Northport were excused.
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State Grange for the Tribune Farmer, B. Wal- dially invited.
rr. T. Cobb and Goverout as usual, and cases were assigned as folter Me Keen of Fryeburg says in conclusion:
The Christian Scientists hold services in
both of whom made
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speakers were Hon. C.
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was far ahead of any of its predecessors, and
11 o’clock; subject, “Sacrament;” and WednesHeath, Hon. Wm.
Stevens vs*. Stevens. Thompson and BowLhe delegates and visitors returned to their
D. Bisbee. The
day evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all a 3 den for plaintiff. McLellan and Ritchie for
defendant.
-object of the Sturgis lomes with renewed interest in the order and cordially welcome.
Morse vs. Cox. Thompson for plaintiff.
informal votes taken, with firmer resolves to make the coming year
of Knowlton for defendant.
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Haskell,
Superintendent
record breaker in general grange work.”
Bucklin
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chapel,
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Dirigo grange, Freedom, held its regular East
easy of Bar Harbor for
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Robbins.
Dunton & Morse.
neeting December 26 with 33 members in at- 10.45 a.
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acclamation, include Rising Sun granges, Knox. A program of
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
folder and James S. ; •eadings, questions, riddles, current events and
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>r first
assistant meschurch next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
Bean vs. Woodbury. Thompson and Rogers.
luestions was well rendered. Installation of
ers were renominated
school
Dunton & Morse.
the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday
>flicers will be held January 9th. An all-day by
---istant clerk, William
Abrams & Co. vs. Cassidy. L. C. Stearnr.
after the sermon. Prayer meetfeating Harry R. Cool- ession will be held. An oyster stew will be immediately
Harriman.
Many in this sec- erved at noon, with pastry, cake and coffee* ing Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Shute vs. Shute.
Dunton & Morse. Little./her and grandfather of !
At the First Parish (Unitarian) church ser- field and Thompson.
1 ilso baked beans for those who do not care for
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Atwood Dead.

PERSONAL.

Hon. Fred Atwood died yesterday morning
after a short illness. The news reached us

only

as we were

going

to press.

David H. Smith of Dark Harbor called
Belfast friends in this city Saturday.

The News of Belfast.
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The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. J. G. Paul, High street, this, Thursday,
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Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, will have a
pecial meeting for the installation of officers
md conferring of the degrees next Friday
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Hamlin vs. Elwell. Dunton & Morse. Littlefield.
Shute vs. Shute. Dunton & Morse. Thompson and Littlefield.
Mealley vs. Casually Co. Dunton & Morse.
Ritchie.
Roller Bushing Co. vs. Nichol?. Dunton &
Morse. Thompson.

“Jonah.”
Sunday at 12, noon, Bible
class study; “The Transfiguration;” K. O. K. A.
class—lessons from the legends of King Armon,

thur.
ivening. The entertainment last Monday
The Young Ladies’ Union of the First Parish
svening was as follows: Singing by the class,
vlrs. Grace Bachelder, organist; Reading, Mrs. (Unitarian) church met with Miss Katherine
r. Hnimhv rm MonHnv pveninrr
Sp.veral of the
V. E. Dow; Dec., Norman Bachelder; Rec.,
Attorney General,Com- i
were !
Fernald
-lazei nan; »ong, tana uoauing ana Agnes j young ladies at home for the holidays
State Assessor and
Tolman.
u.ve council.
Two of
Cllis; Dec., Wilson Bachelder; Song, George present, and the evening was a very enjoyable
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for Attorney GenL. Smith of Ratten
g in the field Warren
ar.d Scott Wilson of
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iyder; Farce and Song, Topsey Turvey; Song,
drs. Scott Godding, with Miss Gladys Godding
accompanist.
A comedy drama entitled A Social Outlast was presented at O. Gardner Grange hall,
West Win ter port, Friday evening, January 1st,
vith the following cast: Lawrence Emmet,
lisguised as a tramp, Walter Sherman Clarke;
Jon. Frank Fenmore, a politician and rascal,
Jeorge L. Clarke; Judge Montgomery of the
Circuit Court, Daniel L. Dyer; Julia, the aleged daughter, Miss Charlotte Patterson;
Jenie, his lively niece, Miss Freda Patterson.
V social dance with good music followed the
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Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, installed
officers January 2nd at an ali-day sesiion. Deputy Master Edward Evans, assisted
>y his daughter, Miss Esther Evans, perform'd the work in a very pleasing manner. A
rood program was enjoyed in the afternoon.
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vs.

Fire Ins. Co.

Woodbury.

Ritchie.

J.

H.

Dunton & Morse.

Thompson and Ritchie.
co-operation with the Guild of the ; Woodbury vs. Whitcomb. Dunton & Morse.
North Congregational church for the benefit Knowlton and Brown.
Mclnnis vs. Sawyer. Knowlton. McLellan.
of the Red Cross work in Italy, and a commitMONDAY.
tee was appointed.
Western Whip Co. vs. Spinney.
Ritchie.
The Sunday services at the Baptist Church ; Dunton & Morse.
will be as follows: at 10:45, morning worship :
Kilgore vs. Kilgore. Littlefield. Butler &
with sermon by the pastor; at 12 o’clock, Sunday Butler.
school; at 3:30 p. m., men’s devotional meeting;
City Government.
at 6:30, Y. P. S. C. E; at 7:30, evening worship
The services for the week followfollows: Wednesday evening, men’s
social meeting; Thursday afternoon and evening, the ordination services for the pastor;
Friday at 7:30 p. m., teachers’ training class.
with

ing

sermon.

The January meeting of the city council was
held Monday evening, January 4 .Mayor HanThe records of the last meeting
son presiding.
were read and approved.
Roll of accounts No.
10 was passed. Following are the amounts under
the various appropriations:

are as

The Guild of the North Congregational
church met with Miss Amy E. Stoddard last
Monday evening. There were a number present, and the evening was spent pleasantly and
profitably. Plans were discussed for the tea
and musicale to be given with the Union of the
First Parish (Unitarian) church, and committees were appointed. The Guild will hold its
next meeting, on January 18th, with Miss Avis
M. Morison.
The

Fire department.
Free

Library.

General school purposes.
Repairs and insurance.

Permanent repairs.
Free text books.

School contingent.

Cemetery.
Highways.

j

Total.

services for the week at the North Con-

288 04
140 81
322 26
68 21
42 53
116 8S
6 85
57 76
158 93

*nt; Gate Keeper, Leslie Thompson; Ceres.
voted should be reimbursed to G. B. Marsano.
at 7.30 p. m. A cordial welcome is extended to
-Aicy Tasker; Pomona, Belle Wentworth; Lady
An order was passed that the insurance
all to attend these services.
Assistant Steward, Carrie Mehuren.
The i
carried by the city on its interest on Hayford
Rev. Charles Harbutt, secretary of the Maine !
Steward and Flora were absent.
Missionary Society, gave an able and interest- block be increased from $15,000 to $20,000.
An order was read and passed that the
Northern Light Grange, Winterport, met ing address at the Congregational church last
Sunday evening. He showed in a clear convincSaturday evening, December 26th, with 72 ing manner the importance of our home mis- Treasurer be instructed to draw his order for
nembers present, Worthy Master Libby pre- sionary work. In Maine there are many towns $53.55 to Field & Quimby, the sum of $68.S5 to
;iding. Grange opened in due form in fourth sparsely populated which do not maintain any James Pattee & Son; and the sum of $76.50 to
religious services outside those carried on by C. H. Sargent, the same all being for premiums
legree. The usual business routine being the
missionary society. The gospel must be
inished, the fourth degree was eonferrd on carried to them or hundreds of children will on fire insurance carried by the city on its in;he candidate. Recess was follov/ed by lec- grow up in ignorance of all religion. Another terest in Hayford Block.
An order was read and passed that the Comturer’s hour. Spelling match was postponed very important work carried on by the Maine
Society is that done for Italians and missioner of
A Missionary
m account of the absence of the leaders.
Highways be instructed to conFinns. Rev. Mr. Harbutt showed how necesshort program was given and the grange was sary to the welfare of the State and nation and tract for 2000 tons of rock to be delivered at
ndebted to Mr. Harriman of Bangor, a guest to church all these lines of work are. The the rock crushing plant on Congress street,said
showed very clearly that every Chris>f the evening, for line piano music.
rock to be delivered at a price not exceeding
Worthy speaker
tan church owes something to the State and
VI aster Libby gave an interesting account of wider fields, as well as to its own immediate 40 cents per ton, and all pf it tP be of suitable
attendance at the State Granere. Water- neighborhood.—Norway Advertiser January, size fpr use in the crusher without
preliminary
/ille, followed by brief remarks by Ceres on j Jst,
breaking:
the same subject. Grange closed in due form. I
The services of the First Methndist Episcopal
The petition of the Read Garage & Machine

Mr. A. J. Mason has returned home from a
week's visit with his son, Dr. L. L.
Mason, in

Miss Abbie O. Stoddard returned to Quincy,
Mass.,Saturday to resume her teaching position.

Bangor.

Mrs. Herbert S. Cobb of Bucksport have been visiting relatives in Islesboro.

Miss Bessie Black left
Saturday for Boston,
where she will attend Burdett’s Business Col-

Capt.

and

lege.

Miss L. Grace Chadwick and Mr. John Pillsin Thomas-

bury spent Sunday with friends

Monday.

In Memorial Hall Wednesday, January 13th,
the Ladies’ Aid Society of the Methodist
Episcopal church will serve a public dinner
from 11.30 a. m. to 1.30 p. m. The menu will
j include a New England boiled dinner, baked

beans, pickles, bread, pies

of all kinds, doughRemember time and place—
Memorial Hall, January 13th.

nuts and

Mr. William L. Hayford of
Chipman, N. B.
former resident of this city, arrived the firsts
"
of the week for a visit.

coffee.

a

Mr. and Mrs. George Osborne Lord
have returned from Boston, where
they have had employment for several months.

Northampton, Mass., where she is a sophomore
Smith College.
Miss Gladys Pitcher left Monday noon for
Boston to continue her work at the New England Conservatory of Music.

Mrs.

at

vault to the new building next year.
The
vault is to be moved bodily and the Safe Company guarantees that there shall be no let up
of work when the vault is once outside of the
building until it is on its new foundation. The
Mosler Safe Company is one of the strongest
and best equipped Safe Companies in the
country. Miller and Mayo of Lewiston have
been selected as architects for the new building and are now working on the specifications.
Bids for construction of the new building will
be called for very soon.
New Advertisements.
Fred A. Johnson,
Masonic Temple, is continuing his annual Janary clearance sale and is giving special attention to sheets and pillow cases, muslin undergarments and winter coats and furs_Carle &
Jones announce one of their popular 9 cent sales

n

her

with

Miss Florence E. Dunton left
Monday for a
short visit with her sister. Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, in Dorchester, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wiley of Lincolnville
Christmas dinner with their daughter,
Mrs. Herbert Simmons, in Hope.

took

Game Warden Walter I. Neal was in
Augusta
on business connected with
the Maine
Fish and Game Commission.

Monday

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Black of Brockton
spent a few days last week in .Belfast with Mr.
Black’s brother, Roscoe Black.

Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Robbins of Union returned home Sunday after several days’ visit with
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hurd in
Northport.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Shaw left
Monday
for Springfield, Mass., and after a
visit there
will go to Florida for the winter.

Mrs. Herbert S. Morev. who had been for six
weeks in the Bangor hospital, returned home
last Saturday greatly improved in health.

Irvin O. Hills returned to
Bucksport Seminary after spending Christmas vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Hills.

Miller Hobbs and family of Hope took
Christmas dinner with Mrs. Hobb’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Knight, in Searsmont.
Elizabeth A.

Hollis Webber of Providence, R. I.. with
his
sister, Miss Harriette, visited relatives in
Searsport and in this city last week.

Quimby left Tuesday to resume their studies
at Wellesley College, where they are seniors.

Russell H. Lord and Maurice E. Lord
are
members of the Colby
College Glee Club, which

Misses Cora S. Morison and

touring Aroostook County this week.

is

Miss Alice P. Poor returned to Boston Mon-

day after spending the holidays from Simmons
College with her parents, Hon. and Mrs. C. O.

friends of Mr. and Mrs. William SawAuburn will be interested to learn that
they have adopted a little girl, one year old.
The

telle of

Poor.

Miss Rena Black, who spent the Christmas
Ralph C. Achorn of Morrill is one of the
at her home in East Belfast, returned ! fourteen new doctors to
whom licenses have
until the 19th....The statement to the stock- to Massachusetts Saturday to resume her been issued by the Maine board of
registration.
school
duties.
holders of the City National Bank of Belfast
Miss Beulah Philbrock, who was the
;
guest of
will be read with interest. It tells what the
Miss Wilda Vose left Saturday for Lunen- Miss Frances A. Sargent
during the holidays,
bank has accomplished in the year just closed, burg, Mass., where she teaches, after
returned
spending
Saturday to Islesboro to resume her
and of what it is proposed to do in the near the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. school work.
future to meet the demands of its growing C. Vose, Northport avenue.
Mrs. H. P. Adams, who
spent the holidays at
business, not the least.feature of which is the
Miss Frances Howes returned yesterday to her Pearl street home, left
Tuesday for Bosof
a new and handsome building for
erection
Miss McClintock’s School in Boston, after ton, where she will visit
before leaving for
the exclusive use of the bank—a building that
the
spending
holidays with her parents, Mr. Florida for the remainder of the winter.
will be an ornament to the city. In connection and
Mrs. James H. Howes.
Miss Frances A. Sargent returned
with this statement is a list of securities ownMonday
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Ladd, who spent the to Gorham to resume her
studies in the Nored by the City National Bank which have a
with
in
relatives
Belfast, returned to mal school after spending the vacation with
market value of $10,000 over the book value. holidays
their home in Boothbay Harbor, last Saturday, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
II. Sargent.
.Mrs. Mary F. Rose and Miss Mabel Rose of
leaving on the down-river boat.
Brooks publish a card of thanks
Miss Edythe I. Atkins and Miss Frances
Samuel
Miss Alice Simmons, who came home to Jones
Miller of North Searsmont publishes a notice.
have returned to Vassalboro to continue
....Shoats for sale at Preston’s stable, Wash- spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. and their studies at Oak Grove Seminary.
Miss
See advt Mrs. V. A. Stevens, left Saturday on her return Jones was accompanied by Miss Marian
ington street, just off Main street
Heal,
of Camden woolens, sold by F. A. Packard_ to Ohio, where she has a fine position.
who is her guest for this week.
Tenement 17 Pearl street to let. Enquire of
Miss Edith M. Davidson left Saturday for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent received a
Mrs. H. A. Carter, 25 High street, Belfast_ Boston to continue her studies at the New
telegram last Thursday announcing the illness
The 20th anniversary coupon sale at the Bel- England Conservatory of Music, after spending
with pneumonia of the youngest child of their
fast Department Store is still on, but will end
her vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter. Mrs. Wm. L. Cook, in Neihart,
January 23d. Now is the opportunity to buy at John S. Davidson.
Mont. Their Belfast friends are hoping for
25 per cent discount.See notice of nVuff
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Smith of Sedgwick made
the child’s recovery.
taken from the Opera House December 19th... a brief visit last week with Mrs. Smith’s
parThe many Belfast friends of Miss Florence
Watch for the big sale of muslin underwear at
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Tapley, in BrooksWilband will be interested to learn of her marThe Fashion... Next Saturday A. A. Howes & ville. Friends of
are
to
Capt. Tapley
pleased
riage to Mr. Edward N. Lydiard of Boston,
Co. will have special sale of oranges and lemknow that his health is somewhat improved.
which occurred November 24th. They are reFlorida oranges are abundant and delicons.
j
Miss Mary Josephine Amory represented siding in Malden, and have the best wishes of
ious this season. Don’t forget the day and
this city at the wedding in Philadelphia of Is- many in this
vicinity.
to

begin Saturday, January 9th, and continue holidays

...

...

...

place.

oKdI Rirlrllo arirl

Liquor Matters. Sheriff Carleton and several of his deputies made New Year calls at
the places about town where they had reason
to believe liquor was sold. Sheriff Carle, on
with Deputies Bowler of Palermo, Adams of
Searsrnont and Nickerson of Swanville visited

house

tne iyue ciuo,

j key,

rum,

wnere

iney

iouna

gin, ready-made

guest

A

of the

.T

Drovol

Piinl

orwl Jo

groom’s sister, Mary

Paul, who is to wed Charlie Munn later.
ton Journal.

Astor
Bos-

Secret Societies.
F. Littlefield of this city was elected as
ensign of Canton Pallas, P. M
1. O. 0. F.. on
Monday evening to fill the vacancy made hv
the resignation of Orrin J.
Dickey.
E.

The University of Maine students, who include William M. Black, Ralph W. Gould, Miss

Hall, Lynwood B. Thompson, William
Vaughan, Jr., Colby A. Rackliffe, and Arthur
wine, Shales, have all returned to Orono after spendbarrels. ing the holidays in town.

oeer, aie,
cocktails and

Louise

wms-

about 350 bottles in all, filling six
Chas. E. Monaghan, who appeared to be acting as steward, was arrested and ordered to ap-

pear in court Monday morning.
Turnkey
Cuddy and Deputies Mortland of Searsportand
called
at
the
of
Revere
House. They
Gray
Troy
found a number of pints and quarts partially
filled with whiskey in different rooms in the
house, which Landlord Andy A. Knowlton said
belonged to guests and not for sale. He was

arrested, however, and released under his

own

Harry Parker
were m

j

town.
!

city

and Fred
on

Savery of Castine
Monday evening, coming

from f’astine to attend the meeting of
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men, returning in their
launch in the evening.

consolidation of the two Tribes of Red
of Islesbor and Tarratine of
Belfast has been approved by the Great Chiefs
of the Great Council of Maine and a date will
George A. Mathews arrived last Saturday be
arranged this month for the consolidation
from Thomaston to again take up his residence
i service in this city.
The

Ben, and brother-in-law, H. F. Tuttle,
who had spent Christmas in New York.
their son,

in Belfast.

He

was

obliged by

reason

Men, Ounegan

of ill

Waldo Lodge, Knight of Pythias, of Burnham, has elected officers as follows: Andrew
Eri
Miles, C. C.; Charles S. Sherman. V.

health to give up the responsible position he
held in the State Prison. Mrs. Mathews and
children have been here for some time.

recognizance, on his promise to appear in court
Monday. Monaghan was arraigned in the
police court Monday afternoon on two counts,
Rev. J. F. Tilton of the Main street Baptist
search and seizure and maintaining a nuisance, church, Saco, has returned to his home in Saco
and was found guilty on both. On the first he from I)r. King’s hospital in Portland, where he
was sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and costs
and serve 60 days in jail, with 60 days additional in default of payment of fine. He appealed and furnished $200 bail. On the nuisance
charge he was bound over to the grand jury
under $500 bonds.
Sureties in both cases were
furnished by Elijah Ritchie and Jas. B. Waterman.
County Attorney Buzzell appealed for
the State and Arthur Ritchie for the respondent. A. J. Knowlton, landlord of the Revere,
did not appear and is supposed to have left

this

across

and Mrs. F. E. Elkins and daughter returned Saturday from a pleasant trip to California.
They were accompanied home by
Mr.

Bickford, Prelate; Fred McAliister. M. <>f W.;
D. A. Dyer, K. of R. and S.; F red Batchelder,
M. of F.; Alfred Bowden, M. of E.; Clyde Allen,
has been for several weeks. He will not have M. at A.; Ralph Baxter, I. G.; Albert McNelley,
to return to the hospital but will not resume O. G.
|
preaching as his health does not yet permit of
his taking up the work of the ministry again. !
Three candidates were initiated into the
—Biddeford Journal.
; mysteries of the adoption degree in the local
I
Mrs. D. N. Bird, Miss Bertha I. Bird and Miss tribe of Red Men last Monday evening and next
Helen Bird went to Rockland, Saturday. Mrs. Monday evening the newly elected chiefs will
Bird will spend the winter there, where Miss be raised up their stumps by Deputy Great
FolBird has a High school position, and Miss Helen Sachem Henry D. Wescott of this city.
Bird returned to Boston the first of the week to lowing the installation service four candidates
will be given the Warrior’s degree and supper
resume her studies at the New England Conwill be served at the close of the ceremony.
of Music.

servatory

The Red Cross Benefit. The young ladies’
The announcement of the Fine Arts Faculty
societies of the LJnitarian ar.d Congregational
churches have undertaken to arrange for a Concert by Simmons College in Abilene, Texas,
public tea ahd musicale to be given tomorrow, says of a Belfast boy: “Without doubt there is
Star of Progress Grange, Jackson, installed church for the week will be as. follows: Stihday at Co. for permission to erect stagings in the
afternoon and evening, in Memorial not a master of the piano in this section of the
on High street, in front of the H. N. | Friday,
their officers Saturday evening, January 2nd. 10.45 p. m., preaching by the pastor, ReV; Albert highway,
Hall, for the benefit of the Red Cross work in country who can play as well as Prof. Edward
also
the
to
E.
Luce:
at
12
o’clock.
Bible
school.
F.P.Bioderett.
Lancaster
so
building;
right
occupy
|
He has spent several years in
rhe installation was public as there were
in order to give everyone an opportunity H. Fletcher.
much of the highway as be necessary in mak- Italy,
in Europe, and the manner in which he
}uite a number of visitors present. Mr. Lord Supt.; at 3 pk in., Junior Epworth League, Miss
to contribute their mite to this most worthy study
on
alterations
said
Was
read
and
building,
af Winterport installed the officers in a veiy C. Lillian Spinney, superintendent; at 7.30 p. ing
So far Belfast has made no move to handles the keys will inspire even the man to
cause.
place herself on record in this crisis, and it is whom a piano solo is usually a bore. Prof.
pleasing manner. He was assisted by A. J. m., prayer, praise and Gospel service, conduct- granted.
It was voted that the board recommend to hoped that the proceeds of this affair will demthe pastor. Tuesday, January 12th, EpWebb and Miss Abbie Gould. The officers in- ed by
the assessors that the poll tax of Llewellyn K. onstrate that there is practical sympathy here Fletcher will play some qi his own composistalled were: Master, John Goodwin; Overseer, worth devotional service. Thursday, January Clifford be abated for such vears as he is in for the sufferers across the sea. Through the tions.”
church
Janudevotional
service.
kindness of the members of Thomas H. MarFriday,
arrears
Bryant Reed; Lecturer, J. H. McKinley; Treas- 14th,
The petition of Frank E. Clark for action shall Post the use of Memorial Hall has been
Leverett, the four-year-old son of Rev. G.
15th, a conclave of the Knights of King
urer, H. E. Chase; Secretary, R. E> Page; ary
the
matter
of
a
E. Edgett, had a narrow escape from serious
fence given for the afternoon and the evening, and
regarding
building
Arthur. Saturday, January 9th, fourth quar- j around the
cemetery at Citypoint was read and j their generous act is much appreciated.
Steward, Russell Reed; Asst. Steward, T. E. I
The injury while sliding on North street near his
The little fellow had
conducted by the district ; referred to the committee on cemeteries.
grocers, fruit dealers, and other merchants are home Monday forenoon.
Dodge; Chaplain, Lottie Page; Gate Keeper, terly conference,
Adjourned.
also responding generously to the appeal, and but slight control over his sled and when a
The observance
William Whitten; Ceres, Susie Reed; Flora, superintendent, H. B. Haskell.
team
driven
tw'o
men came along the lad
that
it
is
there
will
by
be
no
almost
exIN
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
hoped
of the week of prayer, January 3rd to 10th, is
was unable to avoid a collision, the occupants
Verne Chase; Lady Asst. Steward, Hattie
An adjourned hearing from December 28, \ pense connected with the affair. Tea, punch, of the team
to 1
and wafers will be served in the afternoon
being in a similar condition, but
After the installation the officers now in progress. All are cordially welcome
Stevens.
1908, on the petition of the Penobscot Bay j
from a different cause. The child ran under
irom o 10 d, ana tne nan win De open at v.3U
attend
these
services.
Electric Co. for permission to erect poles and i
and visiting members passed to the dining j
in the evening, preceding the informal musical the body of the sleigh in which the men were
At a business meeting of the Baptist Church i wires in said City of Belfast, was held. The
harvest feast was
room where a bountiful
seated and was rolled over several times before
motion of Alderman Frost, seconded by Aider- program,which will begin at 8 o’clock. Patrons the team was
of the musicale will be able to procure tea,
served. After recess the following program ! held last Thursday evening it was voted to j man Hatch that the
stopped. He sustained a bad cut
petitioners be given leave coffee and
punch between the musical numbers. over the left eye and another on his chin, in
was given:
Singing by choir; rec., Goldie | convene a council of neighboring churches and to withdraw, was put to vote, with a resulting The best talent
addition
to
in
the
being
badly frightened. Had the
will
take part in the
city
Grant; rec., Frances Larrabee; dec., Fred Me- pastors to examine and ordain to the Christian vote of two for and three against; motion lost. musicale, admission to which will be
25 cents. team been proceeding at a rapid pace the child
The motion of Alderman Mayo that the ques- j
The
Roberts.
Ada
G.
the
Arthur
Verne
would
Inza
and
rec.,
ministry
Boyd;
undoubtedly have been killed.—Calais
pastor,
Kinley; song,
tion be referred to the people, seconded by The program is in charge of Miss Katherine C.
Quimby, which insures its success. The affair Correspondence.
Grant; rec., Doris McKinley; dec., Clifford churches of the Lincoln association, together Alderman Frost, was unanimously passed.
is in no sense denominational and the liberal
On motion, it was voted that the claim of G.
Stevens; singing by choir. The grange closed with the church at Waterville were invited to
Dr. R. E. Freeman recently bought of upof the public is earnestly solicited.
The following B. Dyer for $6.50 for two sheep killed by dogs, patronage
send pastor and delegates.
in form.
It is hoped to have on sale some of the new river parties what is probably one of the finest
be paid.
Red Cross stamps which have been issued esinvited: Prof. J. M. English
At the meeting of Sunrise Grange, Winter- persons wrere also
pieces of horseflesh in this section of the
Adjourned.
pecially for the occasion, &nd contributions,
of the Newton Theological Institution, Dr. I.
country, says a Dexter correspondent. The
port, December 26th, it was the* gentlemen’s
however
are earnestly solicited
small,
the
by
B. Mower and Prof. H. R. Hatch of Waterville; HALLDALE.
members of the committee. The joint com- animal is a mare sired by the famous Nelson
turn to fill the chairs and the officers were as
Rev. D. Brackett of Brooks will preach here
First
the
of
Rev.
M.
J.
Baptist
who
will
be
assisted by many others, and the dam is by Nelson’s Wilkes.
Twomey
mittee,
follows: G. H. York, Master; Roscoe LittleShe is a
10th....Ira Hall of Brooks and Miss are Miss Anne M.
A. H. Stanton of Yar- January
Kittredge, Miss Katherine handsome mahogany bay with black
Ethel Poland were united in marriage January C.
field, Overseer; Carrol Young, Lecturer; Fred Church, Portland, Rev.
points.
Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, Miss Louise
Quimby,
of
Pratt
Brewer. 1st.
and Rev. W. L.
They left for New York on their wed- Read, Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine, Miss Clara The mare is six years old, stands 16 hands high
Cole, Steward; Francis Littlefield, Assistant mouthville,
and
Mrs.
J.
2nd....Mr.
E.
3
ding trip January
Steward; W. S. Littlefield, Chaplain; Roy Cole, The Council is called to convene at o’clock on Hall entertained their relatives Christmas, and Keating, Miss Florence M. Hill, Miss Abbie and weighs 1100 pounds. She is perfectly
If the council so Mr. and Mrs. Newell White entertained the Doak, Miss Avis M. Morison. Memorial Hall sound, a square-gaited trotter with an abunSecretary; George Shaw, Gatekeeper; George Thursday, January 14th.
be held on same company New Year’s with a very few ex- will be suitably arranged as a tee room, the dance of knee action. The mare was
W. Cole, Pomona; Albert Cole, Flora; L. W. votes, the ordination services will
raised by
young ladies who serve will be gowned in
At
this time ceptions. ...An epidemic resembling a very bad white, with the red cross
date.
of
the
same
Fredericks, Ceres; Willie Lane, Lady Assistant the evening
badge, and the whole parties in Livermore Falls. Dr. Freeman has
cold is afflicting several in this community.
will
be
a sermon by one of the visiting
there
affair
will
be
and
Admission
attractive.
unique
owned the mare but a few days but horsemen
Steward. One candidate was instructed in
is helping C. A. Hall in his mill. free in the afternoon.
Tea or punch, wafers,
clergymen, and the ordination ceremony. The “Joe” Bryant
who have seen her are enthusiastic over her
.The school here closed December 31st.... and salted
the first and second degree, after which recess public will be welcome to the afternoon service
10 cents. There will be a
peanuts,
this
Alvin Ayer is visiting friends in
vicinity. candy table afternoon and eveaingj
was declared and a social hour passed.
Grange and cordially invited to the evening service.
good looks and actions.
...

Ella West returned MnnHav

Boston, whore she spent the holidays
daughter, Mrs. Lou Peirce.

Miss Lucy W. Jones of West Brooksville
.ine contract nas been
signed by the City
National Bank and the Mosler Safe Company spent a few days in this city the past week
of Boston for the moving of their safe deposit with her brother, Fred D. Jones.

$2,211 08

An order was read and passed that the City
gregational church will be as follows: meeting
treasurer draw his order for the sum of $3
of the Junior C. E. Society this, Thursday, j
payable to Andrew Stevens for maintaining a
afternoon at 3 o’clock; annual meeting of the
for one year.
church and parish this evening at 7 o’clock, watering trough
An order was passed that the City Treasurer
following a supper to be served at 6; meeting
be instructed to re-deed to Linda M. Knowlton
of Castle North, Knights of King Arthur,
all property sold to the city for taxes, such
Friday evening at 7 o’clock; morning worship
deeds to cover all sales so made. Payment of
Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pascost waived.
tor, Rev. D. L. Wilson; Sunday school at noon;
An order was read and passed that the
meeting of the C. ^E. Society at 6.30 p. m.;
Treasurer be instructed to draw his order for
for
or
for
the
eternity.
day
topic: Living
Heb. 7:15, 16; Matt. 16:24-27; evening worship the sum which the County Commissioners

Friday, evening.

Bernes O. Norton, Warden of the State
was in Boston last week on business.

Edith M. Richards of Portland, Great Pocaof the Great Council of Maine Red
Men, will come to Belfast on about the middle
of this month and, with her instituting chiefs
will assist in raising up and instituting a degree of Pocahontas in this city as an associate
society to Tarratine Trite of Red Men. Already fifty names for the new society have
been secured and a very healthy society will be
the result.
hontas

The big Washington’s Birthday ball, which
a costume affair and plans for which
have been already perfected, will be given
under the auspices of the Tarratine Tribe of
Red Man of this city. Invitations have been
extended to the various Tribes in the different
reservations in this section to come to the
will be

1

■

"Ugh the

with

Union Harvest Grange, Cer.Montville, with the exception of two, were
nstalled last Saturday evening by ('harks
Vdams of Searsmont, assisted by Brother ar.d
; sister Ramsay.
They were as follows: Master,
dark L. Howard; Overseer, J. W. Wentworth;
lecturer, Allen Goodwin; Assistant Steward,
Ernest Terry; Chaplain, W. D. Tasker; Treasirer, J. J. Clement; Secretary, Annie L. Clem-

ri

;

having

of the

The officers of

,er

..of Bath, attorney for
leetrie Co., appeared in
any. and read the charlegislature. Under this
rnish power, and is not

\

fortunate in

executive committee of the State
grange who gave us a practical talk on what is
)eing done in grange work throughout the
>tate. The next meeting will be January 16th
). m.
All members are requested to be present.
Pay your dues and get the new word.
>er

d lasted nearly all day
iarge number of people
ntcrested. It was the
h- present board of com.:nzed with the choice of
Ido as chairman. The
dliam Bragg of Lincolno
yant of Freedom.

j

were

one.

given

Sanborn

SATURDAY.
vs.

Prison,

Boston yes-

Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith left
Monday
for a vacation trip to Gloucester, Boston and
New York.

The Woman’s Alliance of the Unitarian ton.
church will meet with Mrs. E. L. Stevens,
Miss Jessie Nickerson of Searsport is the
Church street, next Monday afternoon at 2:30 i
guest of Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Williams in Houlo’clock.
It will be a musical session.
Please ton.
notice the change of meeting from Thursday to
Miss Marian Hazeltine left Tuesday for

---

Iized

Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe furnished a turkey
and all the accompanying delicacies for the
New Year’s dinner at the Girl’s Home.

to

Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Hills and family have
moved to Bueksport to spend the winter.
Maitland F. Smith of Hartford, Conn.,
proprietor of Elmbrook Farm, arrived Monday.

on

Miss Ethel Hutchins was the guest recently
Miss Elizabeth Wadsworth in Camden.

of

morrow,

Miss Margaret Williams went
terday for a few days’ stay.

Charles B. Hazeltine left Saturday morning
for Annapolis to continue his studies.

afternoon.

The ladies’ quartette, which elicited so much
favorable comment of the Concert of Nations,
is to have a place on the program of the Red
Cross Benefit musicale at Memorial Hall to-

,,

PERSONAL

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs spent Sunday with friends in Rockland.

FI unting Grounds of Belfast and
program
: wnen
1 a

nearly

large

of

of that date.

The

join in the big
street

parade,

one nunared costumes direct irom

Boston

house will be seen, will be

one

the features.

Silver Cross Lodge. Knights of Pythias, has
elected the following officers: Frank Sargent,
j chancellor commander; Allen L. Curtis, vice
chancellor; Fred Hart, prelate; Orris S. Vickery, master of work; J. B. Waterman, master
of finance; William F. Langill, master of exchequer; William Robinson, master at arms;
George P. Cook, inside guard; James C. Dexter, outside guard; Clifford J. Pattee, keeper
of records and seals; William J. Gordon, trustee
for three year; Willaim F. Langill, representative to the Grand Lodge; William J. Gordon,
alternate.

|

Maine’s Cash Balance $568,534,44.
Augusta, Me., January 1. There was a cash
balance in the State treasurer’s office today,
the first day of the year, of over half a million
dollars, or, to be exact, $568,534,44.

»
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greatest police court reporter who ever
lived was named Charles Dickens,’ said
Dana. Another complained that they had
‘boiled down’ his story. ‘The story of
the crucifixion was told in six hundred
words,’ said Dana.”

afterwards, with such conspicuous gal- the small number of men engaged in the
lantry attacked and destroyed the Gin- revolutionary struggle compared with
war between the
Albemarle. To his

ALL RHEUMATICS
INVITED TODAY

federate

account

ram

of Cushing’s daring affair in the Chowan
river quoted above, Lieut. Mason adds
the following:
“Paymaster Anderson, on the same occasion, distinguished himself by repeatedly going out on the exposed deck and
coolly carrying the wounded to a place of
safety, although by so doing he made
himself a target for the fire of the

The Machias Republican recently reTO TEST URIC-O FREE
an article from the issue of
\>
that paper for July 21, 1860, on ‘‘The
A 75 Cent Bottle Given Free To Allenemy.’’
and Mill Business of Long
Pioneers
Subscription Terms—In advance, $2.00 a
There are probably few of those who
Who Apply.
the followyear; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three Ago,” from which we quote
knew Paymaster Anderson most intimonths.
who during his lifetime ever
ing paragraph:
If there are still any sufferers from Rheuma- mately,
heard of this incident in his war history.
Advertising Terms—For one square, one
In 1847 a gang mill was built by Albert
or wherever this paper
tism
in
this
country
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
He was often urged by his companions
Pilsbury and others on the north side of
not yet tried the wonderful of the
and 25 cents for each subsequen insertion.1
the middle channel, or Rock Mill island. reaches, that have
Loyal legion to recount some of
we
them
to
want
his
Rheumatic Remedy, Uric-O,
war experiences, but he yielded only
to
this
water
to
mill,
carry
The_channel
try it now at our expense. We firmly believe once, when, in 1892, he read a paper beTHE NEW YORK SUN.
the first gang saw mill built on the Mathat there is not a case of Rheumatism in the fore the Maine commandery on “Blockade Life.”. In this paper he refers to
was made through a ledge.
The January number of the American chias river,
world that will not yield to the wonderful efmost extraordinary exThere were many predictions that the fects of Uric-O, and we want to prove it to one of Cushing’s
an
article
on
The
New
contains
Magazine
hibitions of cool nerve and courage in ena failure, and the every doubter beyond all possibility. The best
would
prove
enterprise
York Sun which will interest newspaper
tering at night a rebel camp of 2000 men,
saw was looked upon as a new way to do this is to give a large bottle of this and with two ensigns who accompanied
men everywhere, and which is of local gang
him
test
and
and
let
to
sufferer
We believe that when remedy
every
him, captured the commanding officer,
interest, as two leading members of the fangled notion.
river it cut off try it to his satisfaction. If you suffer from his adjutant general and chief engineer,
Sun staff are Maine men, and one spent the water was low in the
and
them off to his ship. In
this mill so that the chan- Rheumatism, no matter what form; just cut this brought
his boyhood in this city. Edward Payson the supply to
paper Paymaster Anderson might
this
notice out of the paper and send it; tonel had to be deepened, but otherwise
have given an exceedingly interesting
Mitchell, the editor of the Sun, was bom
with your name and address, also the
and vivid account ef the Cushing advenWith the gether
in Bath and began newspaper work in the venture was a success.
name of your Druggist, to the Smith Drug Co.,
ture of which he was an eye witness and
From there he went to single saws then used the logs were run 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y., and they will in which he himself
his native city.
displayed conspicuthem and send you by return mail an order on your Drug- ous
the Lewiston Journal, and then to New through four times to square
gallanty—such gallantry as to regist for a 75c. bottle free.
run
had
to
be
then
the
ceive
the
through
commendation of the commandWe ask a special request, that you purchase
carriage
York, where he began work on the Sun.
a 25c. package of Vxa-Lax Pills when receiving
ing officer of the vessel on which he was
His marked ability was soon recognized for every board or plank. In squaring the free
bottle, as the pills greatly assist Uric- serving—but he makes no allusion to it
a good deal of wood went into
O. Use them together and be convinced of and it is
by Dana, and his promotion was rapid. the log
only the chance mention his act
With
their
value.
no
then
of
which
were
great merit.
received at the time in official documents
He has long been an editorial writer, has slabs,
recWe
know
that
from
personal
experience
to our day. In fact,
saw—a number of saws set in a
ommendation is the most valuable advertising, that has preserved it
represented the Sun in Europe, and is now the gang
sliced up with and that is the way we intend to acquaint the Paymaster Anderson, in opening his paper
the editor-in-chief. Will Irwin says of frame—the whole log was
world with Uric-O. Send for Uric-O, no mat- before the Maine commandery of the
one trip of the carriage into planks or
him in The American Magazine;
Loyal legion, refers to the papers to
Editor-in-chief and moulder of policies boards, or both. Usually the heart of over this country at 75c. and $1.00 per bottle; which he had listened on such occasions
1
free.
as “made charming by the suggestion of
is Edward P. Mitchell, whom Dana found the log was a plank and the remainder and we want you to have a bottle
actual conflict, by the smell of powder,
writing distinguished editorials for a little boards. These were run off to a circular
OBITUARY.
by the clash of arms, by all the pictur- !
newspapers in Maine and imported to be
saw on one side of the mill, which trimthe backbone of the editorial page. Exesque and fascinating recollections of
[JCI OUUfll pern tilin uiavc cuuui anvc,
William Henry Anderson.
perienced newspaper men everywhere med off the edges. In those days if you
tells his hearers he is afraid that the relazzle the outsider by the breadth of wnntpH eHtrintrs for kindlinv vou had onlv
former
William
H.
Anderson,
paymascord of a naval officer’s experiences on
their knowledge on human activities. to
for the hauling, 25 cents for a
pay
for
is
States
the
United
many
ter
in
blockades
will prove “dulland tasteless.”
this
navy,
With most of them
knowledge
drawn by oxen, and deliverof ‘The words of Mercury are harsh after
pretty superficial; with Mitchell, it is load, usually
years a business man in Portland, one
It proved, howthe songs of Apollo.”
accurate and profound. He writes like j ed at your door. But the great bulk of
the charter members of the Cumberland
a technician on twenty professions and
ever, to be one of the most interesting in
the edgings were thrown into the river, club and at one time
of
quartermaster
the series of papers read before the comtrades, and he writes always with dis- j
with the saw dust, and became imbedded the National Home for Veteran Soldiers
He is the author of several
’tinction.
mandery; but he could never be moved to
a
after
26th
December
died
at
the
river
of
Togus,
the
channel
read it a second time.
short stories which live in American an- i in the flats and in
HosGeneral
at
the
Maine
illness
long
It was fitting that one who had comthologies: after his early burst of fiction until they were a serious obstruction
pital. He had been in failing health for menced his active life in the servise of
he turned his art into his daily essays on to
in
be
removed
had
to
and
some years and he knew, as did his friends,
navigation,
his country should terminate it in the
world affairs.
that the end must soon come. But he same service.
later years.
His appointment as quarThe magazine article is confined to the
faced the inevitable with calmness and
termaster of the eastern branch of the
old
of
Nasal
silence
in
his
office force and makes no mention of
bore
your
enemy,
sufferings
courage,
Shake off the grip
National Soldier’s home at Togus came
by using Ely’s Cream Balm. Then will 1 and with patience, and up to the last to him Jan. 14, 1902. Here five delightMayo W. Hazeltine. whose writings have Catarrh,
was the
all the swelling and soreness be driven out of moment of his
consciousness
ful years were passed. Only increasing
materially contributed to the standing the tender, inflamed membrances. The fits of same
genial, courteous gentleman that bodily infirmities cast any shadow over
of the Sun as a literary and well-informed sneezing will cease and the discharge, as of- he was throughout his life.
the scenes amid which his declining
fensive to others as to yourself, will be stopped
Mr. Anderson was a man not known
journal. In a write-up of the Sun pub- when the causes that produce it are removed.
Bravely he met the
years were spent.
lished in 18S9 was this mention of Mr. Cleanliness, comfort and renewed health by intimately by many people,but those who pain and weariness he was called upon to
It
is
not
often
the use of Cream Balm. Sold by all druggists did know him loved him.
endure because of these bodily infirmiHazeltine:
that this can truthfully be said about a
for 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren
ties. He kept at his post as long at his
Mr. Mayo W. Hazeltine is a schoolar. Street, New York.
man. that his friends loved him, but in
and then, leaving
His book reviews in the Sunday Sun are
the case of Mr. Anderson the phrase is strength permitted,
his charming home with regret, he reSALES BY LIQUOR AGENCIES.
To the older men of
not exaggeration.
widely recognized as evidences of this
turned to Portland to spend his last days
and his unsigned editorial articles upon
Portland, those who look back to the in the beautiful city where he had lived
The annual report of the Hon. Justin period ante-dating the Civil War, who
subjects of history or European politics
so
long and where he had so many
are
such as hardly another newspaper M. Leavitt of Kennebunkport, State knew Mr. Anderson when he first came
friends.—Portland Press.
writer in the country could put on paper liquor commissioner, filed with the gov- to this city to study law, who were his
on short notice without especial research. ! ernor and council December 30th shows
companions in the social gatherings of
Emily (Bowler) Lund, widow of SamMr. Hazeltine is a tall, striking figure that during the past year liquors to the that day, he will always be remembered uel Chase Lund, for forty years a resident of
and studiously precise and elegant in amount of $103,286.99 were sold the vari- j as their beau ideal of an American gen- Somerville, Mass., died at her home in that
dress, manners and chirography. He ous agencies of the State against $110,- ; tleman. No one ever heard him speak city December 22nd, aged 74 years. She had
from Harvard College 877.49 for the preceding year, a decrease i ill of another at any time. He made no been in failing health for several years. Mrs.
was graduated
her
of $7,590.50. There are two less agen- great effort to form new friendships, but Lund was bom in Palermo and passed
and afterwards studied at Oxford.
childhood in Palermo and Liberty, Me. Pre- !
The fol- ne had a
faculty of cementing those he j vious to her marriage she lived in Boston, and
Although not born here, Mr. Hazeltine cies this year than last year.
lowing shows the amounts sold to the 14 j bad made with stronger bonds each year. afterwards resided for a year in Charlestown,
is a member of the well known family
of the State:
In the circle where he moved and was before removing to Somerville with her husagencies
or that name and nis Dovnood was spent
City of Auburn. $15,691.53 j best known he had little to say at any band. Mr. Lund built a house on Austin street,
Before joining the staff of the City of Bath. 14,054.60 I time; he never participated in the heated where the family resided for thirty-four years,
nere.
1.872.71
six years ago. She was a deepTown of Bethel.
political or other discussions which agi- until his deathmember
Sun he was engaged in journalism in
of Prospect-hill chapter,
Town of Chelsea.
1,769.14 tated his
fellows, and it was always Mr. ly-interested
D. R., and had been for many years a member
3,238.24
California. For some years after his Town of Farmington.
Anderson who in the end poured oil on of the
of Gardiner.
3,856.28
Heptorean club, where she was a con
■eturn east his home was in Asburv City
2,208.06 the troubled waters and prevented the stant attendant of the meetings when her I
Town of Greenwood.
Park, N. .J. He then took up his resi- City of Lewiston. 29,408.16 carrying of such discussions too far. He health permitted. She was formerly identified
She is
1,277.66 was the confident of many, but gave to with the Daughters of Maine club.
dence in Washington. D. C., to be in Town of Phillips.
of Portland.
13,385.83 few men his own confidence. He was re- survived by three children: Harrington C.
City
touch with national affairs. Of the Town of Randolph.
5,381.31 tiring, gentle, kind-hearted, thoughtful Lund, who mhde his home with his mother in
6,041.30 of the
Somerville; Mrs. C-. G. Smith, and Mrs. C. L.
business manager of the Sun, W. M. City of Rockland.
feelings of others, and when the Chollar,
583.60
both of Brookline. There are also
Town of Webster.
to
to
add
burdens
came
of
Mr.
Irwin
weight
years
Laffan,
says:
two sisters, one residing in Alpena, Mich and
Town of Wiscasset.
4,548.43 Ui'o
lnnrl
Tin ol/I/m
ziAiilrl can r\r\
Miss Ada Bowler, a teacher in the tharlesFor seven years Laffan, the publisher,
Totals. $103,286.90 appreciable change in his manner or his town schools. The Somerville Journal says:
From the
has stood in Dana’s place.
spirit from the Harry Anderson they had “Mrs. Lund had endeared herself to a large
time he came on as art critic he was the
circle of friends by her many estimable traits
known in ante-bellum days.
A Religious Author’s Statement.
best of friends with “the old man,” as
Genial and kind to all, she |
William H. Anderson was born in Bel- of character.
For several years I was afflicted with kidney
the Sun will know Dana until his genera- \
her
His father was Hugh possessed, also, much fortitude, enabling
tion is dead. Their lunches in the office, trouble and last winter I was suddenly stricken fast 72 years ago.
to bear with cheerfulness and without com- I
who was Governor of Maine
her
failwith
which
came
alone with the office cat, were an institu- with a severe pain in my kidneys and was con- J. Anderson,
the
j
plaint
suffering
to get up withHe was educated in the schools
in 1844.
tion in the old days. Laffan served his fined to bed eight days unable
ing health.”
out assistance. My urine contained a thick
of Belfast and in private schools and
time in many capacities. He was busi__4- -1 T
graduated from Bowdoin college in the
MISERY IN STOMACH.
ness manager when he took over the pubday and night. I commenced taking Foley’s
in the class of Hamlin
lication of the paper. The world knows ! Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated class of 1857,
H.
Gen.
Thomas
Gen.
Hubbard,
Fairfield,
And
norhim best, perhaps, for these little sar- and finally ceased and my urine became
Indigestion Vanishes in Five Minutes j
]
and Charles W. Pickard.
castic editorials which stick like burrs ; mal. I cheerfully recommend Foley’s Kidney j Charles Hamlin
and You Feel Fine.
After his graduation he taught school in
under the collars of the Sun’s enemies. Remedy. R H. Moody.
the Standish Academy and then entered
Why not start now—today, and forever rid
One traces him, too, in the fighting caClubbing Offers. The following clubbing the office of Sewall C. Strout of Portland yourself of Stomach trouble and Indigestion?
pacity of the Sun’s editorial page, which
He was admitted to the ! A dieted stomach gets the blues and grumbles.
makes other newspapers dread to get in- offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- to study law.
bar and was about entering upon the j
to c mtroversy with the Sun as grey- vance; and when payment is made it should be |
Give it a good eat, then take Pape’s Diapepsin
of his profession when the w'ar j
hounds, bloo'ihounds, retrievers and I stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is practice
start the digestive juices working. There
an
assistant to
was made
broke
out.
He
or belching of Gas or
■spaniels avoid trouble with a bull terrier. also necessary to say that none of these publiand served will be no dyspepsia
in
the
navy
paymaster
He is a pugnacious Irishman, whose
no feeling like
cations are mailed with The Journal or from
throughout the war, and after the war, eructations of undigested food;
words carry darts when he speaks, a
j
have to pay for these publicaresigning with the rank of paymaster. a lump of lead in the stomach, of heartburn,
iov. r of all the arts and a collector in this office. We
After his retiring from the service he sick headache and Dizziness, and your food
tions one year in advance, and they are then
one.
sent from their respective offices to our sub- ; engaged in the life insurance business in
will not ferment and poison your breath with
In the early seventies Mr. Laffan was scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows I Portland and was
general agent for the nauseous odors.
tlie editor of a Saturday newspaper in for one year’s subscription paid in advance :
State of Maine for the New York Life
Pape’s Diapepsin costs only 50 cents for a
The Journal and Farm & Home. $2.00 and continued in that business until he I
Baltimore. There were no Sunday news- The Journal and Tribune Farmer..
2.25
case at any drug store here, and will rewas made quartermaster of the National 1 large
case of Indigestion
papers in that city then; public senti- The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10 Home at
in 1903. He served as lieve the most obstinate
Togus
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
There were
ment was against them.
in five minutes.
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2.50 surveyor of the port of Portland during and Upset Stomach
three or four weeklies which appeared
the second administration of President
There is nothing else better to take Gas
Cleveland at the time John W. Deering from Stomach and cleanse the stomach and inSaturday afternoon, and while the name j
He was treaswas collector of the port.
testines, and besides, one triangule will digest
of the one with which Laffan was conThis Picture
urer of the Portland & Ogdensburg railand prepare for assimilation into the blood all
nected is not recalled it is easily remem1876.
road
from
1872
to
on
always
food the same as a sound, healthy stomach
bered that it was the brightest and
the war he married Alice pour
During
would do it.
the Genuine
a granddaughter cf Commodore
Preble,
of
them
all
and
that
its
editor
speciest
When Diapepsia works your stomach rests—
Preble.
His wife and one daughter,
was a jolly good fellow.
He started in life
Preble Anderson, survive him, to- ?ets itself in order, cleans up—and then you
vlary
with a pair of blue eyes, but through an
gether with a sister, Miss Hannah D. ‘eel like eating when you come to the table'
Occident was deprived of the sight of one
Anderson, and a brother, Horace Ander- and what you eat will do you good.
ion both of Portland. His war record, unend it was necessary to remove it, and
Absolute relief from all Stomach Misery is
;nown to many people, was a distinguishfor a time he went about with a bandage
waiting for you as soon as you decide to begin
( ’d one.
;
Tell your druggist that you
on his head.
He used to say that when
If Paymaster Anderson had remained ;aking Diapepsin.
cured of Indigestion.
contains 100 per cent, more i n the service, he would have been re- want to be thoroughly4wl
he had an artificial eye put in he would
ired a few years ago as a rear admiral,
have a black one to mystify people. The
efficiency than any known ! fhe paymaster who was only one num- j
U
ttUt'IHUUU
THE LAST VETERAN.
IlCU&JMJjeif) WtJIll UUl
in Annapolis, |
1 >er above him is now
preparation on the market. vtd., holding that rank.living
when the Sunday newspapers came into
What his standma,i\.co
VJrrcUlU Aliiij "1““
for gallantry was during his service
the field and I.affan went to New York
Keeps your blood pure and ng
he prediction that the last survivor of
a the Civil War finds illustration in the
to seek his fortune, and found it.
the
States
will
die in
havhe war between
a
stomach and bowels Jnited
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

Editor and
published
\ Business
Manager
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MAINE STATISTICS FOR

question
greatest editor this country has proluced, and the paper he conducted has
long stood for all that is best in journalism. Its political and other vagaries have
been forgiven and forgotten because of
its general excellence—its clean-cut English. its exact knowledge, its high literary standard and its high sense of honor.

Maine had nine murders, committed

oy Demg

crusnea dv

“The country

over

it is

clean and healthy. If you
feel languid and out of
sorts, take it to-day—the
results will show.
50c.

$1.00

IN USE 57 YEARS

the oracle of

newspaper men,” says Mr. Irwin. While
they may deplore some of its tendencies,
“in its writing and handling of news it is
Sir Oracle.” One reature of the Sun has

unvarying custom to credit every
item, however brief, to the newspaper
from which it was taken. This will ap-

been its

peal

to those who have

perhaps spent

weeks in collecting material for an article
and then had it appropiated by another
newspaper and go the rounds credited to
the paper which appropiated it. Another
distinctive feature is that the news departments received the same attention as
“Dana thought the work
the editorial.
of reporting should be worthy the best
there is in a man—worthy the best he
knows of taste that the public taste may
not be corrupted, the straightest he has

Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
Racking la grippe coughs that may develop
into pneumonia over night are quickly cured
by Foley’s Honey and Tar. The sore and inflamed lungs are healed and strengthened, and
is quickly averted.
a dangerous condition
Take only Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yellow package. R. H. Moody.
You would not delay taking Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at the first sign of kidney or bladder
trouble if you realized that neglect might result in Bright’s disease or diabetes. Foley’s
Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities and
R. H.
cures all kidney and bladder disorders.

Moody.

or

Among

the many

Promotes'Digeslion,Cheerful-

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.

Opium.Morphine

Not Narcotic.

ueuitRo^avc-

trees,

in, etc., 15 by accidents in mills and
tactories, 8 from lightning, 13 from
shot wounds, six from explosions.

facgun-

mvttfuuik-aMUB.pnrmii
PmxjJcw W*
*
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prominent Maine men

who died in 1908 may be mentioned
these: George F. Evans, vice-president
and general manager of the Maine Central R. R.: Dr. Thomas Fillebrown, a
native of Winthrop, one of the most famous dentists in Boston; Daniel C. Heath,
head of the publishing firm of D. C.
Heath & Co. of Boston, and one of the
most loyal sons of Maine; Crosby S.
Noyes, editor of the Washington Star
and a native of Maine; Hermann Kotzschmar of Portland, Maine’s grand old
man of music; Lendall Titcomb, ex-mayor
of Augusta; Prof. Leslie A. Lee of Bowdoin college; Dr. John C. Irish of Lowell,

Aimlmd

men

ffimJttd

ySityrmn

A

perfect Remedy forConstipa-

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

NEW YORK.
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EXACT COPWOF WRAPPER.
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Elmbrook Farm °»Sale
Formerly known

MAINE
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Write

county.
Bring up the children to be good boys
and girls. Give them good education,
and they will without much doubt become good cit izens, and children of whom
the parents will be proud.—John F. ;
Lamb, Androscoggin county.
We are having plenty of snow.
Farm- j
ers are cutting firewood and lumber for

I

pastt

!

JObI

repairing your WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWEi.K’
We carry a complete stock.
H. d. LOCKE & SON, JEWELERS und
NATIONAL

BANK

i

BKLFAS V.

BUILDING,

L.....

farm reDairs. The notatn market still
holds at a good price, sixty-five cents
per bushel.

Other farm produce brings
Store hogs and shotes and
voung thin cattle are very low in price.
of
the smaller potato growers will
Many
increase their next years’ planted crop
from 50 to 200 per cent., but the large
potato farmers will not increase their
acreage. The Central Maine potato and
starch company has bought a lot and
will erect a large potato house in the
spring just above Dexter depot. Stock
feeds are dropping quite a per cent.

I

?ood prices.

I

are

for

that

reason

a

General Assortment of War
Winter Goods.

||

MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KENT

|

Suesine Silk, Ribbons, Veilings,

?

!

PINE TREE SUITS FOR 30YS

\

L

Gloves and Neckwear,

t

THIS.

-SMALL WARES

IN ABUNDANCE

—

v

“It is astonishing,” remarked a well known
authority on Diseases of the skin, “how such a
large number of people, especially ladies, are
by attractively written advertisements induced
to purchase some one of the many so-called
Beauty Creams now on the market, not knowing of course that they mostly contain oily or
greasy substances that clog the pores of the

>kin and

and

|

taken, as it
cures the most obstinate deep seated coughs
and colds. Why take anything else. R. H.
Moody.

the

very worst

they could possilfiy use. My treatnent of Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches and all
of
the skin, is as follows and has iniruptions
variably proved very successful: Wash the
face carefully every night before retiring with
;hing

MAINE,

...

Outings, Blankets, Underwear, Wool Flannel:

and Tar has been

READ

BROOKS,
HAS A FINE LINE OF

*>

There is no ease on record of a cough, cold or
la grippe developing into pneumonia after

Foley’s Honey

MARCELLUS J. DOW

|

Apples are very scarce, good ones bring
a fancy prince.—A. A.
Eastman, Penobscot county.
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ASK TO SEE THE

f

QEn

j
1

KINEO

RAN*

j

si

J

|

It is just the ru>
been looking foi
pearance, with

water and a little oatmeal tied up in a I
small cloth bag, then after drying well, use the
following inexpensive and perfectly harmless !
srescription, which can be filled at any Drug
Store. Clearola ^ oz., Ether 1 oz.. Alcohol 7
)zs.
Use this mixture on the face as often as
possible during the day, but use night and
norning any way, allowing it to remain on the
:ace at least ten minutes, then the powdery
ilm may be wiped olf. Do not wash the face
’or some little time after using. By following |
his simple treatment, you will soon have a I
dear and Brilliant Complexion.”
|
varm

improvement

ern
*

Dock Ash Grate
coal and a sliding
Ask your local
them.

--

NOYES & NUTTI

IA
CASTOR
Children.

B\NliOK, M

For Infants and

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

Bears the

Signature

of

Farm for ®
City
FASHIONABLE

A
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FURS!
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Suggestion.!

My

OCTOBER 1,

MILLER, Furrier,

Situated

A. S.

the time from the close of the Civil War
Taking into consideration BRIDBE
Lieut. Cushing who until 1930.

STREET,

HEAL,

BELFAST, MAINE.

FOUYSKIBWEYCURE
■akas
Right
Kid nays and Bladdar

on

from Belfast

Swan I

postofii—

crop land; house and
and in good condition;

1

large rooms, cistern
hay; has wood enough
her enough for re pun
good saw mills near by.
the place. Land lays t
and raises large quani
Land borders rivpoint of land wl
tunity for cutting and

toes.

vided

a

ice.

This farm is well

business, with excellent
near by.
Two never f
This place has
on place.
a city home; good school
of the house), churches
twice daily, telephone, et<

board mills,

axe

factor\.

<

is getting
use for it, and will sell
should be seen to be apprPresent

owner

ticulars call

ELMER E. BROWN. M. 0..

same

acres

inquire of

WANT THE

he year 1950. That should be 85 years
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers 1
after the close of hostilities. The state*ely on Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Takes the
ment is said to be based on estimates
?ting out of cuts, burns or bruises at once, j
Jason, U. S. A., entitled “A Medal of made by men competent to calculate the Pain cannot stay where it is used.
donor for Officers,” a plea for the adop- luration of human life, but that such
tion by Congress of a recommendation of ligures may go astray is shown by the
Rear Admiral David D. Porter that a case of Hiram Cronk, who as a mere boy
Autumn Sale of Fine Furs
medal of honor be awarded to officers for entered the army in the closing days of
COMMENCED
distinguished service. This recommen- < the war of 1812 and lived ninety years
lation was made in January, 1865. at the after the conclusion of peace in 1815,
If some
1908.
close of a long report, in which the ad- dving in 1905 at the age of 105.
miral had recounted scores of gallant youth who entered the forces of the ’60’s
here.
ever
seen
Largest offering
deeds which would have been highly re- just before the surrender of Lee should
This will be a favorable opportunity to
Lieut. live as long after the end of hostilities as
warded in
foreign services.
If you think of having any
what you want for this season.
see
the
after
termination
Mason, in urging the adoption of the ad- did Hiram Cronk
Seeing the goods with the prices will
miral’s recommendation, turned to the of the earlier war, this last man of the
settle every point necessary to do busiofficial correspondence published in the Rebellion would not die until 1955, or five
ness with us.
reDorts of the secretary of the navy for years after his earthly career is ended by
Goods sent to all parts ©f the country
the mention of such brave acts on the the present day prophet. The case of
on approval.
was exceptional,
and
in
the
Civil
Hiram
Cronk
All
letters of inquiry promptly answered.
of
the
of
officers
navy
part
War as would entitle them to such a whether any of the soldiers of the Civil
1955
is merely a
1. V.
medal of honor, if Congress should favor- War will be living in
ably respond to Admiral Porter’s recom- matter of speculation. The Chicago exMain Street, Belfast, Maine.
109
further.
He
mendation. In this mention of acts of pert, however, goes
figures
done the coming spring, now is the time
out that in 1940, there will be but 23 livwhile
bravery, Lieut. Mason, page 15, says:
order
we
have
in
to
your
put
“Lieut. Cushing, when the Commo- ing veterans and in 1930, ten years
plenty of time to execute it. We have
dore Perry grounded under a bank in earlier, the number will be only 347. In
the latest and best designs out, the best
the Chowan river which was strongly this case, there is evidence that tends to
manned by rebel riflemen, who were show the estimate is too low. The war
stone in the country, compressed air
65
years prior to the
shooting down everybody about the ended in 1865, or
and pneumatic tools with which to work
183 HAMMOND ST.t BANGOR.
decks, having driven the men from their date on which only 347 men are expected
it, and can give you the best job obtainsurrendered in
Cornwallis
guns, which could not be sufficiently ele- to be alive.
Give us a call.
able for your money.
vated to fire at them, and would soon in 1781 and in 1840 a list of Revolutionary
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
have captured the vessel, ran a howitzer soldiers living in Maine at that time was
Including the fitting of Glasses.
into position, assisted by Mr. Lynch, who printed. The figures are not at hand,
that the number was
§y In Belfast, Odd Eeilowa’ Block, Room 2
was shot, and Third Assistant Engineer but the list showed
tf9
every Monday.
substantially 60
Richards, and fired a charge of canister in- considerable. This was
to the midst of the enemy, driving them years after the close of the War of InFormerly Heal & Wood,
back and allowing the crew again to get dependence or only five years less than

Many little lives have been saved by Foley's
Honey and Tar, for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough, ft is the only safe remedy
for infants and children as it contains no opiates or other narcotic drugs, and children like
Foley’s Honey and Tar. Careful mothers
keep a bottle in the house. Refuse substiof sincerity, that the people may learn tutes. R. H. Moody.
to look below the surface—A reportDon’t think that piles can’t be cured. Thouer grumbled because Dana kept him on sands of obstinate cases have been cured by possession.”.
This was ffie
Ointment 60 cents at any drug store.
Doan’s
work.
court
the
‘Young man,
police

or

of

—

monthly magazine
ng reference to military and naval afairs. In the number for January, 1881.
here is an article by Lieut. T. B. M._

j

Land and buildin!;

HORACE CHENERY, Belfast, ,l,m

~WE

j

Good farm hands are scarce, but farmers have to put up with it by using better
machinery and exchanging help with
their neighbors.
L. R. C., Kennebec

place.

(60) tons of hay, fifteen (15)

wood lot, good bearing young orchard.

NOTES.

FARM

the GILBERT ELLIS

as

Cut this year about sixty

nr £> xi jc .a.

JT“

|;

Tac Simile Signature of

manager of the Portland Transcript; Hon. Edward P. Page of Skowhegan, bank president and State Senator;
Col. Lucias H. Kendall of Biddeford; Almon H. Fogg, Houlton’s oldest business
man; Principal W. J. Corthell of Gorham
Normal school; Rev. Irsael Luce of Old
Orchard; Edward E. O’Brieif, Thomaston;
Judge Gorden M. Hicks of Rockland; Col.
N. S. Purinton of Bowdoin; Hon. S. S.
Brown of Waterville; Judge O. D. Castner of Waldoboro; ex-Mayor
McKusick
of Calais; Geo. F. Talbot and William Id.
Anderson of Portland.,

^

/

tion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.

Charles W. Pickard, for 40 years busi-

o

:

Cfaruud Stumr
f lartr.

ness

Pears ^,8

»

faSSLs*..

Mass., a noted surgeon and a native of
Buckfield; Dr. Charles Edward Swan of
Calais, Maine’s oldest practising physician; Congressman Llewellyn Powers of
the Fourth Maine district; Orville D.
Baker of Augusta, the eminent lawyer;

Service,

your

35c.

AVegelaWePreparationfor As-

similating theToodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

discovered, in 1908. There were about
350 fatal accidents, of which 115 were
from drowning. There were 29 persons
killed on steam railroads, nine on trolley
lines, seven from runaways and four from
automobiles. Thirty died from burns, 28

***

the

1908.

There were 110 suicides in Maine in
1908, only 20 of them women.

r\

TRUE’S ELIXIR

Charles A. Dana was without

/

those who fought in the
States, and that the figures relate only
to Maine, they would seem to indicate
that the number of living veterans of the
latter struggle would be greater in 1930
than the Chicago man is inclined to think
will be the case. However, such speculations are of only passing interest. The
prediction is likely to be forgotten before the first of the dates mentioned.
Certainly, the survivors of the battlefields of the ’60’s will then be few in
in number even although there may be
more of them than the present prophet
imagines.—Portland Advertiser.
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Mix This Simple, Helpful Recipe at Home
and Try It, Anyway.

last week.]
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The Helping Hand club
Karnes, December 30th.
are all on the mend.
one to Bethel, Vt., where

/
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of the Sahool, has been offered
itendent of the Washingith a salary of $5,000
is the son of Mr. and
f this place and his
hear of his sucgiaJ
Mrs <1. A. Sherman were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
|'he Christmas tree and
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satisfactory

very

recommends it

as

harmless.

schoolhouse, where
irifts.
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man'

There was a good attendance at the service at
the Center church last Sunday. If health permits, Rev. D. Brackett will preach there again
;

Sunday afternoon, January 10th.Report says
OKI.
| that Whitehouse & Grant of Unity have bought
re are sick with the
an interest in the Sayward mill and are putMr. and Mrs. Fred
! ting it in thorough order for good work. They
in
relatives
Brooks.
with
■ will
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SWANVILLK CEKTEK.

Mr. and Mrs. John McKeen of Frankfort
spent the week-end with his mother, Mrs. Beal.
Mr. Guy Marden of Swanvdle and Miss
...

Inez

fine

cures

{FEVERS,
Lung

J tlons.

cures ) JPRA5K8,

l

C. C.

Rheumatism.

tores

| WORMS, Rots, Grub#.
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New-York Tribune Fanner

Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
DISORDERS

ISKW DISEASES, Mange. Erapttoa*
J (Jlcers. Grease, Farcy.

AND YOUR FA VOR1TF HOME

THE

50c. each ; Stable
At druggists, or

Case, Ten Specifics, Book, fta, $.
sent prepaid on receipt of price
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and
Streets, New York.

REPUBLICAN

PAPER,

1
M

JOURNAL

For only $2.25.

tw BOOR MAILER FREE.

Mr. and Mrs. D.
Sanford.George A.
Palmer of Liberty was the guest of his mother,
Mrs. Clara B. Palmer, on Sunday.Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Jones passed Christmas at S. K.
Thompson’s Mrs. Jones remained until Sun-

Really Noted Scene,

a

WITH A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION TO

Siu ( KIDNEY a BLADDER
cures

Cards in all, and each of

50

I SORE THROAT.• Qniiisv* FllllOlk
mrnmm

5 Distemper.

ft

IN POST CARDS

TnflanUMk
Congestions,
Fever. Milk Fever.
Lameness* Injuries*

cubes

O G

nroerram_

H.

IN GEORGIA

Could not

81
¥
5

wgg»

w

I

In 1897 I had & disease of the stomach
and bowels. Some physicians told me it was
Dyspepsia, some Consumption of the Lungs,
others said consumption of the Bowels. One
physician said 1 would not Uve until Spring,
end for four long years I existed on a little
boiled milk, soda biscuits, doctors' prescriptions and Dyspepsia remedies that flooded
the market. I could not digest anything
I ate, and in the Spring 1902 I picked up
one of your Almanacs as a poor emaciated
Dyspepsia wreck will grasp at anything, and
that Almanac happened to be my life saver,
I bought a fifty cent bottle of KODOL DYSPEPSiA CURB and the benefit I received
from that bottle ALL THE GOLD IN
GEORGIA COULD NOT BUY. I kept on
taking it and in two months 1 went back to
my work. as a machinist, and in three months
I was well and hearty. I still use a little occasionally as I find it a fine blood purifier
and a good tonic
Kay you live long and prosper.
Yours very truly,
C. N. CORNELL.
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Farmer, One Year,
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Parlor Stoves
_

We

are

bargains

|

Stoves.

offering

Journal

S

Pub. Co..

JL

MAINE.

"win

^

^iii■;i\

Incorporated

1

I'

'■

1899.

Livery Co.,
and
* *

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent
facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

in second-hand Parlor

hope

to merit and receive a continuance of the

ronage

—

we

have had for

so

pat-

many years.

We carry full lines of
Gives Relief at Once.

rt cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
,
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers. 56 "Warren Street, New York.

J

Kitchen Furnishings
Stoves and Ranges

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

Telephone

Connection.

V. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D.
i

Horses

Plumbing

a

Specialty.

BELFAST,

Mitchell & Trussell,

A few horses for sale

Livery Co.

at

early

intend to sell.

as we

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

by Belfas

W,JK°RTS

Insurance and Real

Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam
insurance

and

Tom

i

YOU
Dance Music

a

Specialty.

Any

number of instruments furnished.

JOHN C. CLEMENT, Manager.

Farms wanted.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

Hoo tol

Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
\ ln
Tn
KanKruPtc r.
Charles Il.Maxfleld, Bankrupt.}
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Di
tri.it Court ot the United States for the Distrii t
of Maine.

H. MAXF1ELD of Bangor, in 11 e
Penobscot and State of Maine, i n
District, respectfully represents, that on ti e
14-tli day of November, last past, he was dul y
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congr» s
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sui rer
dered all his property and rights of propert’
anc. has fully complied with ail the requirement »

CHARLES
County of
said

«

of said Acts and of the orders of Court touehin
his bankruptcy.
When fore be prays that he may be decreed b y
the Court to have a full discharge from all debi 8
provable against his estate under said ban!
ruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepte
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 15th day of December, A. D. 1908.
iHaRLEs II. MAXFIELD, Bankrup ;.

PvpnincJ 1

A.Q

1

J

books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, December 21, 190S.—3w52

new

FOR

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good bouse, ell, shed and carriage house, also
will be sold
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools.
Located lj miles fromfpostofflce. Inquire of
35tf

Lower

THOMAS GANNON.
Congress St., Belfast, Me.
7w42

! Searsport National Bank.

the

Children like it

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

Breeding Cockerels

for sale

from both

strains.
Also 30 Fine Male

Yearlings

at $2.00,

$3.00 and $5.00 each.
We shall have for sale in May 3,000*day-old
chicks at 15c and 25c each.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank

ss.

On this 19th day of December, A. D. 1908, o .
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha 3
upon the same on the 8tli day of January, a :
J>. 1909, before said Court at Portland, in sai 3
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and thu
notice thereof be published in The Republica
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District, an 1
that all known creditors, and other persons i 1
interest may appear at the said time and plac<
and show cause, if any they have, why the praye :
of said petitioner should not be granted
And it is further Ordered by the Court, Tba t
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credit
ors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Halb
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, a
Portland, in said District, on the 19th day o
December, A. D. 1908.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. s ]
A true copy of petition and order theron.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk

better than 200 eggs per year. Come and let,
us show you just what our birds are
doing, or
write us.

Savings Bank.

Book No. 13,274, issued by this Bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing

Our stock are descendants of the Hawkins
Royal Blue strain, carefully bred in this climate for winter layers; raised on free
range:
are large, healthy and
vigorous.;

England.
Eggs from pure bred S. C. R. I. Reds at same
price. These are from stock averaging to lay

Whereas my wife, Claj;a B. Ladd, having left
my bed and board without any just cause, this
is to forbid all persons trusting or harboring
her on my account. I have a good home for
her to which she can come at any time and I
shall pay no bills of her contracting after this
date, December 19, 1908.
DAVID LADD.
3w52

Belfast

hatching from thoroughbred

BARRED fLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Sent by American express to any point in New

Notice.

Caution

for

Price $2.00 per Setting of 15 Eggs $7.00
per hundred; $60 per thousand.

tfS3

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

Maine,

Eggs

TRIED

RATES REASONABLE.

IN WALDO COUNTY.

of

(toiler

Inspection.

HAVE

,tf42

Real Estate

District

Estate

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.

good trades. Cal

We buy and sell.

Treasurer.

MAINE.

FRED ATWOOD,

FOB SALE.

SOUTHWORIH,

..

>

i\\\|

ve_7*?MV^

Transient Stable.
i
I

good

some

Sp

Livery, Sale, Hack

K. H. MOODY.

!

thereby

$2.25.

Belfast

i

Remedy
FOR

Vgfe

^||

has been used,

IN SECOND-HAND

\ Reliable

C?Ir£

$1.00
2.00

Established 1857.

BARGAINS!!

s

true to nature;

BELFAST,

!

/jw.

vSy

Oards,

photography

FOR

ALL

P

|

4gjH§t

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and
year in advance we make this liberal offer

S

only a sample of
the great good that is
daily done everywhere by

/'TL

new

The Tribune

J®|g;
fifflSK

is

Kod o 1
for Dyspepsia.

To

50 Beautiful

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW

practical, helpful, up-to-date illnstratCattle, Sheep, etc., and most elaborate

I>r..C. 1>. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes
regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the
breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of every
practical working farmer and interest every mall or woman in city or town who owns a horse or
cow.
The subscription price of
THE TRIBUNE
FARMER alone is #1.00.

&

Buy-

Roding. 0%. August 27, 1909.
Mxssrs. E. G. DsWitt A Oo..
Chicago, IDs.
Gentlemen:—

^

THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly
ed national weekly. Special pages for Horses,
and reliable market reports.

=

■*

Ada Howard, A Visit from St. Nicholas.

after which he studied law- and was admitted
to Waldo county bar, of which he remained a
member until his death. He was one of the
largest farmers in town and the heaviest taxpayer... Miss Gladys Bryant, who has been
attending school in Lewiston, is spending her
vacation at her home.... Miss Mary Mason and
Miss Marian Bartlett, who have been teaching
school at Newton, Mass., are spending the
holiday vacation here at home with their par-

|uSE^BSSl

AM the Gold

day _The school in West Montville, taught
by Miss Viola Knowlton of Liberty, had a
Christmas tree and entertainment, Thursday
afternoon, December 24th, and the following
program was carried out: Recitations, Miss
Esther Eanton, Marjorie’s Christmas Dream;
Miss Myrtle Penney, A Telephone Message;
Harold Nutter, The Barefoot Boy; Miss Christine Howard, Kriss Kringle; Miss Judith Banton, a reading, Joe’s Christmas Angel; exercise, Love, an acrostic, by four little boys;
Alfred Jackson, In Search of Santa Claus; Miss
Ada Penney, Christmas Chimes; Burton Banton, The Holy Tree; Miss Edna Downes, The
Holey Stocking; exercise, Last Year’s Christmas Gifts, three girls and three boys; Hazel
Penney, Christmas Carols;' Miss Jessie Banton, A Visit from Mrs. St. Nick; George Penney, Hard Times for Georgie; Twentieth Century Christmas Tree, by the whole school; Miss

Cunningham ot Waldo were married
Christmas eve in Belfast and took the train at
LNH t *1
a teacher in a comI
noon Christmas day for Greenbush, where Mr.
v
;vi‘ster, Mass., Arthur Marden has employment. Their friends wish
ents.
[
lion in the Eastern them a
prosperous journey through life.|
and Cora Reynolds Mrs. Caroline Dow went to Worcester, Mass., LIBERTY.
j
.• their old home in this
\
Mrs. Mary L. Mitchell, a life long resident of
last week to spend the winter with her children, j
week.A
hristmas
j
-Mrs. Nickerson, who went to Hampden
Liberty, passed away on the morning of TuesHam's took Christmas
;
Thanksgiving day to visit her daughter and day, December 23d. She was an estimable
:
n the Horseback.
was taken
dangerously ill there, is slowly woman and a loving mother, devoted to the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
gaining.Miss Melissa McKeen made the welfare of her children. Her death is a great
mas dinner with Mr
!
family Christmas dinner.The thermometer sorrow to her many friends and has cast a
Laforest Hathorn
last Thursday morning at six o’clock indicated gloom over the whole community.
Funeral
M.g company in West 14 below zero.
It was the coldest morning in services were held at her late home on Christof heavy horses_A the Center this winter. At noon it was 18
mas day at two o’clock, attended by many sorXew York has fully above_ Miss Ruth Marden is at home from
rowing relatives and friends, who filled the
awed and stuck on
Kent's Hill for the holidays..
.Mr. Frank house. The services were conducted by the
l
and they will have Batchelder of Monroe visited at Charles Curtis’ Rev. T. R. Pentecost of Montville and the
saw.Charles !
Sunday.Misses Alice and Velora Nicker- village choir rendered, “One sweetly solemn
li are hauling lumthought” and “Somewhere.” The casket was
; son of Belfast are spending the week with
Mr. Fletcher’s lum!
their uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Martin covered with beautiful flowers sent by relatives
William Garcelon,
Robertson, in Monroe... Mont. Clark spent and friends. The interment was in the Mitch: art of the town, has
ell lot in the cemetery at Sherman’s Corner
the week-end in Thorndike with relatives_
'past few weeks with
?
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maddocks recently re- in this town.Rev. E. H. Dinslow held a
ai
her, Miss Carrie A. turned from Foxcroft, where they visited rel- ! Christmas service at the church last Sunday.
|
!
'age school No. 10, atives.Mrs. Chandler of Foxcroft is visiting The chapel was decorated and a goodly numla appropriate exer|
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maxim_ Herbert ber were present... .The annual Christmas
■•-rn Friday afternoon,
| Maddocks is keeping house alone this winter, tree was held in the church on Christmas eve.
i
decorated and well as his son Bert and wife are
employed in The attendance was not as large as in former
room was tilled with
!
Brooks.Miss Nellie Marr’s pupils presented years. A short program of music and recitaThe following pro- her with a fountain
pen for a Christmas tions, with an address by Rev. E. H. Dinslow,
'i« fin. school; reading,
1
present.Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson vis- was presented, after which the trees were
Helen
'acobs,
Fletcher, ited Mr. and Mrs. David Moody, Sunday. stripped of their burdens and all hearts were
l
Harry Varney; Christ- Miss Ethelyn Moody returned to Belfast last made glad with the Christmas gifts, after
Hattie Cole, Feme 1
Monday_ Mrs. Horace Marden returned to which popcorn, oranges and candy were disDailey, Glendon Lib- Massachusetts Monday.Richard Robertson tributed to the children.... Our local post of
Shaw; song, Helen 1 is with the Clement & Moody hay press. fice is adorned with a new sign, telling the
Ray.Mr. Varney Miss Freda Knowlton spent Christmas with passer by the name of our village_C. E.
to the Seward Hardher parents in Frankfort.
Mr. Hartly Tarr Sherman of Burnham was in town last week to
Man roe of Troy spent of Etna
spent Sunday with his aunt, Mrs. attend the funeral of his sister, Mrs. E. L.
r his
|
Mitchell... The entertainment given in Nordaughter, Mrs. G. Charles Marr.
hnie returned Saturton’s Hall last week for charitable purposes
S
> ■!
MOKUII.L.
to Dover and vicinity.
was a success in every way and a goodly sum
The Sunday school concert at the church ! was netted-Miss Bessie
Burgess has returnThe ed to her home in Brunswick.... Mrs. Daniel
Christmas Eve was a great success.
I lodge of Troy, who
music, the recitations, and the many presents Low of Salem, Mass., a former resident, and a
and whose energy
on the tree for the little folks made many
sister of G. N. Stevens of this place, sent her
a v
accomplish whatever hearts glad. Much credit is due Mrs. Maude usual Christmas
gift to the Sunday school of
subscribers of the Unity
Daggett and Miss Bertha Hatch, who were un- forty books and five dollars in money. These
pri cnted to Central, R.
tiring in their efforts to make the concert a books are selected from the best books availas a Christmas
gift, a success. The school was reorganized last Sun- able and are
gladly received not only by the
parlor clock to Mrs.
day. The reports of the snperintendent and members of the Sunday school but by the read'"‘>ney, all of which he treasurer
showed, a good financial standing, ing people throughout the town. After the
hly deserve. The ready with nearly $50 in the treasury after all bills
members of the school have finished a book
are paid:
The report of the Supt. of the Pri- those in
charge see that the book reaches ail
“f his services, for no
mary Dept., Miss Bertha Hatch, was especial- those who care to read it, thus bringing books
1
tted for the office of
ly interesting. Much good work had been done of superior quality into families that would
ihfully perform his in the Home Department until the sickness of otherwise be
deprived of them.Miss Frank
t'»
Mrs.
that
report
its Superintendent, Mrs. I. D. White, left it Ayer of Howard, R. I., spent Christmas with his
u-adily improving, al- without a head. Dr. T. N. Pearson was reparents, Mr. and Mrs. John Ayer.Charles
r bed-Mrs. Otis
elected Superintendent; Elisha Brown, Assist- Hurd is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. F.
Hannah Bridges of
ant Superintendent; Miss Sadie Thomas, Secre1 daughter... A
party tary; Ernest E. Bowen, Treasurer; Edna Dagmen, having worked hig way to his present posi*•' r. Look
Christmas din- trpt.t.. T.ihrarian. and Mrs. T. N. Pparsnn. nrtrantion of travelling sa esman for a candy firm.
di
Otis Danforth. The
j ist ...Quite a number of our young people He has his headquarters at Newark, N. J" °
younger members was came home from a distance to
complete the ; _The Keene, N. H., Evening Sentinel of Dedr. and Mrs. T. I*.
Tyler, home circle Christmas day, and among them | cember 28th contains the
following account of
barker and daughter Jen- were Leforest White and
Stanley Brown from | the wedding of Mr. H. A. Brown, formerly of
Ltnas day with Mr. and Massachusetts-Mrs. Linda
came
from
Gray
Liberty, now superintendent of schools at
Mr. Edward Myrick and
Providence, R. I., to make one of a group of
Glasgow, Montana. Superintendent and Mrs.
‘■k Christmas dinner with
more than twenty relatives at the table of her
an extended wedding trip to GreenMyrick... Mr. Harry Bry- father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Mer- Brown took
field, Mass., Buffalo, N. Y., Detroit, Mich.,
fephnif- Philbrick, who were riam. The
group when together consisted of
Chicago, 111., Kenosha, Wis., and St. Paul, Minn:
i' th, held a
reception at the four generations. The youngest was little
Brown-Seaver. The home of Eugene R.
,!ay evening December 29th.
Luville Wood, son of Morris and Carrie Wood. Seaver on George street was the scene of an
1
dl with bilious fever....
After partaking of a Christmas dinner, with attractive home wedding at 1 o’clock today,
when Miss Florence Maria Seaver of this city
who came home sick from all its
fixings, its pies, cakes, cheese, nuts» and Mr. Harry Alvin Brown of
Glasgow, Mont.,
vnere she was teaching, is
oranges and candies, the company were usher- were married by Rev. Joseph Walther, pastor
1
to sit up but a few ed into the parlor, off which is an alcove just of the Baptist church. The ceremony was per*
,lm°
formed in the presence of only the immediate
If the old adage, that
big enough for a good-sized family Christmas
hristnias rule the year proves tree. The tree was there, artistically surround- relatives. To the strains of the Lohengrin
wedding march, played by Mrs. Walther, the
v.?. :'»y and loaded
bridal party, including the groom, the young
^ "‘ al"^‘Plain, for the three first ed and trimmed v ;th
w nter
weather, and such from top to bottom, North, East, South and brother and sister of the bride, and the bride
^
on the arm of her father, entered the room.
West, with presents for old and young, selected At the conclusion of the service the MendelsSanta
Claus
from
the
stores
of
many States, sohn march was played by Mrs. Walther. The
by
from California to Maine. Mrs. Grey returned bride wore a pretty gown of white muslin and
the next day to Providence, R. I.Rev. Wm. the house was attractively decorated with
evergreens and flowers, presenting a festive
Vaughan gave us an excellent Christmas ser- appearance. Following the ceremony a remon last Sunday.
The music on the occasion ception was held and a wedding lunch served.
■

without loss of time.

..

articles were given
Mr. Cassius York companied him home. Mr. Cilley is improving
n
town to attend his | now.
!'l cy are cutting ice in

e:u!

Poultry by acting directly on the sick pabsi

C. C. Swasey returned to Newburyport, Mass.,
last week.Mrs. Sarah J. Sanford is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. R. P. Downer.Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Bailey of Knox passed Sunday with

—

•tnciy bags

Specifics cure disease!
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and

laden with

Helen, passed Sunday !
Jonathan Bartlett died December 21st, aged 70
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins....
11 months and 7 days. The funeral was
Frank Knowles from Presque Isle has arrived years,
held at his late home December 23d, Rev. T.
in town ^nd is moving onto the farm he recentR. Pentecost officiating. He is survived by
ly bought of Daniel Jones-F. L. Philbrick
his wife and two sons, James H. Bartlett, who
was drawn juryman from this town for the
lives at home, and Mark J. Bartlett, a lawyer
Miss Ida Roberts of
January term of court
at Waterville. Mr. Bartlett was born in MontBelfast has been visiting in town.... Lizzie,the
ville and lived here the greater part of his
7-year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
life. He had been elected one of the town
Peabody, had the misfortune to break her arm
officers many times. In 1884 he was elected
one day last week.
Dr. Hurd was called and
to the legislature. He was
reduced the fracture
Our townsman, J. R. representative
well educated, not only attending the home
an
ill
term
while
in
Burnham
had
quite
Cilley,
schools but took a course at Colby College,
recently. Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman acPhilbrick and

present
Mansur

B.

..

the

the door-The W

at

was

party of fifteen at
dinner at V. N. Higgins’. The
afternoon was devoted to the family Christmas
tree, which was handsomely decorated
and well laden with gifts for old and young.
“Richard,” as usual, did the “Santa Claus”
Mr. and Mrspart in a satifiactory manner
A. H. Higgins entertained Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Higgins Christmas day and Mr. and Mrs. E. H
Ward and J. D. Higgins were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins-Mr. and Mrs. Fred
L. Higgins, Miss Cora Andrews, J. D. Higgins
and the Misses Inez and Erma Keech were pleas
antly entertained at the home of Mr. H. M.
! Small last Saturday evening ...Mr. Lewis P.

school was a success
doing much credit to

gathering

Unity
Mrs.

trouble with

given by

Bessey in Knox-Lynn Rand of
recently the guest of his sister,

ate Christmas

returned to Dover !
Miss
school
vacation at home___
o

J. Farwell, Jr., spent Christmas with Mr.

and Mrs. E. F.

f

\

HUMPHREYS'
Veterinary

...

from Portland for

iiit;

Swwa Ooidai Prevent. Pnoumoalw

..

student in the Maine

s.

Mont.

..

usilay evening in thded bv a company
Everything on the

f

Known and successful school teacher. Th<
bridal couple left on
the 2.17 train for a brida
H*P and will make their home in Glasgow

is spending her
The above is considered as the most certain vacation with her aunt, Ella Thompson, in
prescription ever written to relieve Backache; South Montville.Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin
Kidney Trouble; Weak Bladder and all forms spent Christmas with her cousins, Hattie
This mixture acts
of Urinary difficulties.
Clough and Abbie White, in Liberty.Wilpromptly on the eliminative tissues of the Kid- liam Nash and wife of Morrill and their daughneys, enabling them to filter and strain the
ter, Mildred Coombs and family of Belfast,
uric acid and other waste matter from the
and Burley Nash of Rockland spent the day
blood which causes Rheumatism.
last Saturday with Leslie Nash.Mrs. Cora
Some persons who suffer with the afflictions Jones
spent a few days last week with her
may not feel inclined to place much confidence mother, Mrs. Sarah Thompson. The Wentthose
who
have
in this simple mixture, yet
worth family had a Christmas tree laat Saturtried it say the results are simply surprising,
day at J. W. Wentworth’s.Mr. and Mrs. W.
the relief being effected without the slightest S. Davis will receive their friends at the
injury to the stomach or other organs.
grange hall on Wednesday evening, January
Mix some and give it a trial. It certainly 6th
Mrs. M. C. Gordon and G. A. Gordon
comes highly recommended. It is the prescripand family passed Christmas with Mr. and
tion of an eminent authority, whose entire \ Mrs. Frank Paul in Morrill
B. F. Thomp:
reputation, it is said, was established by it.
son and children took their Christmas dinner
A druggist here at home, when asked, stated in Freedom with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Greeley.
that he could either supply the ingredients or j
Christmas eve there was a large gathering
mix the prescription for our readers, also
of children and their friends at the Center

<’. K. Hill in Winter-

J

f

i-

Mrs. Anna

the

Mr. Brown is
superintendent of schools ir
Glasgow, Montana, and Miss Seaver ia a well

was very fine. A solo by Mrs. Maud Dagget4
and chorus by her two boys, Homer and Floydt
was particularly enjoyable. ...Mr. James Wentworth and bride of Waldo were at church here
Sunday... .The remains of Cotton W. Mears of
Belfast, who spent his school-boy days in Morrill, were interred in Morrill cemetery last

Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce;
Compound Kargon, one ounce; Compound Thursday.
Syrup Sarsaparilla, three ounces.
Shake well in a bottle and take a teaspoonful CENTER MONTVIIXE.
dose after each meal and at bedtime.
Miss Ruby Oxton of Belfast

■

4S*'1" "fi,,,!

(MS'*'1

prescription pharmacist

following:

of

C. E. Thompson,
t- the house by illness
to be out.Mrs. West

vfr'emtier

p

GOOD HOME RECIPE.

Correspondence.

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

PINELAND POULTRY FARM.

Belfast,

Swan &

Sibley Co.,
Jackson & Hall,
A. A. Howes & Co.,
Horace Chenery.
The subNOTICE.
gives notice that she has
administratiix of the es-

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

scriber hereby
been duly appointed
tate of
AMOS H. CARR, late of Kearsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All peisons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

ment immediately.

SUSAN A.

sport, December 8,1908.—iw52

CARR,

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
January 12, 1909, at 10 o'clock A. II., for the
The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corelection of directors for the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of such other business as ner, k mile from Northport Campground, will
the
before
sold at a bargain. Apply to
come
be
meeting
may legally
JOHN R. DUNTON
A. H. NICKOLS, Cashier.
8tf
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Haine
Searsport, December 14. IMS,—3w51

FOR SALE

W. M. RAM
S. F.

r.liw

Maine.

DALL, Prop.

F\

Dressmaking.
I am prepared to do dressmaking
and fancy work. Children’s work
a

specialty.

MRS. INEZ CHASE.

38 High Street, Spring Street Entrance
Se

con

d- hand

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross aud Federal Streets, Belfast,

For Indigestion.
Kodol
stomach,
*^^^*^^* Relieves
sour

palpitation of the heart

Divests what you eat*.
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VOLUME 81.
this issue The Journal enters

With

upon its 81st year and volume. There i
are few newspapers in Maine that have

lived longer, and The Journal has seen
the rise and fall in its own field of nearly
a score of would be contemporaries. That
twenty years hence it will observe its
centennial we have every reason to believe.
Then some other hand must re-

fifty years that will have
sed since the issue of February 6,

view the

in which William H.
umn

and a

half,

Simpson had

elap1879,
a

col-

written in his usual com-

prehensive and forceful style, on “The
Journal’s Semi-Centennial.” It is noticeable that neither then, nor later,
were

there any

4-

n.t>

r*

begging

4-

rT,l_

loud-sounding promises
T--1

_1J

_

appeals for patronage;
expressions of ill will if pat-

no

threats

or

ronage

was

withheld.

The Journal has

stood upon its merits as a newspaper and as a legitimate business enterprise. Aside from any aid it may have

always

CHURCH DEDICATION IN THORNDIKE

has written a number of practical articles
on the development of our State and section and has made many valuable suggestions along this line. There are many
others whose contributions and suggestions have aided the present management in maintaining the standard of the
paper. It would be impossible to name
them all, but their services are none the

The New

Free From Debt.
Thursday, December 31st, was a red-letter
day in Thorndike. The weather was perfect
and the ceremonies attending the dedication of
the Congregational church were successfully
carried out. Alp. m. the silver key which
had been procured for the occasion was presented to C. E. Swift, who with appropriate
less appreciated.
remarks opened the church in behalf of the
was soon filled,
That Cardenio F. King, the Boston people. The sacred edifice
and the following order of service was carried
found
was
a
be
guilty
financier, would
out:
foregone conclusion to all who followed Organ Prelude
the report of his trial; but whether he Doxology and Invocation,
Rev. Charles Harbutt, Portland
will receive the punishment so richly
Mrs. B. Gowen
Historical Statement,
merited remains to be seen. Great rogues Congratulatory,
Rev. Charles Harbutt
Freedom
Male
a
of
ones
have
lesser
Quartette,
as well as
slipway
Mr. C. B. Cox
Financial Statement,
ping through the meshes of the law after Presentation of Pulpit Furniture, on behalf of
B. P. Hurd, M. D.
Masonic Lodge,
their guilt has been fully established that
tends to bring the courts into contempt Offertory,
Hymn,
Congregation standing
and nullify the laws agaiqst crime. In Dedicatory Sermon,
President David N. Beach, D. D
the prosecution of King, Assistant DisPastor and Congregation
Dedicatory Act,
trict Attorney Dwyer did not mince matThe Act of Dedication.
ters in his argument, and his character- Pastor—To the glory of God, our Father, by
whose favor we have built this house:
ization of the accused would serve as a
To the honor of Jesus, the Christ, the Son
of the living God, our Lord and Savior;
portrait of a certain type who live by
To the praise of the Holy Spirit, source of
taking advantage of the credulity of
life and light;
their victims. For example, he said of Congregation—We dedicate this house
worship in prayer and song; for
King that he “has literary ability of a Pastor—For
the ministry of the world; for the celebracertain type—crude, bombastic and egotion of the Holy Sacraments;
—We dedicate this house
tistical;” is “a man of wonderful ability Congregation
Pastor—For comfort to those who mourn; for
in exploiting schemes to trap the unwary;
strength to those who are tempted; for
a hypocrite of the most despicable and
help in right living;
Congregation—We dedicate this house
desperate type; an egotist, a braggart.” Pastor—For the sanctification of the family;
for the guidance of childhood; for the salHe is “a man who will not hesitate to
vation of men;
turn even the words of holy scripture to
Congregation—We dedicate this house.
his own base purposes and ends.”
Pastor—For the fostering of patriotism; for
the training of conscience; for aggression
‘the type of man who will smile and tell
you a funny story, even to quote scripture while he takes your money intendI-UIIVCU. ll-

im-w

mo

v/nu

rendered in

The Journal has been so it W'iil continue

others of his kind.

to be—the friend of every worthy individual and enterprise, the advocate of

There cannot be too many good books
everything for boys—we do not mean the goody
that threatens the pockets and the morgood kind—books that will instruct and
als of the community.
entertain the clean-minded vigorous boys
In his semi-centennial review Mr. Simp- who
grow up a credit to themselves, to
son noted “something in the way of retheir parents and to the State of their
trospection, and of contrast between the birth. Maine has produced many such
old time and the new.” Of the early
boys, and no doubt will continue to proissues of the paper he said: “Among the
duce them; and it is due that they should
friends and supporters of The Journal,
have literary pabulum of the right sort.
and contributors, were men of ability
The old boys, of whom the writer is one,
and fine literary taste. The pen of exwill recall the Rollo books, much prized
Governor Hugh J. Anderson frequently
in their day; but they wyould hardly apprepared articles. Hiram O. Alden,
Then
to the present generation.
peal
Esq., was a regular contributor,and from came the
Whispering Pine series by
1829 to 1830 was the recognized editor.
Elijah Kellogg and still later the books
Hon. Alfred Johnson, a gentlemen of
of James Otis; both Maine authors and
extensive reading and great learning,
deservedly popular. James Otis is still
W'as a frequent visitor to the office, and
writing books for boys, and now we have
always ready with suggestions and aid. also in this field Holman Day, the Maine
In like relations were Nathaniel M. Low- bard and
novelist, who won instant recney and William H. Burrill, Esqs. J. Y. ognition with “The Eagle Badge;” and
McClintock, as zealous and indefatisable Clarence B. Burleigh of Augusta, who
then as now (1879) was always ready has to his credit a series of four books,
with his counsel and services. At a later “The Camp on Letter K.” “Raymond
date, by a few years, John W. Frost, a Benson at Krampton.” “The Kenton
student with Judge Johnson, edited The Pines” and “All Among the Loggers.”
Journal.
He afterwards became con- These are all books of the right sort.
ductor of the New Orleans Crescent and From the Central Maine Publishing Co.,
was killed in a duel
growing out of politi- Waterville, comes another good book—
cal differences.” Of The Journal in later “In
Camp With Boys,” by G. W. Hinckyears Mr. Simpson says that in turning ley of Good Will Farm. The volume is
over its pages “There will be found the made
up of six stories telling of different
editorials of the scholarly and genial expeditions for fishing, mountain climbGriffin: the versatile pen of Moore, made ing, etc., with experiences in camp. The
still more attractive by his brilliant wit; boys are real boys and the stories are
the able essays of Charles C. Hazewell; true stories and told in so
interesting a
the sti'ong and trenchant political wriway that they are good reading for both
tings of Judge Dickerson; the charming old and young. That the scenes of these
series in which ex-Governor Crosby took stories are in
Maine, and some of them
up and followed out the threads of the near by, is an added local attraction to a
Annals of Belfast; the historical con- book that should find readers
everywhere.
tributions of Hon. Joseph Williamson,
now
recognized as the most painstaking
One of the most interesting things we
ami reliable of local historians; and the have read in a magazine in years is the
of a saloon keeper, in McClure’s.
many other contributors and correspond- story
The story tells how uncomfortable the
ents who have made its columns attracbusiness is; how disreputable it nearly
tive.
always is; how every liquor dealer is
That The Journal fully maintained its blackmailed by nearly everyone with
he comes in contact. The article
reputation during the twenty-two years whom
is much more interesting than the averof Mr. Simpson’s editorship will be readHasn’t the love story
age love story.
ily admitted by many who are living to- seen its day? Every time we read one
day. Indeed, it may be said that under we feel disgusted; they are all so unhis management it attained a mechanical natural, strained and foolish.—Atchison
law and

order,

ar.d the foe of

Globe.
excellence second to none and a reputaWe heartily agree with our Kansas
tion for ability and enterprise that exas to the silly love stories
contemporary
tended far beyond the State. He was a
in the magazines, but dissent as to the
master of the typographic art and of
saloon keeper’s story, which occupies
literary expression and was never known twelve
pages in the telling and contains
to come out of a controversy second best.
not a single fact that has not been known
He had, as had his predecessors in the
by newspaper readers for years. Its only
editorial chair, able contributors, among
redeeming feature is that it is a personal
whom may be mentioned “Our George,”
experience. The sum and substance of
Mrs. J. W. Frederick, “Percy,” whose
the story is that in New York the brewletters
from
Boston
and
entertaining
eries own or control a majority of the
were
D.
an
from Washington,
C.,
long
saloons; that it is necessary to pay the
attractive feature of The Journal, and
police in order to keep open after hours
Mrs. Sarah F. Meader, who contributed
and on Sundays and that a new proprietor
many Local Lyrics. Later he had as asis not long in making bad debts. One of
sociate editor W. H. Wiggin, a young
the New York Sun’s bright young men
man of
much ability, who afterwards
would have told this more effectively in
fllL.rl o/Jit-nniol nnoitinno AA
fVi
RonrrAi<
half a column.
Commercial and Boston Post and whose
early death ended what promised to be a
o

In other columns

Charles W. Frederick wrote a number of
entertaining letters on his trip abroad,
and later a member of The Journal’s
staff related the experience of a Belfast
party in England and Scotland and on the
Atlantic. Mrs. Fannie B. Ward’s travels
in Central and South America and the
West Indies were long a delight to oui
readers. Contributions on local history
have been many and valuable. Capt.
Freeman Partridge furnished a numbei
of articles on seafarers, on the pioneers
and on the early clergymen of this section. Allen Goodwin of Montville has
traced with infinite care the genealogy
of some of the early settlers, as well as
church history. Cassius C. Roberts, Esq.,
has contributed, and has others in preparation, many illustrated articles of historical, political and genealogical interest. Hon. Fred Atwood of Winterporl

an

Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
coated? Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
liver needs wakking up. Doan’s Regulets
26 cents at any drug
cure bilious attacks.
store.

'fl

Bank of Belfast:

building should be ready for occupancy on or before October 1, 1999
1
Your Directors submit herewith the financial standing of your Bank as of that construction work will begin soon after April 1, 1909.
January 2, 1909, including a statement of securieties owned. This Bank has adopted
Safe
the policy of submitting at any and all times a complete list of investments. Detheir
for
Our vault, which is one of the finest in the State, will be
positors are Ihus always able to figure for themselves the safety offered
movv.
money, and the Stockholders the safety afforded for their investment and liability. rooms, Mr. Chase taking our present building as left after the
vault is
cent,
to
7
the
6
dividend
rate
has been increased from
per hole in the side of the building will be
per
During the resi year
necessary for its removal vi
cent. Youi stock continues in quick demand by local investors, and is stongly held, Chased for $250.00 a
large York fire-proof safe, comparatively new
being distnouted among 120 stockholders.
$600.00) which will be used in the new building as a book vault, render
ent vault of still more value for Safe Deposit work. We
already have
Results for the Year.
Deposit Boxes not in use and in the near future will be obliged to i,,<t
the
note
will
You
The results for the year have again been very pleasing.
new lot.
This feature of our business also is constantly growing
We see
continued growth of our deposits showing the usual
over last report.

Deposit Space Enlarged.

gain

why this gain should not continue and a year
quite One Million Dollars in total deposits.
have already exceeded that amount.

no reason

nearly if
see

hence we

hope

to

'a

I
*

^
1

^

New

Building Used Wholly for
Banking Purposes.

report

Our total assets you will

not

^
r'

Believer in Waldo Countv.

^

balance left in the treasury.
Almost in the center of the town stands
For
what is called the “Center church.”
many years the Gospel has been faithfully preached there. Since the advent
of the railroad and the establishment of
Thorndike station, religious services have been
conducted in the halls close by. In January*
1905, the Rev. F. D. Hanscom was called as
pastor, and through his earnest efforts a church
Brief pastorwas founded with 14 members.
ates have followed the founding, the ministers
being Rev. Messrs. A. E. Gregg and G. E.
j Mann. The latter was succeeded in
October,
1907, by the present pastor, Rev. J. Burford
Two attempts had been made at
Parry.
j building a church but failed from lack of support. Last spring the matter came up again
and C. E. Smith started the subscription with
$500,and with the aid of others and the untiring
efforts of the pastor the desired end was attained. The nine windows in the church are all

|

This

in

Ward, then the Harriman-,
The large Gothic
ory of the Flint family.

mem-

double window in the front end of the church
was donated by Charles E. Smith in memory of
Emily W. Smith.

opportunity

Gabriel Brown is living

on

the Gideon Braley

place.
John Knowlton has moved

on

to

the Samuel

Revnolds farm.

THE

1

$16,000

20^000

5 000

3*000

5,000
5,000
5,000
5 000

5^000

5,000
5,000

5,000
5,000

1

5 000

5,000
5,000
5.000
2.000
10,000
10.000

5*000

6*000
5*000
2.000
13.000
5 000
5 000

10^000

5,000
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5*000

10*000
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DEPOSIT
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$439,923.02

$603,739.78

$742,963.63

,909

$869,049.74

STATEMENT OF CONDITION

OF

THE CITY IMAITONAL BANK OF BELFAST

Miss Clara York, who was in Monroe two or
three weeks during the last illness and the
death of her mother, has returned to her place
at the hotel.

At

Beginning of Business January 2, 1909.

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.

$380,284.98

Loans and Discounts.
Bonds and Securities,

Capital,
$735,989.44 Surplus and Profits,

355,704.46

Banking House,
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation,
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposit,
District of Columbia Bonds to se-

20,000.00

Deposits,

25,000.00

cure

U. S,

$

60,000.00

60,000.0
! f.M®

Reserved for Interest on Deposits,
15,000.00
Reserved for Improvement of Real

4,50fc#
$.000 0

Estate,

60,000-0
soo.049.?

Circulation,

Deposits,
45,000.00

Premium on U. S. and District of
Columbia Bonds,
Due from U. S. Treasury,
Due from U. S. Treasury, 5 % fund,
Cash due from Banks,

hand,

6,500.00
1,500.00
3,000.00
73,880.69
72,i54.2 6

146,034 95

$1,013,024.3

'_$1,013,024.39
OFFICERS:

WILLIAM B. SWAN, President.

C. W.

WESCOTT, Cashier,

DIRECTORS;

uisrEiruto.

•‘Allow me to congratulate you on your discovery of Mi-o-na. I had several of the best
doctors in the city, but none seemed to do me
any good. I vomited frequently. I had this
trouble four years. I took one box of Mi-o-na
tablets, and now eat most anything without distress.”—Mrs. Mary Becker, 1990 Baily Ave.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
“I would be dead if it wasn’t for Mi-o-na.
One year ago I weighed only 100 pounds; now
my weight is 159 pounds. I eat everything I
want—cabbage, ham, fried potatoes—everything doctor said not to eat or I would die.”—
Mrs. Carrie Vanaman, Bridgeton, N. J.
“I suffered with stomach trouble for 15 years;
spent $300 for medicines, everything failed to
do any good until I found Mi-o-na. That has
cured me, and it will cure others that suffer.”—
L. R. Nonket, Mountain Island, N. C.
A. A. Howes & Co. sell Mi-o-na tablets, the
dyspepsia remedy that is making such surprising cures throughout America for 60 cents a
box, and they guarantee them to cure acute and
chronic indigestion, vomiting from any cause,
and sea or car sickness.

■<

|

GROWTH.

2. wo*.
2

Mr. William Hall,who has been at home here
for several weeks, has gone back to Stockholm
where he has business for the winter.

iNEfWo run

2, 1909.

DEPOSITS JANUARY 2, 1906,
“
“
2. W07,

Audine Deering, as we used to call her, is at
the York hotel fora few weeks. It seems natural to see her about the village.

The coifimittee in charge of the Good Templar entertainment given last Saturday evening
was Inez Parson, Inez Johnson and Marie Goo dwin. The program was as follows: Singing
Chorus; Tableau, Two Flower Girls; duet, Inez
Johnson and Everett Cilley; bass solo, Harry
Brown; duet, Edna Godding and Guen Boody;
flute solo, Frank Holbrook; bass solo, Chas.
Goodwin; tableau, Rock of Ages. Two weeks
ago Mrs. Winslow gave a very interesting
talk to the young people in the lodge room.

BELFAST

NATIONAL BANK OF

CITY

!

SECURITIES OWNED BY

Western Tel. * lei. to. U®11. Tr. o s 1932 ...
Union Pacific First Lien & Refunding Mortgage 4’s 2008.$15,252 50— 5,000
American Locomotive Co. notes, series E, 1911, 5’s..
5,000
Central Pacific Ry. Co. 1st Refunding 4’s 1949. 19,350
American Tel. & Tel. Co. Coll. Tr. 4’s 1929.
12,000
5,000
Mexican Central Ry. Co. Limited Gold 5 per cent notes 1910.
1,000£ Imp. Japanese 1st Series 4Vs, 1909
3,000
Maine Central R. R. Co. Coll. Tr. 5's 1923
200£
Imp. Japanese 4 per cent loan of 1905.
4,800
So. Pacific Co. 2-5 year Coll. 4’s, 1910
5,000
City of Monroe, N. C., 6’s, 1921-24-25.
Chicago & Western Ind. R. R. Co. 1st 4’s 1952. 4‘750
5.000
City of Freemont, Neb., 5’s 1926.
4,700
So. Pacific R. R. Co. 1st Ref. 4’s 1855
3,396 96 City of Schenectady St. Imp. 5 per cent Certif. 1909.
4,750
Louisville & Nashville Coll. Tr. 5-20 4’s 1923.
City of Newport News 4Vs 1943..
9.000
5,000
Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. Un. 4’s 1940
4.000
City of Emporia, Kansas, 4’s 1928.
4,650
Lake Shore & Mich. So. Ry. Co. Deb. 4’s 1928
5.000
City of Trinidad, Col., 4£’s 1921.
4,800
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co. Consol. 4’s 1936.
Town of Woodlawn, Ala., Gold 5’s and 6’s 1912-13.
7.000
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co. 1st Main line 5’s 1943. 5,000
Norman County, Minn., 5’s 1908-9.
350
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co. Consol. 4’s 1951. 4,000
6.000
City of Fresno, Cal., 4i’s 1924-5.
4,850
B. & A. R. R. Co. Car Trust 5’s Series D. 1914.
2.000
City of Colorado Springs, Col., 4’s 1915-25.
4,500
N. Y. Central & H. R. R. R. Co. Deb. 4’s 1934
3.000
City of Memphis, Tenn., 4’s 1933.
4,100
Chicago Rock Is. & Pacific Ry. Co. 1st Ref. 4’s 1934
2.000
City of San Antonio, Texas, 4^’s 1946.
Southern Ry. Co. Coll. Tr. 5’s 1909. 5,000
1.000
City of Dallas, Texas, 4’s 1940.
L900
Chicago & Eastern 111. Equip. 4^’s 1909
of Elyton 5 per cent bonds 1938.
6,500
City
9,500
Pen. Co. 4 per cent 15-25 year gold loan of 1906
3.000
City of Canton, Ohio, 5’s 1909.
St. L. I. M, & So. Ry. Co. Gen. Consol. 5’s 1931. 10,000
1.000
City of West Bay City, Mich., 1629, 4 per cent.
Northern Pacific Great Northern Joint 4’s 1921.. 4,800
500
Franklin, Ky., 5’s 1915, County.
Buffalo & Susquehanra Ry. Co. Equip. 5 per cent Gold Bonds, series B, 1910 4,900
Town of West Seneca, N. Y., 5’s 1928-31.
5,200
St. Louis Iron Mountain & So. Equip. 5's. 1917. 5,800
4.000
City of Greeley, Col., 4£’s 1921.
St. Louis, San Francisco R. R. Co. Car Trust, 5’s 1910, Guar, by Amer. Car
2.000
Baileyville, Maine, 4Vs 1909.
4,850
& Foundry Co.
1 year other National Bank Cert, of Deposit.
7.000
Iowa Central Ry. Co. 1st 5’s. 2,000
5.000
Virginia Ry. Co. first Lein Equip. Notes, 5’s 1912, Series A.
Chicago Ry. Co. 1st 5’s 1927. 12,300
3.000
Payment on 33,000 U. S. Panama 2 per cent. Bonds purchased
Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. 5 per cent notes 1910. 4,775
Columbia Consolidated St. R. R. Co. 1st mort 5 per cent July 1
1.000
4,950
Seaboard Air Line R. R. Co. 6 per cent Receiver’s Certificates, 1911
Somerset Ry. Co. 5 per cent notes, 1911, Guar, by Maine Central R R. Co... 15,925
Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville R. R. Co. 6 per cent Receiver Certificates
U. S. Bonds 3’s, 1908-18.
1 60.000
July 1, 1911. 5,000
U. S. Bonds 4’s, 1925.
20.000
Diamond Match Co. 5 per cent Gold Note 1910.. 4,950
District of Columbia Bonds 3.65 per cent Funding Loan, 1921.
25.000
Baltimore & Ohio 5 per cent notes, 1910. 4,950
1911.
cent
notes
Co.
6
4,875
Transit
per
Interboro Rapid
Book Value.
Central Crosstown R. R. Co. of N. Y. 5 per cent Coll, loan May 1, 1909. 4,850
Market Value.
American Agricultural Chemical Co. 1st Mort. Convertable 5’s 1928. 9,400
Mort. 5’s 1923
Co.
1st
9,450
Chemical
Carolina
Virginia
Excess of Market Value Over Book Value.
4k per cent Sinking Fund gold bonds of the Institution for encouragement
4,500
of irrigation works and development of agriculture, S. A.
Surplus and Undivided Profits.....
1912.
Steel
Co.
U.
S.
5’s
Guar.
3,000
1st
F.
Co.
St. Claire
Actual Surplus at Current Prices—.
Wood Worsted Mills Co. 4i per cent note, Guar, by Amer. Woolen Co. 1910. 4,800

Frank Lane has begun work as assistant
postmaster for his brother, C. A. Lane, who
has had a dangerous illness.

Mrs. Effie Godding, who is the “Hello Girl”
at the Brooks Central, was hard worked during
the busy season and came near having to give
up by reason of illness. She is proving to be
an excellent official, being prompt, courteous,
The business has greatly inand obliging.
creased during the past two years.

Gratifying.

are more

1

16*000
5*000

the postJosephine Brown, who worked
office during the holiday rush, is now having a
vacation.

Reuben Kenney and Gertrude Knowlton
were married New Year’s day.
They are both
in their teens,the bride is only fifteen years old
and a student in the High school.

Most

AS OF JANUARY

5.000

Roy Ellis, who has been in Portland, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Mittie Reynolds of this
village.
Mrs. E. C. Holbrook, who has been quite il
for several weeks, is said to be somewhat improved in health.

permitted
directly opposite our present

LIST OF

Lester Cilley is in poor health this winter
6
and gets out but little.
in

your
to obtain the A. D. Chase corner

than satisfied with the present cmviiYour Directors
outlook of your Bank and trust that the efforts which they are
was in the exchange of our present building.
Accordingly, a contract was entered interest of the Bank will be recognized and understood by the sloe-: i
On behalf of the Directors,
into between Mr. Robert P. Chase and your Directors whereby an exchange of
WM. B. SWAN.
properties will be duly made. Plans for a new building are, therefore, in process of
C. W. WESCPT !
will be let as early as possible. The new
for
construction
contracts
and
completion

5.000

The News of Brooks.

was

a bank
rooms, which site is unquestionably the best in the city for the location of
and will give us the much needed enlarged banking space. The only condition
under which the Chase block could be obtained, considered feasible by your Directors,

memorial windows.
Commencing at the right
hand entrance first is the Bumps family, then
follows the John Perley family, then one in J
memory of William H. Sayward, then Samuel
Tilton. On the left hand entrance, first is in
memory of C. J. Hurd, next Nathan and Betsey
next

justice

Directors

a

large number of people were in attendance.

There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed
local remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven catarrh to be a constitutional disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials. Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

City National

GENTLEMEN

obituary
brilliant career.'
of William Henry Anderson of Portland,
In the years following Mr. Simpson’s
The funeral services of John C. Rose was
whose death was announced last week, held at his late home last Thursday afternoon
management The Journal has been equal- !
evidently written by one who knew him at 2 o'clock Rev. David Brackett offi dating Cash on
Tilton E. Elliott sang some very appropriate
ly fortunate in its contributors and corintimately. He was born in Belfast and selections, with Mrs.
W. S. Jones as accompanEdward
0.
while
Thorndike,
respondents.
his boyhood was spent here, but much of ist. The floral decorations were profuse and
studying music in London, contributed a his life had been
Th
e interment was in the old cemebeautiful.
spent in Portland, where tery, so called. The bearers were E. C. Holseries of letters from that city second to
he was highly esteemed and is sincerely brook, M. J. Dow, T. I. Huxford and Otis W.
in
none appearing
metropolitan journals. mourned.
La ne. The business places were closed and a
we

print

To the Stockholders of the

$10,000

uov-.

after a further exposition of King’s
promoting the material and methods, Mr. Dwyer concluded: “The
moral welfare of the community—objects
tragedy of it is that you will find people
it has always held, in view—it may fairly
as in this case who are fools enough and
claim to be a local institution. Its stock- trustful
enough to believe that King
holders are home people, its employes means what he
says.” That surely is
are home people, and the money it repowerful portraiture. It brings the man
ceives for subscriptions and advertising
clearly before one, exposes his methods,
goes directly into local circulation. As and should be a sufficient warning against

1

A BELIEVER IN WALDO COUNTY

In relation to the new building, having given considerable time to the
and consideration as to whether it should be occupied wholly as a B&ni
of
This Institution is a believer in the future of Waldo County. The real estate
to rent in part, your Directors decided that the growing needs of the
Bank 1 ^
the County during the past five years has shown a considerable advance in value and ed the entire
building. The first floor will be used for general ban'- ^
additional
we see no reason why this advance should not continue.
This will bring
purposes, the second for coupon rooms, customers’ public rooms ar,;
business and deposits to your Bank, being a local Institution, managed in the inter- room. The sum of $5,000 has been
charged off and credited to Im|.r
,1
ests of the people and providing absolute safety for their accumulations. There is to
apply toward the expense to be incurred. It is expected that the
^
unquestionably at the present time in the aggregate a large amount of money completed and paid for from current earnings before occupied and tha.t
14
distributed among the peopje of this vicinity, particularly the farmers, which will be
necessary in the real estate account.
against evil;
through sufficient effort can be brought in for deposit. Also, in the past a great deal
Congregation—We dedicate this house
of money has been sent to other cities for deposit which is now, as it should be,
Market Value of Securities
Dedicatory Prayer,
*
Prof. Warren J. Moulton, Ph. D., D. D. turning to the Savings Department of this Institution. It is believed that this
Over Book Value.
Male Quartette feature will
work for the
Response,
grow and the resources of Waldo County will be made to
Benediction, President David N. Beach, D. D.
and
contributive
interests
of
the County
The declining tendency of the securities market for the past tv
vicinity.
Organ Postlude.
'*
The sermon in the evening was by Prof.
reached bottom in 1907. A material advance has already occurre;
;t.
Providing for Larger Quarters.
Warren J. Moulton of Bangor. The pastor, J.
value of our securities owned. The market value over book vain. j.
^
Burford Parry, announced that the building of
In consideration of the Bank’s rapid growth, the future outlook and the stifled with tendency still upward. There is not a single known
quest j,
an
the church had cost $3,000 and that $155 of this condition of its
oppor- note in our Loans and Discounts Account.
quarters for the transaction of its increasing business,
amount remained unpaid. Through the efforts
itself the past year to provide more suitable quarters which your
tunity
presented
of President Beach this debt was wiped out and
to go by.
Condition and Future Outlook
to the.future of
Bank could not be
felt in

....

lllg

BelfaJ

The City National Bank of

Congregational Church Starts

Thomas W. Pitcher,
Charles H. Walden,
Elmer A.

Wm. B. Swan,

to

sell the

are going
WE next
two weeks

Case

Pipes

25% Discount.
DONT FOROET THE PLACE,

D. F.

STEPHENSON’S,

Next Door to tbo Windsor Hotol.

Robert F. Dunton,
Chas. P. Hazeltine,
A<a
C. W. Wescott,
Winfield S. Pendleton

A

How*

Sherman,

Bankrupt Sale.
License being granted by the United States
District Court, I shall sell at public auction (unless previously disposed of at private Sale) at
the store formerly occupied by him at the comer
of High and Main streets, in Belfast, on Friday, January 16,1909, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, all the stock in trade, fixtures and^book
accounts belonging to the estate of Richard H.
Moody, bankrupt, also the equity of redemption in the homestead of said bankrupt, situate
upon Court street; in Belfast, aforesaid. Terms
JAMES S. HARRIMAN, Trustee.
Belfast, Me., December, 1908.—2wl

Camden Woolens SHOATS FOR W
Ladies’ and Gent’s Suitings direct
from factory to the consumer.

Special bargains

in mill remnant

skirt patterns.
3ml

Write for samples.
F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine.

STABLE

Washington Street, off
_3wl

of

g

lOlEYSBONEY-ii?
r«f

See Coupon Advertisement of the Belist Department Store.

!

_at_

PRESTON’S

ckildrmm Klfm,

tare.

See Coupon Advertisement
fist Department Store.

ol

OF BELFAST.

\jE\VS
*

entertainment in the Poor’s
14th. AdThursday, January
n

1^

directors of the Children’s
will be held with the
11th, at 2 p. m.

|,e

|S*»* ‘..January
wlW
v,

concludes

subscriber

many

i.in-an
The tw!

c

with’

interesting bits
Journal brings us each

fu-the

I

in give his second lecture
-Obstetrics,” in the
t.
Waldo County

,|u,

Hospital

caller at The Journal
had just such a winter
another in 1855, when
af,, and
in December.
,i

........

wr

„.

ploughing

abroad

last

Friday night,

beautiful and unm,>,,n was surrounded by a
allowing all the prismatic cola

saw

irthem lights

,,

1

unusually

were

Patronize the Red Cross eandy table in Memorial Hall, tomorrow, Friday, afternoon and

two sons
Capt A. A. Dailey, who with hia
engaged in shaving hoop poles in Burnham
evening.
with his patent hoop shaving machine, is said
The annual meeting of the Univeraalist par- to be doing a good business.
ish will be held at the vestry on
The Parlor Musical Society was organized
Wednesday
evening, January 13th. A picnic supper will for the season Tuesday evening in the Universabe served at 6 o’clock.
list vestry. It was decided to present Gilbert

The Travellers’ Club will meet with Mrs.
Clement Tuesday, January 12th, at 3 P.
M. Program: papers, Coliseum and Forum by
Miss Cutter; Lamb’s Fountains and Public
Baths by Mrs. R. F. Dunton; Reading, Corso of
Rome by Mrs. Clement.

& Sullivan’s opera “Iolanthe” and rehearsals
will begin at the next meeting of the society
Thursday, January 14th, at 7.30 P. M. It is
earnestly requested that people interested in
music join with us, as our aim is to make the
Parlor Musical Society co-extensive with the

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
office for the week ending January 5, 1909:
Mrs. Alice Colson, Mrs. Edith Davis, Miss
Minnie McKee, Lucy, in care of Mrs. S. J. Nealey, Mrs. Eliab Stevens, A. V. Martin, T. W.
Littlefield, C. W. Eastman.

musical talent of

Amos

!

|

capacity

.i

1

till his houses

as soon as

pleasantly entertained

?t

afternoon at her home.

I

er-fascinating jig-saw
attention of the young
ments were served, and
h enjoyed by those pres,■ of the club members at

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. Lewis Gannon, Congress street, Monday afternoon, January 11th.
The lesson will be from the C. L. S. C. book,
“Seen in Germany,” chapters three, four and
five.
Roll-call, quotations from Maarten
Maartens.

!

t

j

The Belfast schools will open
after the Christmas vacation of
The lower schools are to resume
hours, with an hour and a half

!

next

There is

they

miss

term,

nmi

*-<•

n
***

|

ir

average of
is exclusive of

hr,

an

E

30

Mine

the coftrade is pracWith these included

would

average

the

u

|

over

summer

party

j

affairs given for
school and col-

social

ot

i.ome

at least 50

from

Wednesday

on

even-

which Miss Florence
iad dainty refreshments
•>ra S. Morison entertain>n
Friday afternoon at
■

f-

mdmother, Mrs. Spencer
i"
treet, with a candy pull.
*■ave a delightful three>

her home

.1

on

Franklin

j
\

The nibble table was
.delicious refreshments

|

automobile passes! week, but nothing
of its destination or
correspondent of the
“Mr. and
follows.
Mrs. Clarence Adams
'rooks in Mr. Potter’s
within three miles of
encountered such deep
An

|

|
|
i

|
j

|

ihf machine refused to

i

di-il. butin vain. A farmndestinations. On rev li ned
by the Belfast au■ur despite the unpleasant
While
; had a fine time.
guests of Mr. and Mrs.

j

ushered in in a lively
'fast by a number of the
A'ere the invited guests of
an.
Thursday evening Miss
1
c/h; ful party in celebration
it the home
of her par1
William Vaughan. Music,
refreshments acceptably
itii midnight, when the mer'-jourm-d to the
Trinity Reformed
rtn'
!':r;g the bell in hearty salutation
>f some of their neigh!> rt' then
visited, and the oc<■
ringing of bells and the
1 he entire affair was much
participants and by their

I

I

1

I

|

rush, under the

a

greatly reduced prices. People

because

Monday

no

36 inch
“
40

j1

_it
T_1 __1_
»*»**—--»

sweeting

“

style,
quite elaborately trimmed with silk braid, while others are nearly plain.

Not

over

yards

10

to

a

“

yard

customer.

“

“

7 50

“

“

8.50

16.00

“

“

«

12.50

7.50

*•

7 50
10 00 Brown Coney Fur. 7 50
10 00 Black Hare.. 7 59
13 50 Blue Wolf Fur..
10 OO
13 00 Black Bear Fur.. ..
Oo
25 00 Black Fox Fur. ..
16 50
3 98 Blue Hare Huff
3 00
3 98 Dark Opossum Huffs. 3 00
5 00 Blue Opossum
Huff. 3 98
5 00 Chinchilette Muff...
3 98
5 00 Black Hare Huff.
3 98
5 00 Grey K rim in -r
Huff. 3 98
8 50 Grey Squirrel Huff
5 50
12 00 Grey Squirrel
Huff. 9 00"
15 00 Hink Huff.10

8.50

...

mostly $5.00 values,

re=

duced to $1.50 each.

FOR 8POT CASH AT LESS THAN REGULAR

\

J
S

j
1

j
j

j
j
ij
|i
1
4

|

45x36 inches,

J

lir.

Fred.

a.

Johnson,

Splendid values for those who
act at once.

$ 7.50 Skirts reduced

Dear Sir:
Your order for Sheets and
Pillow
Cases, given
and
as

our Mr.

accepted and the

per your

Slmonaon,

Is

at

a

to

give your

very low

figure

customers

With best

are

in

a

wishes,

we

dozen Children’s Black Ribbed Hose
purchased direct from the mill at exactly
half price—subject to very slight imper100

remain,

fections—wearing qualities not hurt in the
least—all sizes. A splendid opportunity to

jCarle
j
9c. SALE

Apron

Check

BOTTUM & TORRANCE CO.

4 3~4c.

yards regular ten cent quality Gingand checks-, as long'as
hams-stripes
^
s
they

Outing

QUARTER, THIRD

AND

Flannel

^5Q

Qc yar£|

“

1.39
2.98

Lace,

“

“

,,

..

REGULAR

JPRICES.

#2
3
3
5
1
2
3

I

|

75

Worsted Waists reduced

\

#1 OS
••
50
2 69
«
OS
2 OS
00
3 70
25 White JLiuene reduced to—
OS
00
I .V.)
00
2 50
to

*•

••

*♦

*•

»•

**

*•

January Reductions in India Linons

$3.00 Napkins reduced to $2.25
3.75

“

“

ON’I-HALF

....

1200 yards best quality figured outings—no
plain colors-reduced to

I

A

...

97c

----—

10c.

“

2.50
3.98

#3 98 Lace Waists reduced to.#105
5 00
3 70
5 OS
4 50
6 50
4 OS
'*
SOS
6 0'»
5 OO Silk Waists reduced to
3 70
5 08
“. 4 50

terns; worth $1.50 per yard; reduced to

Only 6c.

Ladies’ Sweaters
\$1.39 Sweaters reduced to 98c

The most phenomenal reductions ever known in a January Sale. Every garment in the
stock is booked for quick selling.
The chance of the year to buy bargains. You cannot
afford to overlook this sale

$1.50 Bleached Damask
Two Piaces’ .exbra
he-a,vy] jable ,1amasb;
seventy-two inches wide; desirable pat-

500

,ast

AT

only

^

6e.

to

Silk, Worsted and Linen Waists

Three hundre(J yards> sixteen inch Corset
Cover Hamburg; twelve different patterns;
all new; choice at

“

Clearance Sale of Our Entire Stock of

Hamburgs

yard.

Ginghams

the children.

15 Cent Hose 7 l-2c.
“
“
25
12 l-2c.

35 cent Corset Cover

Ginghams

Today we shall place on sale 500 yards
Apron Check Ginghams-blues and browns
as long as they last only

10c.

stock up

“

$1.50 Black\Merc.erized
Petticoats, $1.19
$3.00 Black Mercerized
Petticoats, $2.39

Children’s Hose.

position

extraordinary values.

“
“

6.50
7.50
8.98
8.98

In black and all desirable colors marked down to $3.98 each

bought this merchandise
and

“

$5 Silk Petticoats

Extra quality -Seamless Sheets,
81x90 inches, 95c value, 73.

goods will be shipped

“

All $5.00 Skirts reduced
$3.98 each.

received

Instructions.

You have

45c

to $5.50
“

8.50
9.75
11.50
12.00

Seamless Sheets, 72x90 in., 49c
Eztra quality Seamless Sheets,
72x90 inches,
67c

Belfast, Me.

8c Jones’

£

Dress Skirts Marked
Down

ll^c

Seamed Sheets, 72x90 in.,

__

9 to 19. 1

PRICES

Special Linen Finish Pillow Cases,

?

I

Hemstitch lied Tray Cloth., 25c.
value, size 17x30 inches. 15c. earli.l

Special Linen Finish,Pillow Cases,
42x36 inches,
10c

|

|

Special
250

This is the place—nowjs the time for you
to lay in a good supply of Sheets and Pillow Cases, for the chances are you will not
have another opportunity to buy them at
these prices for a long time:

4

j

00

PURCHASED FROM NEW ENGLAND’S LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

Very truly yours,

BELFAST, MAINE.

6 50
5 98

1000 If abella Fox Fur..
10 00 Grey Fox Fur.

One Hundred Dozen Sheets and Pillow Cases

if we did not believe doctors endorsed Ayer’s Pills for constipation, biliousness, sickhcadache, we would not offer them to you. Ask your own doctor about this.

January

3 98

“

Limited lot of Children’s Cloaks,

5 OO

Coney Fur.

12.00

__$3.59

consult^

|
|

•3 98 Blue Hare ’inrow .OO
5 00 Chinchilette. 3 98
5 00 Grey Krlmioer Throw. 3 98
8.50 Isabella Fox Fur.
8 OO Grey Squirrel Throw.

“

“

?

our entire stock, 15%
25% below regular prices.

“

10.00

12.00 CL01H RAINCOATS REDUCED

Fifteen pairs, large size, white, soft wool
blankets; blue, pink, red and yellow borders; sold regularly for 4.75 per pair; reduced to only

Foolish question! Yet some people act as if a medicine!
could take the place of a doctor! The best medicine inp
the world cannot do this, Have a family doctor,
him frequently, trust him fully. If we did not believe I
doctors endorsed Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for coughs and I
colds, we would not offer it to you. Ask your doctorJ
NO alcohol in this COUgh medicine. J. C.Ayer Co.,Lowell,Mass. I

I

to

“

“

Fur Sale

Choleofrom

$ 6.00 COATS REDUCED TO $ 3.50
7.00
4.50
9.00
6.50

$4.75 Wool Blankets

a

We offer the

AT AN AVERAGE SAVING OF ONE-THIRD.

250 yards Stevans unbleached all linen
crash. Special for this January sale at only

5c

January

entire lot

Flannel 6c

at THE

is in full swing and lasts until stock taking.
Neckpieces, Throws, Boas and Muffs.
You’ll never regret investing in Furs.
They give you so much comfort in cold
weather. Add refinement to the plainest
and most elaborate costume—pay for themselves in many ways. At this January
Sale prices are sacrificed.

every

All Linen Crash

Shippino, Items.

during this period

winter Coats at an

Average Saving of One-Third.

Only 6c yard

signed.

wear

LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR.
The following
items will give you a hint of the sensible economy of
buying during the January Clearance for later on needs
as well as immediate wants.

All broken lines of Fall and Winter Coats to be closed out
during this Janu ary
Clearance Sale. These coats are
principally all black, although there ar 2 a few blues
and tans, and are strictly high class in
detail of
fit and finish. Some are

1000 yards good quality outings—light
fancy colors—special for this January sale.

E. M. S. N. S., '04, will take the Union school,
vice Miss Charlotte Staples, resigned, and Miss
Myrtle Nash, B. H. S., ’05, will have the Hayford school in the place of Grace Curtis, re-

for the house and to

FULL

a

oaie ot

uanuary

yard

6c.
6 3-4c.

Outing

are

reductions are honest.
“make-believe” about the savings here—

unmeached

three weeks.
their forme*
at noon, the

Cold weather has yet four full months to run, and
the January Clearance offers you just what you will want

our

are

Arc Doctors Any Good?! J

led to

wre were

forces of

2500 yards good quality 36 and 40 inch unbleached cotton cloth priced special for
this sale.

]

make
the coffee business. The
11 owes & Co. had sold from
I'ecember 30th, 1908, 9,000
rd

going out with

are

genuine, and range from 10 % to
HALF of former prices.

afternoon session closing at 3.30. There are
but two changes in the corps of teachers this
T

goods

buying liberally

1

1

10c
Regular 12$c value for.
IS®
..I2*c
29®
“.17c

2.98
y gg

Regular 23c value for.

..

The Great Purchase of Muslin Corset

Covers, Drawers

30c
SOc

19c
25c
35c

'•

and Combinations

1

''•'.is

|

|
j
i

j

j

1

{

|
t,

1

j
|

compelling

ing.

repairs
McQuesten Go., have placed a contract with
meeting of the Belfast band, held Mon- Richard
Green of Chelsea, Mass., for a four
T.
|
ived a handsome card day evening, Charles A. Harmon resigned as masted schooner to replace schooner Frank
Barnet recently burned at sea, and work will
>.f Royal Insurance president. The band will give a concert and
i
was hoped, and expected,
and the arrangements are in begin at once. It
ball
21st,
&
Cowles
January
Field
;;iand.
| that this contract would come to Belfast.
a committee consisting of Herbert
of
charge
this inscription:
i The Y. M. A. The members of the Belfast
•ck has tolled twelve— A. Drinkwater, J. Lee Patterson and Otis Ellis.
Y. M. A. met at their club rooms last Friday
soloists
and
will
be
assisted
a
The
band
by
n>\v—gentlemen—
1 evening for re-organization, and the following
Your very Good Health ladies
quartette.
J.
and a Prosperous
| officers were elected: President, Orrin
New Year.
A corporation was formed at the office of
Dickev; vice-president, Chester Frost; secreOrrin
J.
treasurer,
Lee
I
J.
Patterson;
tary,
Dunton & Morse January 2nd, to be called the
man and the editor of
! Dickey; directors, John Clement, Otis Ellis,
list Saturday a consignThompson Manufacturing Co. The purposes of i Ansel Lothrop, Chester Frost and J. Lee Patheir friend A. Perry the corporation are to manufacture, buy and i terson; house committee, Earl.Tibbetts, Thomas
1
Otis Ellis; janitor, Earl Tibbetts. Some
.iing the winter at the sell clothing of all kinds and gentlemen’s Berry, were made in the former rules of the
i changes
>ro.
The clams were furnishing goods, and to buy. sell, own, lease !
organization. The age limit has been raised to
and full-meated, and as and exchange all the real estate and personal 15 years, and smoking will be allowed in the
!
here is nothing equal to property which may be necessary or proper in rooms. The association has recently purchased a pool table which will be a desirable adThe amount of
s the clams dug from
conducting said business.
j dition to the already well-equipped rooms,
Me au Haut Thoroughcapital stock, all of which is common, is $25,- which include a gymnasium and reading room.
1
000. Selwyn Thompson is president and treas- The dues are $3 annually, payable $1 down
in writer by Capt. Gilthe officers and
urer, Charles A. Harmon, clerk, and Selwyn and $2 the first of April, and
years ago.
members are looking forward to a prosperous
Charles
A.
Thompson, Arthur W. Morse and
id a big stack of empty Harmon, directors.
year.
t their store one day last
shipping back to Chase

\

Winter

our

Sch. Chester arrived from
Boston last week with Xtravim molasses for
Annie B. Mitchell,
ing- V
j Jackson & Hall.Sch.
arrived at PortThere will be a joint installation of T. H. ! Capt. E. S. McDonald, which
Marshall Circle and Post next Tuesda y after- 1 land last week with a ca-go of coal from Philadelphia, is at the plant of the Portland Shipnoon, January 12th, after which a supper will
served to husbands of Circle and wives of Post, building Co. on the South Portland side and exand to which all members are requested to con- tensive repairs will be made on her... .Sch. H.
tribute food. The installation will be private. S. Boynton, Weymouth for Belfast with fertili& Hall, run into in Portland
Mrs. Ellen Strout will install the officers of the zer for Jackson
harbor by steamer Merryconeag, has received
Ladies’ Circle.
at that port....The George
extensive
At

ii

_

city.
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will meet
with Mrs. E. P. Frost, High street, Monday
evening, January 11th. The subject of the
meeting will be The Puritans, and members
roll-roll by old Puritan
are to answer the
The paper of the evening will be ennames.
titled “The Early Puritans” and the readings
will be Longfellow’s “Rhyme of Sir Christopher” and “The Trial” from “The Lytle Salem
Maide.” The chapter members are reminded
that the annual dues are payable at this meet-

Post

The Bridgets had their first meeting since
used the Xtravim feed the beginning o£ the holiday season with Miss
..,.v h
Florence M. Hill last Tuesday evening. In the
„,1 v-ars with such good reo.iuced to try it and the I absence of Miss Florence E. Dunton Miss Clara
Chafing dish refreshdemand and several Keating substituted.
....... •, brisk
Chester ments were served, and the evening was
op it :n stock. Sch.
thoroughly enjoyed.
u Ith a consignment of this
There will be a public picnic supper at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Hills, East
f Fast Belfast, who an,,
to-morrow, Friday, the proceeds
!,at he would be prepared to Northport,
to be used to help pay the pastor’s salary. The
ng season, has completed
should interest a large number
which have a capacity oi worthy object
of people. The supper will be 15 cents, and
verted another building
be for sale in the evenof 600tons. He ice cream and cake will

|

is

The(p

given in Odd Fellows’
hing under the auspices
h music by
Stimpson’s orlargely attended and the
I year out and the "New
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BELFAST SAVINGS BANK

[

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

w

art

j
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|

ot

the evening until

ladies’ choice, the “last
ailed, for it was the end
old fashioned dances were
was essentially an “old
'Mowing ladies as commitacted as floor manager
I Brier, Mrs. Elva Jewett,
"a, Mrs. H. B. Cunning-

I’
111 rv
1

I).

Clough.

good

An attracbusiness and cake

Belfast High defeated the
in the Opera House last

s:.
•V.iv..

A.
a

j

al

s

21, out-class-

score of 51 to

all points.
The line-up:

There

was a

1

Jkkree’.fSi

*

<!.'urer

Bl‘n-

.rf, Boynton
"ithee and Gay Holmes,
and timer Richards. Time,

^'la"IJarY

'81

Belfast A. A. defeat-

c.
^ w8( 7.rb,

A. A.

ESbi

is,
HtL5
in'-

Surplus,

....

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908,
Total Dividends

paid

to

at the rate of

depositors to date,

Gray
.rf, Clifford 5 (2)
o.
Vogell 1
Tu';,.If,
er “f
Caatine; umpire, Mud1
..

"■

alternating.

Time. 20 min.

Exrluaiuply

STREET

$1.25 Combinations,

Silk Values

Fred.

93c.

Outing Flannel Night

SILK, 27 Indies wide.
29c yd
SHANTUNG SILK, 27 in. wide_42c yd
RAJAH SILK, 27 ill. wide.49c yd
COLOKKP TAFFKTA SILKS.69c

STRICTLY

SALE—ALL

lat,_',908.

A.

Dear Sir:

j|

We acknowledge with thanks
receipt
cf your ordor for your
Spring Sales, and
in consideration of
your having bought
in quantities to suit us,
you have gotten
prices at which you could profitably lob

I
1
!
j

It ie needless to write of the
laurels of our goods, as sane are well
enoiigh known.

H

Yours

Newmark &

AT

|

£

truly,

!
I

COODS CHARGED

j
j

goods.

1

75c Night Robes. ...59c
1 25 **
98c
25c Short Shirts.
19c
50c
39c

CASH

Dec-

Johnson,
Belfast, Me.

RobeS and Short Skil*tS I

TIOGA

YORK

REGULAR

Danziger.

PRICES

I

I

paid

its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dec. 1, at the rate
of ^ % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum

sight

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:

(16)

M. Vogell 2

$1.00 Combinations, 75c

For this January Clearance.

$1,324,888.89

MERCER

NEW

Mr.

50c Corset Covers, 37 l-2c
50c Drawers, 37 l-2c

|
This Bank

85-87

j

BRAND

CHANCE TO PURCHASE A SUPPLY

25c Corset Covers, 19c
25c Drawers, 19c

Splendid

$28,811.06

The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious overof its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
.lb, Savage, 1
.rb, Springer, 1 patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
.c, Johnson, 1
.If, Williams, 3 (3) accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.
B. Y. M. C. A. (21)

SJtop, If V

....

$1,527,659.28
100,000.00
153,734.18
$867.75

DANZIGER

(SorBrt (Eonrra. firatupra and (Cambinatinna

OFF REGULAR PRICES.

>*

t:.

UNEQUALLED

8c

MAKERS

OF FINE UNDER-MUSLINS AT EXACTLY ONE-FOURTH

WILMER J. DORMAN, T.easurer

Deposits December 1, 1908,
Reserve,

DANZIGER,

85-87 Mercer Street, New York, placed on sale last Thursday at exactly one-quarter off
has caused unparalled enthusiasm among all buyers of good merchandise—this department has fairly jumped with leaps and bounds to new “high-tide” marks in sales and
this week in order to make a still greater record we shall, in addition to this, offer our
entire regular stock at greatly reduced prices—come expecting the greatest bargains
of the season and remember this is

AN

1868.

ROBERT F.DUNTON. President,

&

NEWMARK

4%
ORGANIZED

NEWMARK

ROBERT V. BUXTON, JAMES ff. HOWES, FRED O. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROWX, BEX D. FIELD.

4%

4%

WALDO STATION.

Bit

The people are cutting their ice. They report about 12 inches good ice.R. S. Littlefield is loading his wood on cars for Belfast.
....Mrs. Maria Bailey and Mr. J. C. Littlefield
sold their lfey to Belfast Fuel & Hay Co., and
hauled it to Belfast last week.Mrs. Sarah
Littlefield is, we are glad to say, improving in
health....Some subscribers of the telephone
line about here and in Monroe and Brooks,
who have been accommodated so many times
through the kindness of Miss Florence Rose of
Brooks, presented her at Christmas time with
a watch as a token of their appreciation of her

kindness.L. I. Bartlett has as handsome a Saturday evening, December 26th, at the
2-year-old colt as is often seen.Esther schoolhouse. Select readings, recitations and
Evans returned to Gorham Normal School j
dialogues in keeping with the day were pleasMonday, and Sidney Evans to University of ;
rendered. Bernard Knowlton’s graphoMaine. They spent their Christmas vacation ingly
and other music, instrumental and vocal
at home-Flora Johnson returned to Free- i phone
formed a prominent part of the evening’s pro-,
dom Academy after a short visit at home.
gram. Santa Claus made his appearance in
Guy Marden and wife went to Costigan last due
of the children,
time, to the great
week, where Mr. Marden has employment.
! and the beautiful and delight laden tree
was
heavily
Miss Alice Kane and Mrs. Charles Small of
soon relieved of its load.
The teacher, Miss
Swanville visited Mrs. O. G. Hussey Saturday.
Sadie Cummings, was lovingly rememberedliy
....The Sunday school and town school com- her
pupils with a gift of a nice fountain pen.
|
bined in giving a Christmas entertainment The superintendent of the Sunday school re-

|

|

...

ceived from her scholars
many tokens of their
love and kindness.... Mrs, Sarah

Levenseller,

Sr., is very sick at the present
writing.... Mrs.
Gilman Roberts passed
away December 27th.
after a long illness. Her
many friends hold in
their memory of her much that is
sweet and
beautiful, and to those who knew her sterling
worth and faithful friendship the
of
memory
the work she did will live in their hearts and
speed them on to renewed strength and activity in all that leads towards God and right.
She was the beloved president of the Waldo
W. C. T. U. for nearly twenty years and filled
the office with unusual faithfulness and unfailing trust.Chas. Bartlett of Swanville
was in town last week
tuning pianos and
organs.

IN

BELFAST

1908.

THE JOURNAL S ANNUAL REVIEW OF LOCAL EVENTS
LOCAL

W. E. Jones sold his bakery in Opera
House block to Alonzo H. Applin and
bought a saw mill ip Morrill, and moved
there.
Fred J. Stephenson retired from the
machine business on account of ill health
and was succeeded by Vinal & Stimpson.
R. E. Rhoades began business as a
clock repairer at his home on Cedar
street, but later opened a shop on Custom House square.
E. A. Banks reopened his business college in Opera House block.
Mrs. Etta Patterson closed the Revere
House and moved to Worcester, Mass.
The hotel was soon after reopened by
Andrew L. Knowlton.
The firm of Heal & Wood, granite
workers, was dissolved, and the business
continued by Amasa S. Heal. Mr. Llewellyn Wood moved to Valhalla, N. Y.
H. P. Farrow, civil engineer, opened
an office in Williamson block, High street.
Charles R. Stevens succeeded to the
management of Charles W. Frederick’s
gravel roofing business, in place of Sullivan G. Small, deceased.
H. E. Patterson bought the interest of
his partner, Fred Hart, in the Elite moving picture show, in December.
W. A. Hall took the Salmond house,
No. 46 Church street, in December and
takes table boarders.
Dr. C. W. Jennys opened dental rooms

INDUSTRIES.

Belfast’s industries were but little affected bv the prevailing hard times early
in the vear. Leonard & Barrow’s shoe
factory] the Duplex Roller Bushing Co.,
machinery, blocks, yachts, etc., and
Mathews Brothers mill, all kept up their
normal output and kept their crews employed all the time. They start the new
year under highly promising conditions.

No ice was cut here for shipment, and
the local supply came near proving short
on account of the long continued drouth.
Cutting for 1909 supply began December
15th, and the ice is of excellent quality.
Capt. A. A. Daley moved his hoopshaving business to Burnham.
Fred A. Holmes replaced the water
wheel at his mill in North Belfast with
He was
a new 114-horse power turbine.
obliged to run day and night a part of the
time to fill his orders.

The Hood Creamery Co., which had a
station at the foot of Main
street, installed a plant for doing a general creamery business.
D. Whiting & Son of Boston bought

receiving

Gerry creameries in Maine,
including that in Belfast, but no change

the various

made on that account in the local
F. Wyman, who had
been local manager a short time, resigned
on account of his health and was succeeded
by L. F. Marden, the former manager,
B.
who had been on an R. F. D. route.
L. Davis succeeded Mr. Marden in the
mail route.
The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. extended
its wharf 60 feet, built a stage 262 feet
was

management. C.

1 ___!x1.

-•
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nut
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in uan reuows

diock in novemuer.

The Belfast Livery Co. is moving from
the building on the corner of High and
Beaver streets, which it has occupied 51
years, to the Phenix House stable, corner
of High and Bridge streets. They begin
the year 1909 at the new location.

n

horse power hoisting engine. The stages
The capacity is to discharge
are roofed.
25 tons of coal per hour from a vessel.
George A. Gilchrest bought the Mansfield store at the foot of Main street of
Charles W. Lancaster, and uses it in
connection with his shipyard business.
He had the marine railway thoroughly
overhauled and new connections made for
Mr.
steam from Mathews Bros.’ m'.U.
Gilchrest recently closed a contract to
build a large schooner for McQuesten
Brothers of Boston and has done a large
amount of repair work.
The Read Machine Works was incorporated December 1st, under the name
of Read Garage and Machine Company,

BUILDINGS AND REPAIRS.

Stephenson bought the Columbia
Carter house on High street.-The
American Express Co. moved into an
office especially repaired and fitted for
D. F.

j

The anniversary of the Brotherhood of
Andrew and Philip of the First Baptist
church was observed May 3rd, with addresses by the pastor and Mr. C. L.
Wright, and special music. The Brotherhood was subsequently re-organized as
the Christian Brotherhood. Tne Sunday
school excursion was July 3rd, to Buck’s
Harbor and Eagle Island, on steamer
Rev. Donald H MacQuarrie
Castine.
closed his pastorate October 1st, after
continuing a year and three months. The
society had a fair and supper in Memorial Hall November 11th. “A Bachelor’s
Reverie” was presented, and dolls, confectionery, aprons and fancy articles
Rev. Arthur G. Roberts bewere sold.
He is a
came pastor November 22nd.
native of Ohio, and a graduate of Ohio
Wesleyan University and Newton Theological Institution. Mr. and Mrs. Roberts were tendered a reception by the
church December 9th.
Protestant Episcopal services were
held in the Congregational church Sunday afternoons, except during July and
August, during the vacation of the Congregationalists, when they were in the
forenoon. Mr. Orlando Titherington was
lay reader until October, when he resigned, on account of moving out of town. A
bazaar was held in Memorial Hall July
23rd, and netted $275.
Rev. H. O. Hofstead of Portland, revivalist, assisted Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor of the Methodist church, in February. Castle Waldo, Knights of King
Arthur, was organized in April 24, and
has been prosperous throughout the year.
Mr. Luce held services Sunday afternoons
in the new hall at Poor’s Mills. A children s day concert was held at the Methodist vestry June 21. The Sunday school
excursion was to Buck’s Harbor and
North Haven July 10th, by steamer CasAn entertainment of music and
tine.
literary exercises with appropriate decorations, along patriotic lines, was held
at the Methodist church July 1st. Mr.
Luce gave a series of sermons on “The
Miss
Lord’s prayer,” in September.
Edna Averill of the Deaconess’ Home,
on
“Deaconess
Boston, gave an address
work” September 16. A musical club
for the girl’s was organized in Septem-

January.-Orman Hopkins ber.
the Marshall block on Main
Rev. Ashley A. Smith gave series of
street.--Calvin Richardson bought the ! sermons at the Universalist church, from
M. P. Woodcock hotse on Upper High
April 5th to May 17th, on “The seven last
street. The two Mansfield houses were words of Christ.”
sold respectively to V. A. Simmons and
The ladies of the Universalist society
F. Johnson.-The Belfast Fuel & Hay held a fair in Memorial Halt August 6th,
Co. had a coal stage built in May, and with music
by the Belfast Quintette.
Marshall’s wharf was also extensively The tenth anniversary of the pastorrepaired.-The White house, corner of ate of Ashley A. Smith was observed
with a capital stock of $10,000. Clarence Miller and High street, was bought and by a reception in the vestry November
E. Read is manager. The works are to repaired by Fred Timm.-The True S. 5th. Mr. Smith was presented with a
be enlarged and the facilities generally Heagan farm was bought by Frank H. $100 gold certificate.
The vestry underincreased to meet the growing demands Elkins, formerly of Los Angeles, Calif. went extensive improvements in
the
has
-The
Poor’s
Mills
Benevolent
Club
The
line.
in the automobile
company
early aptumn. The Ladies’ Social Aid
leased the large brick building on High built a new hall, 24x43 feet, with dining had a busy and successful year.
The Young People’s Union of the Unistreet, for many years occupied by the room, kitchen, etc., below and a public
Belfast Livery Co., and will move in as hall in the second story.-Several new tarian church was formed Dec. 14th, and
houses were built during the year, and holds fortnightly meetings. Castle Chansoon as the necessary changes can be
others extensively remodeled. Bay View
made.
ning, Knights of King Arthur, was or0.
street is to be extended from Allyn to
The clothing factories of Elmer
ganized of the boys of the Parish Dec.
Belle
Mrs.
Condon
to
street
accommodate new dwel- 18th. The
Hall on High street and of
Sunday school excursion was
Cates on Field street were damaged by lings in the vicinity.
to Castine, July 1st, on the regular trip
work
and
were
The 45th anof steamer Golden Rod.
repaired
fire, but both
FARMING INTERESTS.
continued.
nual conference of Unitarian churches
Fred V. Cottrell and Joseph G. PatterThe long and severe drouth through- of Maine was held in Belfast June 16-17.
son are building a traction car, 38 feet
out the summer resulted seriously for
A new street light was set up in front
long, for H. H. Linn, proprietor of a dog most of the farm and garden crops. The of Trinity Reformed Church in East Belshow.
crop of small fruits and berries was fast, October 1st. The lamp was the gift
The work of Mathews Brothers’ mill short and of poor quality; apples fell of Frank R. Wiggin and the post of
book
cases,
included all the inside work,
short, and are not keeping well; the cut- Emery 0. Pendleton. The ladies of the
etc., for a 3-story schoolhouse 153x185 worm worked serious ravages to trees society had a harvest supper in Memora
for
also
in
large
Salem, Mass.;
and crops, and the scant feed curtailed ial Hall October 9th, the anniversary of
feet,
new church in the same city; large orthe milk supply. The price of butter the dediction of the church. They had a
ders for the Bath Iron Works, and other was advanced from 28 to 35 cents at re- tree and entertainment at the church
extensive jobs.
tail, but milk remained at its former Christmass night, and the pastor, Rev.
The Duplex Roller Bushing Co. added price, 5 cents in summer, and 6 cents William Vaughan was presented with a
several new machines to its block-making the remainder of the year.
handsome mission desk and chair.
The Waldo county fair, September
The meetings of the week of prayer,
department and continued on its conmaktracts with the U. S. government,
8th, 9th and 10th, was very successful January 5-11, were held in the Methodist
the
for
and
for
the
blocks
navy
in all respects under the management of church
ing
Panama canal work.
Dr. J. B. Darling, president, and Orrin
Mr. Constantine L. Wright, who is eno.
More tnan &uuu gaged in the tinware and plumbing busiuicKey, secretary.
were
on
the
ness
in Belfast, was licensed as a preachthe
second
j
people
grounds
BUSINESS CHANGES.
er by the Freewill Baptist quarterly conday.
Horace Chenery’s stallion John Ward, ference, in Montville, in September.
He
Wm. G. Preston moved from the Wind5 years old, won a race in St. Louis, ! has preached in this city, in Rockland,
sor House stable to the Dunbar stable on
and in several of the county towns very
August 8th, in 2.13 1-4.
Washington street in January, and Chap- Mo.,
Herbert Seekins established a poultry : acceptably
man & Colcord took the Windsor stable.
The Waldo County Sunday School AsM. L. Mitchell sold his interest in the farm off Lincolnville avenue, and W. M.
Mitchell & Trussed stove and tinware Randall and A. M. Ferguson increased sociation met in Belfast September 22nd
their
facilities
in
that
and
23d.
H. E. Lufkin, general secreline.
Mr.
Ferbusiness to his partner, George C. Trustary of the Maine Sunday School Assocised, and moved out of town early in the guson built a hen house 250 feet long.
The acreage in potatoes in Belfast and ation, and Charles D. Meirs of Indianyear, but returned later and re-entered
Waldo county was considerably increased apolis, were the principal speakers.
the firm.
Easter sermons W’ere preached in all
M. M. Colson sold his clothing repair over former years. More than 200 carloads were shipped from the stations on the churches except the Methodist, the
business to Hiram Hoffses.
William H. Arnold moved his grocery the Belfast branch, an aggregate of pastor being at the East Maine ConferThe young people’s societies of
and provision business from the Lancas- over 150,000 bushels. Large quantities ence.
ter store on Main street to the Harris were also sent by the Boston steamers the Methodist, Baptist and Congregaand
there
is
still
a
tional
churches
had evening services.
on
hand.
large supply
store, corner of Main and Washington
The price averaged 65 cents per bushel. The Knights Templar held their Easter
streets.
There was an unexpected shortage in service in the Universalist church in the
B. F. Mosher moved his restaurant
from the Pythian block, High street, to the cranberry crop and the price jumped afternoon. Rev. Fr. Hamaker held the
shortly after Thanksgiving from 12 to 20 usual morning mass, and afternoon vesthe Poor block, same street.
pers at St. Francis Catholic church.
G. B. Marsano moved his fruit store cents per quart.
The regular Easter service of Trinity
from Phenix row to No. 75 Main street.
THE LOCAL GRANGES.
Reformed church was in the afternoon.
Dr. E. D. Tapley moved from the Odd
A Chautauqua vesper service was held
Fellows’ block to the Poor block.
Equity Grange opened the season of
in
the Universalist church October 25th.
Maurice D. Towle bought Mrs. A. G. 1908-9 with an entertainment December
the local clergy participated. The
Spencer’s interest in the furniture busi- 12th, at which the sisters furnished the All
address was by Rev. A. A. Smith.
ness of Spencer & Eaton, and the name
program and the brothers cooked and
Seaside Spiritual church held meetings
Eaton & Co. served the supper.
was changed to Spencer,
Seaside Grange hall was burned the during the year, Sunday afternoons and
Mrs. Spencer retained her interest in the
night of January 1st, and the grange Thursday evenings, in the hall over The
undertaking department.
G. G. Abbott sold his milk route to rented Odd Fellows’ Hall for its meet- Fashion store on High street. On FebWm. H. Wight, and Hayford Brothers ings. A reward of $250 was offered by ruary 16th, A. T. Stevens was elected
the grange, and as much more by the president of the society for the year.
sold to Charles H. Simmons.
John A. Fogg took Arthur W. Coombs city, for the detection of the person who Spiritualist meetings were held occasionally in Peavey’s Hall, Citypoint.
set fire to the hall, but without results.
as a partner in his market, and the firm
Union Thanksgiving services were held
Waldo Pomona Grange met with Seabecame Fogg & Coombs.
D. C. Davis and H. W. Staples, who side Grange in Odd Fellows Hall, May in the Baptist church in the evening.
were partners in blacksmithing a few
19th, and was addressed by State Master All the local clergy took part. The sermon was by Rev.
Adolph Rossbach of
years ago, bought the C. D. Harriman Stetson and Prof. L. C. Bateman of
Unitarian on the subject, “Joy comshop on Washington street and resumed Lewiston. The Pomona Grange met the
eth
in
the
with Equity Grange August 18th.
morning.
business.
I
Christmas sermons were given in all
W. A. Nichols, who had been with F.
THE “BELFAST CHRYSANTHEMUM.”
the
churches
Sunday, December 20th, and
H. Hoag, began as a brick mason in the :
Willis E. Hamilton, the Belfast florist, Christmas concerts were held by the vaspring.
Mrs. Viola Ames moved her boarding has perfected and placed on the market a rious Sunday schools. A Christmas dinhouse from No. 26 Miller street to the new variety of chrysanthemum, which he ner for school children was given under
It was the the auspices of the school teachers, in
: has named the “Belfast.”
Marsano block, High street.
Orrin J. Dickey added the real estate result of several years of scientific pro- Odd Fellows’ Hall, Christmas day.
and rental business to his other lines, pagation along the lines most highly apSCHOOLS.
and James B. Waterman added real proved by florists, and is pronounced by
experts to be unlike any other known.
estate and insurance.
The school census taken in April showErnest E. Burgess sold his restaurant ii. was piupagaieu irom me seed, a cross ed 1215
persons of school age in the city,
between the Chadwick and Western a decrease
on Phenix row to Thomas B. Berry, and
of nine from the previous year.
j
The tints resemble those of the
it is now conducted by Berry & Worthing. I King.
The High school class of 1908 gave its
J. F. Sheldon sold his general store at Mayflower, but vary little from a lined dramatic entertainment in Belfast
Opera
edge of deep cerise on the inner side of House, April 10th. Two farces were
Poor’s Mills to A. K. Jackson.
preThe Belfast Gas & Electric Co. moved the curved petal, giving the flower a sented, “The
Wrong Package,” and “Ici
its office from the gas works on Washing- pinkish tint. The flowers are from 8 to 12 parle Francaise.” The class
a
inches in diameter.
ton street to Odd Fellows’ block.
They are late in tree on Arbor day, christening planted
it “Dunand
are
in
stock
his
blossoming,
closed
William
P.
Hon.
kept
Thompson
ton oak,” in honor of Miss Florence E.
law office in Belfast and moved to Ban- throughout the winter. Large numbers
one of their teachers.
The Juhave
been cut this season and the beds Dunton,
he
a
with
A.
L,.
where
is
gor,
partner
niors had their class ride to Swanville,
are literally white with bloom.
The
Blanchard, Esq.
May 22nd. The Seniors enjoyed their class
John Sanborn sold his teaming business “Belfast” was an attraction at the win- ride to Freedom on June 9th. The
graduato Joseph F. McKeen, who also succeeded ter floral displays in Boston, New York tion sermon was
by Rev. Ashley A. Smith
and Philadelphia.
to the agency of the Standard Oil Co.
at the Universalist church; subject,
The dry goods and carpet business of
THE CHURCHES.
“Source of Power.” A class of fifteen
j
A. D. Chase & Son was closed out after
Castle North, Knights of King Arthur, graduated, eleven girls and four boys.
a continuous existence of 52 years.
R. held an
open conclave with program on The class motto was “Through Trials to
P. Chase exchanged buildings with the
January 31st. Rev. D. L. Wilson, pas- Triumph.” Mr. Clarence W. Proctor of
City National Bank.
tor of the Congregational church, held a South Windham succeeded Mr. Hal R.
Mrs. Inez Chase moved her dressmak- service
February 2nd, to which the Eaton as principal of the High school at
ing rooms from Union street to the Young Men’s Association was specially the opening of the fall term. The Seniors
Locke house, High street, and Miss Mar- invited.
The mission study classes gave Mr. Proctor and wife a reception in
garet Williams moved from the McClin- studied “China” and “The Uplift of the Memorial Hall, September 11th. A fire
tock block, High street, to the Hilton
City” during the year. Mr. Wilson held escape was added to the High school
house, Church street.
a series of services
during the week of building during the summer vacation.
lunch
car
sold
his
to
H.
Harvey
Gray
April 13-17, with addresses on “Our The class of 1909 had a public supper in
Harry Hunter and, in company with Lord’s Life.” Sixteen members of Castle Memorial Hall November 13th, to raise
Homer Carter, took charge of the Com- North,
Knights of King Arthur, had an funds for a trip to Washington, D. C.,
monwealth Hotel and the name was
at Lake George, Liberty, in June. instead of the usual graduation exercises.
outing
changed to Commercial House. John J. The annual Sunday school excursion was The class of 1912 were entertained OctoMellen of the Commonwealth opened a to Stonington by steamer Castine. The ber 20th at the home of Miss Hester
boarding house in the Alden house, Bridge “Young Ladies’ Guild” was organized Brown, comer of Court and Miller
street.
October 12th. Their first
was a streets, by a club of six young lady
W. S. Edminster, former landlord of buckboard ride to and a outing at
the members. The first reunion of Hie class
supper
the Phenix House, took a 7-years’ lease Hurd farm in
Northport November 14th. of 1908 was held with Miss Maude Stanof a hotel in Hartford, Conn., and moved The fourth
anniversary of the Jupior C. tial December 9th. Ten of the fifteen
to that city. T. G. Trundy is landlord of E.
members were
was observed
them

in

bought

1

j

the Phenix-.
Frank M. Lancaster, aged 91 years,
retired from the grocery business after
a continuous service in that line of more
than 50 years. He sold his building at
the comer of Main and Washington
streets to Charles R. Coombs.

December 3rd.
present.
Society
Mr. C. E. Thompson of Yale UniverTh§ ninth grade had a class ride to
June
6th.
at
the
Sandypoint,
sity preached
Congregational
Miss Bertha I. Bird-resigned as teacher
church at the Head of the Tide during
of grade six to take a position in the
the summer.
The opening of the year was observed Rockland High school.
The Waldo County Teachers’ Associaby two weeks of prayer at both the Bap- tion
met in Belfast October 2nd.
tist apd Methodist churches.
Papers

were presented by several prominent
educators from other places, and on
“Teaching geography” by Miss Lillian
Spinney, and "What we have a right to
expect of the schools” by Rev. D. L.
Wilson of Belfast. Music was given by

Geo. E. Benson shot Stella Moore in
this city Dec. 7, and is in jail awaiting
trial. Miss Moore was shot twice, but
has recovered.
Sheriff Carleton shipped to a Boston
rectifier, according to law, 332 gallons of
confiscated liquors, which proved 82 per
cent, proof and netted the county $189.-

local talent.

CITY AFFAIRS.

62.

The park commission was abolished by
the citv council repealing the ordinance,
at the February meeting, and a new ordinance was passed estabhshingthe office of
park superintendent. H. M. Bennett was
elected to the position.
Edgar F. Hanson, Democrat, was reelected Mayor in March, receiving 659
votes to 633 for Tileston Wadlin, Republican.
Paul D. Sargent, State Highway Commissioner, addressed a meeting in the
court house, April 27th, on the subject
of “Road building.” A section of the
State road, 1500 feet long, was built on
High street, from Main street south-

nrntv^
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SECRET SOCIETIES.

Wilmer J. Dorman was elected T. P.
Master of Rockland Lodge of Perfection,
Scottish Rite Masonry, May 12th. Several
local Masons took Scottish Rite degrees
daring the year.
The official inspection of Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, was held
March 25th, by Harry R. Virginof PortThe Comland, Grand Generalissimo.
mandery attended divine worship at the
Universalist church Easter Sunday, with
a sermon
by Sir Knight Ashley A. Smith,
pastor. The annual St. John’s day pilgrimage, June 24th, was to Rockland.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith was elected Deputy Grand Master at the meeting of
the Grand Lodge in Portland in May.
Waldo Lodge and Aurora Rebekah
Lodge, Independent Order of Odd Fellows,
observed the 89th anniversary of the
The address was by
Order April 29th.
Charles E. Jackson of Portland, on “Odd
Aurora Rebekah Lodge
Fellowship.”
had an entertainment April 14th, with “A
Modern Sewing Society,” by local talent.
Aurora Lodge exemplified the degree
before the Grand Assembly in Portland in May. Miss Grace E. Walton was

tViio

work. A cement walk was laid in front
of Windsor Hotel. A Climax road machine was bought. The extension of Bay
View street from Allyn to Condon street,
voted by the city council, was begun but
left unfinished.
A lot in Grove Cemetery was granted
to the Home for Aged Women. Steel
walls and ceiling were put into the receiving tomb and the street in front of
the cemetery widened.
The city bought a gasolene fire engine
at a cost of $1,800.
After October 12th the schoolhouse bell
re-elected
was used for the curfew, instead of a
church

bell,

as

formerly.

The work of the

assessors

showed the

valuation to be: real estate,

$2,100,220;
personal, $715,680; total, $2,815,900; rate
of taxation, $19.30 per $1,000; number of
polls, 1271.
A street light was established at the
comer of Main and Washington streets,
and the city council voted to establish
lights at the junction of the upper bridge
road and Citypoint road, and at the cor-

State

Secretary.

Aurora

excursion by steamer Oastine October 9th, to visit Mountain Lodge
in Bluehill.
The Odd Fellows of the 19th District
held a district convention in Beifast Feb-

Lodge

had

an

The district includes the
7th.
of Belfast, Searsport, Unity and
; Monroe. Grand Master .5. R. Townsend
I was present. Waldo Ledge had a visit

1

ruary

lodges

from Sears Lodge of Searsport May
22nd, and conferred the third degree on
three candidates, two of whom came
ner of Park and Charles streets.
with the visitors. Waldo Lodge attended divine worship at the Universalist
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
t church July
12th. The sermon was by
Seaside Grange hall was burned Jan- the
pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, who
j
on
uary 1; loss, $5,000; insurance, $1200
i is prelate of the Lodge,
building, $250 on contents; incendiary.
Rev. A. A. Smith gave an anniversary
The shoe-making shop of R. J. Elling- j! Odd Fellows sermon in
Unity May 3d.
wood, on Custom House square, was
Tarratine Tribe, Improved Order of
damaged February 13th.
: Red
Men, held a pow-wow in Pythian
The fire department went to Brooks Hall
February 24th. Visitors were presApril 23d, and did good work at a fire ent from the Tribes in Bar Harbor,
which threatened the village. The work
Bucksport, Castine, Waterville, Islesof the Belfast men was warmly praised
boro, Vinalhaven and Bangor. The latBrooks.
the
of
by
people
ter tribe presented Tarratine Tribe with
The barn of Clarence E. Wyman on a handsome banner. The
degrees were
Union street, was badly damaged and worked
by the Belfast and Bangor
the farm buildings of Leslie P. Miller tribes. Orrin J.
Dickey was appointed
totally destroyed by fire resulting from Great Sanap at the meeting of the Great
lightning, May 26th. The damage to the j Council of Maine, in Lewiston, April
Wyman property was $500; to the Miller ( 16th. Clarence E. Hall was appointed
property, including six cows, a heifer, District Deputy Great Sachem, the
hogs, poultry, tools and household goods, youngest chief ever thus honored in
more than $3000; his insurance was $1000.
; Maine.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith addressThe farm buildings owned by Elmer ed the
Tribe, in the Universalist church,
M. Piper and occupied by C. B. Stover, June 11th, on “The
gospel of freedom.”
j
were damaged June 21st, by a supposedly I Tarratine Tribe had its annual “corn
incendiary fire, with an insurance of feast” October 26th. The Great Coun$1000.
cil of the United States granted a penThe boarding house of Mrs. Eliza sion to the children of Past Sachem Chas.
Moody, on Spring street, was slightly M. Perkins, deceased. Tarratine Tribe
damaged by the explosion of a kerosene ! took part in the Thanksgiving exercises
lamp, July 29th.
of
Tribe of Castine, and the
1

done. Schools were suspended in the
afternoon.
December 22nd and 23d
opened with the mercury 5 and 8 degrees
below zero respectively, but from the
24th to the 27th the temperature was
above the freezing point nearly all the
time, reaching 40 about the 26th.
was

E. Luce. The music was
Band and local soloists
suspended during the
flags were set at half
Rev. Ashley A. Smith
of,
sahst church gave the m,.'
dress in Unity.
John Cochran Chapter
the American Revolut.on
STEAMERS.
June 6th, with 19 chart
Pendleton Brothers bought the 14-knot
steamer Gardiner of 38 tons, on the Ken- Monthly meetings are hoi,.
of the members and int..
nebec, to use in their Penobscot Bay and presented on
River business.
Thomas H.
The steamers City of Bangor and City the
G. A.
of Rockland were on the Bangor Division
November
for the Eastern Steamship Company,
partment President, and VY:
during the summer, making six trips per mson,
Secretary.
week from April 6th to October 5th.
The Bay State went on the route at the
WOMEN’S CLUBS AND
opening of the winter schedule, Decemtheik
The Improvement soeict
ber 14th. The new triple-screw turbine
steamer Belfast, built for this division, Scotch song recital in t, '■
tast
to run in connection with her sister ship House February 12th. Th.
Camden, was launched in Bath Novem- ticipants were Miss Rican
ber 12th. She was christened by Miss Gregor of Portland,
Carrie M. Greenlaw, who was chosen by Henderson of Portland, V(„..
the people of Belfast by popular vote, Charles H. Crosby of It. f
and was assisted by Miss Margaret L. recital was followed by
Keene as maid of honor.
Ar, excursion music by Mr. and HjrY
party of sixty went to Rockland by Wheeler.
The Woman’s Christian ;
steamer Castine and thence to Bath by
the Knox & Lincoln road. The Belfast Union observed Neal j,.
is of steel, 335 feet over all; 320 feet March 20th. A count > VV
water line; 54 feet beam over* the guards; stitute was held in the M, •,
40 feet moulded, and 17 feet deep. Her November 13th.
Pa;,
draft loaded will be 10 feet; speed 14 phases of the Union 's u
knots.
Her engines are of 4000-horse delegates from the Union.
The Union carried good
power. She has 204 staterooms.
The steamers of the Bay and River mates oi ine poor tar’
routes continued as before.
Day.
The sewing school of
fl
Alliance
had a very suit.
'H
SHIPPING.
QnlinnnnH
nnn
1907-8, under them;;’;,:
Partisan Alliance, iv.tii y
(
gross, built in Belfast in 1906 for PendleCook as teacher. Fort;
tH
ton Brothers, was equipped this
year
with wireless telegraph apparatus, the registered. The term
first American sailing-vessel to be thus October 17th, under
conditions. The pupil.
9
fitted.
H
0. R. Webster took charge at Gil- Christmas celebration by ;
the
North
9
church.
chrest’s marine railway and shipyard in
January, succeeding Isaac L. Wilband,
who moved to Boston.
BENEVOLENT IN
9
Sch. Sarah L. Davis, 180 tons, built in
Mr.
and Mrs. Harold ;
9
Belfast in 1871 and since owned here,
point succeeded Mr. m ;,irl A y9
was sold to Rockland parties.
Vose as superintendon
■
Sch. Helen G. Moseley of Boston, 566
the Girls’ Home in I
■
tons, built in Belfast in 1883, was aban- annual
meeting of the
doned at sea January 19th.
of
held
Maine,
9
M.,
George A. Gilchrest bought and sold ciety showed
12 girls im
9
several vessels during the year.
He sold ports
14 were placed out
9
Home,
the Harriet Rogers, 54 tons, built in
9
age number in the Hon..
1846, to John Pierce & Co. of New York; ellers’Club
clothed on.
y'!!,9
bought the Monomoy, of Deer Isle, 24 Miss Rachael Kenniston
9
tons, built in 1829; sold her later and came
9
housekeeper in li.
bought the Mary Augusta, 175 tons, built
9
in 1867, which was overhauled and repair- ceeding Mrs. Shorey, res g
The
annual
9
meeting
ed on his railway.
Women
showed
9
.,
Capt. Ralph W. Pattershall was trans- Aged
9
ferred twice during the year: from sch. j bers, 37 honorary mnnl» ,,
members
of the W. C. T i
9
Harold C. Beecher; 363 tons, to Stanley
9
H. Miner, 696 tons; and to M. V. B. Daughters, 26 contribut
and 87 annual members
■
Chase, 457 tons.
I
Sch. Frank Barnet, of 853 tons, built seven old ladies in the H-was
held Aug;
\i,9
by George A. Gilchrest in 1903 for Me- 1 party
Emma Elms resigned as n ..i-. \,7„9
Questen Brothers of Boston, was burned her
m
1st, on account of
at sea in November.
was succeeded by Mrs. 1
I
Capt. S. C. Rich sold sch Maria Web- who had been at the Gi;
■
y
ster, 55 tons, built in Essex, Mass., in
1861, to Portland parties and bought of
MUSICAL AND I IT' l.
■
Capt. Fitz W. Patterson, Jr., the sch.
Charleston of 73 tons, built in 1843.
The pupils of Mrs.
I
j__

—

to Liu

"'

YACHTS AND BOATS.

Pentagoet
Additions to the local fleet included a
A slight. fire in the roof of Mrs. Helen
j degree team exemplified the degree. yawl formerly owned by J. W. ManchesA. Carter’s house on Union street, occu- I Clarence E.
District Deputy, re- ter of
Hall,
Camden, a 25-foot 12 h. p., 11 knot
pied by Charles Crockett and A. G. signed in December and was succeeded
naphtha launch owned by W. A. Gentner
Thorndike, proved hard to get at and the by Henry B. Wcscott.
and
a few row boats.
contents were considerably damaged by
Belfast Lodge, New England Order of
Leroy A. Coombs bought Charles R.
water.
Protection,
gave a reception and dance Coombs’ sloop Mallard and refitted her
The house of Inez Bradman, on Com- to official
in
Odd
Fellows’
visitors,
Hall, with gasolene power.
mon street, was damaged by fire from October 12th.
Supreme Warden PeaL. A. Coombs resigned as foreman of
an overturned lamp, September 2nd; no
body of Boston, Grand Vice Warden the Roller Bushing Co. ’s boat shop, and
insurance.
Jones of Gardiner and Supreme Guide resumed boat
building on his own ac- !
There was a slight fire at the brass Sherwood of
Providence, R. I., were count in the shop built by 0. R. Webster
foundry of the Duplex Roller Bushing present.
at
the
steamboat
wharf. He is now at !
Co., September 15th.
Belfast Company, Uniform Rank, work on a 40-foot
speed launch for the
The clothing factory of Mrs. Belle
of
Knights
Pythias, presented William
IlttO
uailgUI.
Cates, on Field Street, was damaged by F. Langill with a Past Chancellor’s jewel
facilities for hauling out yachts at the
fire resulting from a defective chimney, at the installation
22nd.
Sir
July
Knight mouth of Goose River, and will continue
October 3d. The new gasolene fire enLangill was appointed Sergeant Major of the
gine was used here for the first time, and the Third Regiment. A delegation from ster.boat landing established by Mr. Webdid good service. The contents of the Eelfast
Company attended the K. of P.
T. D. Barr’s sloop Fiona was the only
building were removed, somewhat dam- convention in Boston August 3rd to 6th.
yacht in commission hailing from
aged by water; insured.
The company had its annual supper and sailing
Belfast
this season, and made several
The only serious forest fires in Belfast ball Christmas eve.
cruises down the bay.
in vicinity were near the Swanville line
W. A. Macomber fitted a large barge
and in the Marsh woods, near Poor’s
with gasolene tanks for Isle au Haut
POSTAL.
Mills, and in the Piper woods in West
and built a 30-foot passenger
Belfast. The city’s new gasolene engine
Letter carriers H. H. Carter and C. A. parties,
launch for Page & Dyer of Winterport.
proved of value in fighting the latter.
Thompson completed 15 years service in
A rowboat built by Walter S. Darby
The Harris building, opposite Phoenix April, and were given the additional star
bought by Ira M. Cobe for a tender
Row, occupied on the first floor by Vinal in their insignia. L. F. Marden resigned and
for
his launch, Water Wagon, was pro& Stimpson, machinists, and on the sec- as R. F. D. Carrier on route No. 5 to renounced
by marine experts the handond by Elmer 0. Hall, clothing manufac- sume the management of the Gerry
turer, was damaged by fire November creamery, and was succeeded by Bert- somest boat ever built in Belfast.
Dickey’s launch Adah was under char7th. The business of the two concerns rand L. Davis.
The Waldo County
suffered but brief interruption for re- League of Fourth Class Post Masters ter to the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, with headquarters at Bar Harbor
pairs. An explosion of heated air during met in Belfast August 18th.
the fire slightly injured four firemen,
T. F. Mulvey, relief clerk on the Bel- during the summer, and later was sold.
fast and Burnham Railway Rost Office,
Gray, Brown, Darby and Pendleton.
EXCURSIONS.
A house on Federal street occupied by was transferred, November 1, to the BosOrrin J. Dickey continued in the exMrs. Joanna Gray was damaged Novem- ton and Bangor, R. P. 0., and E. L. Tibber 29th by a fire caused by a line break- betts of Brewer was assigned to the Bel- cursion business, acting as conductor for
various societies on their annual outings,
ing and letting some clothing fall on a fast branch.
hot stove.
The mail service at Citypoint was re- and managing a few excursions indeThe department was called out to a duced from two mails per day to one, in pendently.
He opened the season with a
burning chimney in the Pythian block October. The mails are carried on the railroad excursion to Bangor, April 13th,
to
attend
the
November 26th.
Schuman-Hinck rectial,
train and efforts are being made to reand made a number of trips to Togus
An additional fire alarm box was in- store the old schedule.
stalled at the corner of Swan Lake and
The appropriations for the coming year later. Among the excursions he personSearsport avenues.
by Congress included $37,000 for enlarge- ally conducted were one to Bar Harbor.
Belfast firemen were called to North- ment of Belfast post office.
August 14th, with 100 passengers on
steamer Castine; one to Moosehead Lake
port Campground October 28th, when
and Mt. Kineo in the fall; a steamer and
five cottages, comprising the whole row
WEATHER.
railroad excursion to Bath to the launchfrom Broadway, nearly in front of the
The
was
below
zero
burned.
The
to
the
were
mercury
hotel,
shore,
January ing of the new steamer Belfast, NovemTuttle cottage and photograph rooms 15th, the first time for the winter, and ber 5th, and others.
the winter as a whole was unusually
The steamer Castine was in the excurwere a total loss, and E. H. Haney’s
store
was
damaged. Four cottages mild, and with but very little snow. The sion business during the season, her prinwere owned by parties
mercury was below zero all day, Febru- cipal trips being to Crescent Beach.
totally burned
'alconrVinfo
A
Kolnnfrinrr in Olr?
The Coot Club had its annual outing
ary 14th, the only day for the winter.
Town is now in Belfast jail awaiting Sleighing, which began January 30th, October 3 to 6. They went on steamer
was
broken
rain
trial on charge of setting the fire.
up by
February 15th, Castine, getting 100 coots in Eggemogbut more snow came a few days later, gin Reach and 5(H) pounds of bottom fish
and wheels did not become general until off Isle au Haut.
POLITICAL.
*
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March 16th.

The first thunder shower was May 12th
and the second, May 26th, was heavy
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The Unitarian Allian
of cradle song and

I

noon

■

Colby College Music
concert in Belfast Opt.;
18th under the auspio
Men’s Association.
The ladies of the No-"'
novel entertainment ml
House, April 1st cons;
market,’’ sale supper, ;u
drama entitled “Miss I
The affair netted $20b
The young people of tin’ I
gave a farce entitled

■

April 17, followed by

a

and refreshments.
The Travellers’ Chib
A. Pilsbury, April 14.
Miss

trances

J.

fl
I
I

I
1
I
I
I
9

I
I
1
1
1
I
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“Working Girls’Club
meeting, April 28th,
A. Dunton, a mm
given. The club ha ;
the Battary July 2411
Margaret A. Dunt..;

!

!

v

1

i

Newell of Lewiston a
“Woman’s clubs,” Ap;

The Literature Clul
church studied Ibsen
1907-8, and had a
“Ghosts,” by Rev. A
27th.
The ladies of the Mei
a public supper in M>
8th, which was folic.
“The Merry Compain
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher s
“Little Buttercup
Harbor in May.
1

Seaside Chautauqua

year’s work in
grants,” “Newer Id.
tauqua Magazine less"
the

June 1st.
The Belfast Band pa
doors concert June 1st
during the season. Tlatumn ball in Belfast (tp
er

Damages resulting from
Jefferson F. Wilson was severely init are reported
under the heading
jured
by being thrown from his carriage
“Fires.”
in Northport, July 30th.
trees
were
in
full
Apple
bloom, but
C. A. Horton and Elon B. Gilchrest of
there were no lilac blossoms on Memo- Belfast and
Harry Partridge of Sandyrial day.
point, nan a narrow escape by their gasoCultivated strawberries were in the lene
launch taking fire in the bay August
market June 20th, nearly two weeks 9th.
earlier than usual. The drouth damaged
John D. Fraser had his right leg broken
the later crop, and caused a shortage.
by being thrown from his carriage at the
The season of 1908 was unusually dry, fair
grounds September 10th.
the drouth setting in in June, and conClifton Staples received a dangerous
cipal speaker.
severe
until
October
when
26th,
wound in one of his arms by the accidenThe Republicans put out a campaign tinuing
a rain storm came on and lasted to the
tal discharge of his gun, November ist.
flag August 27th.
All kinds of crops suffered, es30th.
William Moody was burned to death by
The Republican county convention was
held in Belfast July 7th, and the Demo- pecially apples, which is being noticed falling into a fire on his land near Hall’s
more particularly now in the rotting of j
cratic July 8th.
Corner, October 19th.
The vote of Belfast for Governor September 14th, was as follows: Bert M. est fires prevailed throughout the counPATRIOTIC SOCIETIES.
but Belfast and
Fernald, Rep., 703; Obadiah Gardner, try, but few fires vicinity were fortubeing started here,
T. H. Marshall Post and Ladies of the
Dem., 573; Curtis A. Perry, Soc., 1; nate,
James H. Ames, Pro., 3. Ralph I. and those were handled by prompt work G. A. R. held a joint installation and
before they got serious.
On January 14th
supper January 7th.
Morse, Rep., was elected RepresentaThere were many unusually hot days, the
tive to the Legislature by a plurality of
post held a smoker, to which the
at or above 90 degrees,
with
the
mercury
Dem.
court
and
citizens were invited.
Judge,
16J over Frank H. Mayo,
At the Presidential election Novem- in July and August.
.The Waldo County Veteran Associabetween Belfast and Searsport tion held
{
People
ber 2nd, Taft, Rep., received
monthly meetings during the
544;
a meteor August 30th.
Two meetings were held in Belyear.
Bryan, Dem., 341; Chafin, Pro., 2; Debs, reported
The
was
fall
warm.
The fast February 7th in Memorial Hall, and
unusually
Soc., 14; Hisgen, Ind., 2.
first snow came the night of November
August 6th on the Vaughan shore, East
George D. McCrillis, Register of Deeds,
about
three
followed
18th,
inches,
by Belfast. Hon. Fred S. Walls, Past Dedied November 4th, and Governor Cobb
two
inches
more the following night.
of
partment Commander, spoke at the last
appointed Ellery Bowden
Winterport
to fill the unexpired term, to December Runners were used to a small extent the named meeting.
but the traveling changed to frozen
20th,
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle,
1910.
31,
ground in the morning and sticky mud G. A. R., attended divine worship at the
the
remainder
of
the
day. Thanksgiving Unitarian church Memorial Sunday, May
COURTS AND CRIMINAL MATTERS.
week was warm, and the warmth con- 24th. The sermon
was by the pastor,
Justice Spear presided at the January tinued to December 1st, when the mer- Rev.
Adolph Rossbach, on “Patriotism.”
term of the Supreme Judicial Couat, and cury reached 63 degrees, the
on
highest
Special music was furnished.
granted six divorces. Justice Savage record in December. The first cold wave
was observed in the
Memorial
presided in April: 20 indictments were was December 3d, when the mercury got usual manner Day
by the Grand Army. The
found, 12 of which were for violations of down to 10 degrees above zero; the first parade included
the Belfast Band, unithe liquor laws; and nine divorces de- zero weather was December 6th; sleigh- formed Odd
Fellows and Knights of
creed.
Justice Peabody presided at the ing came December 13th, and continued
Pythias, city government and young
nine
indictments
term:
to
the
end
were
of
the
In
a
September
year.
gale Decem- ladies in carriages, the Post, Circle and
found, three of which were for liquor; ber 7th, several vessels dragged anchor Sons of Veterans.
The evening address
seventeen divorces were decreed.
in the harbor, but no serious damage in the
Opera House was by Rev. Albert

I

Mass., took part.

ACCIDENTS.

and disastrous.

I

■

lit?

irnmon

Dr. Samuel W. Johnson succeeded
Charles E. Knowlton as collector of customs January 10th.
A Republican club was organized May
18th, and occupied the rooms in Masonic
Temple, formerly of the Waldo Club.
Public meetings were held every Friday
evening during the State campaign, and
addresses were given by prominent men
of the State.
The Democrats held a few meetings
and closed the campaign with a rally in
Belfast Opera House, at which Hon. W.
R. Pattangall of Waterville was the prin-

recitals February 28. and
The Parlor Musical St
nual meeting February
E. S. Pitcher; an evening
composers March 24th;
in Memorial Hall, April
gram arranged by Mrs.
evening with Italian n nThe Unity Club of the 1
held a series of fort;
beginning March 19th.
by the club members u
meeting April 28th the
erson, and Rev. John C. 1
land and Rev. Harry I.,;.

2nd.
The pupils of Mis.

a

'.

gave recitals June 10th
The North Church Cho
at the home of Miss A n
er

91st

Miss'Sarah

I

[

P. T. Be
lectured on “Queen 1
in the North church A
E. W. Brennersen m
lectured in Odd Felice
27th, on “The Divine 1’
John Parker compleb
member of the North
her 4th, and was
pres,
gold by members of tb.
Miss Helen Brown w a
of the recitals by the
continued
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“Would say in regard
wood’s Bitters they i-

.,

i,-'

1

of indigestion,
headache, etc. I would,
cases
out

them in the house 1

"Sours

respe; •;
Mrs. Mary

1

The “L. F.” Atwoods
earned a great rcput-itn
sickness and promote1

are the “family physici.u'
household remedy in

homes—always

hand' —al'

reliable and efficacious
store, 35c.
ways

y die
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Frank P. Wilson, Esq., of New York City,
MARRIED.
formerly of Belfast, is attorney for the plainta suit for $15,000 brought
JANUARY.
,.
by Harriet
vs. Carl J. Schultz, on account of inFrom Page Sixth1. Hugh D. McLellan of Boston and Nina
caused by the breaking of a wire by
Hnued
juries
l°1'
.roller 7th, when her selec- which she was suspended in a specialty act, in F. Poor.
1. Clarence E. McKeen and Isabel Mayo.
Levi;” and Decem- his theatre in Boston.
S«resfi""R,bi
‘
Francis L. Gray and Bertha M. J. Hoffses.
1.
A. J. Knowlton, superintendent of schools,
«as K/, .The Fisher and the Bag1. In Pacific Grove, Cal., Ellery E. Ennis and
was associated with Prof. Lyman R. Allen of
Ip, WlW
both of San Francisco; bride
R. I., in compiling “Dodge’s Geog- Lydia Sleeper,
L"
Patterson won two schol- Providence,
Belfast.
of New England,” one of a series of formerly of
raphy
felsai’'"
v England Conservatory
Arthur A. Hamilton and Lillian G. Elwell.
4.
supplementary geographies in a series issued
12. John P. Sylvester and Carrie A. Elms.
the year.
Prof. R. E. Dodge of Columbia college.
by
Alvardo Harvey and Stella M. Scott.
25.
Use
emvrt Company gave a
Geo. U. Hatch was coach for the foot ball
Russell S. Thomas and Margaret M.
25.
A'1**. February 4th, and in team of Franklin school of Cincinnati, in which
Merrithew.
and
in Stoning- he is a teacher.
25th,
30. John Me Auliffe and Antoinette A. Rollerf'1 tvi.r )':,iy
Frank Thorne resigned as baggage master at
son.
-raveled in the Middle the Maine Central station to take a place with
FEBRUARY.
;
a dry goods firm in Boston.
He was succeeded
e.atr s as tenor soloist of an by Frank Saunders, who had been assistant
Elbert W. McCassie of Bremen and Bessie
5.
and
the
summer,
uring
E. Marriner.
baggage master.
In Everett, Mass., Elmer R. Decrow and
9.
Frank Condon became a teacher in the Houlthis Winter.
was
A. Ripley.
Nellie
Nations”
ton
school.
pret of
High
14.
and 20th in BelA. K. P. Stephenson was stricken with
George A. Barnes and Mary A. Bremen.
>
,,,|,er 19th
paral15.
sis December 23rd and is in a critical condition.
Eugene Hooper and Katherine B. Mar;bv the Ladies’ Social
tin.
H.
H.
Carter
was
from the posi,.,-sal‘ist church. The na- tion of chief of the transferred
19. Fred A. Johnson and Lena P. Ellis.
Bangor office for the New
-nted by ladies, and a
MARCH.
England Tel. and Tel. Co. to a more responsible
was presented by local
.j
in
|
Massachusetts.
position
28. Silas Michaels and Carolyn E. Clark.
i thr- society $100.
f
MAY.
iiurch Guild had a sale,
i
MISCELLANEOUS.
?'
Wilfred E. Coombs and Iva L. Hall.
2.
-tr-rtainment Nov. 27th.
v
16.
George M. Dunton and Sadie A. Mcln:;t included “A BacheBottom fish continued plentiful in the lower
$!■<"
harbor, and small fish, such as flounders, toma series of tableaux with
JUNE.
cods, smelts, etc., were plentiful, but of small
V
.rr.paniment.
size.
Some 50-pound cod were caught off
In Boston, Everett Carleton of Rockdale,
Little River, and some very large pollock well Mass., and Mary L. Wight, formerly of Belfast.
SOCIAL.
3. In Spokane, Wash., Charles E. Johnson
up the bay.
,if liH»8 opened with a leap
Stephenson & Dennett began preparing fin- and Louise McAndlass; bride formerly of Belal Hall, New Year’s eve, nan haddies for their local retail trade, in Sep- fast.
he young ladies at home tember, and they found a ready sale, the fish
3. Elmer B. Rankin and Flora E. Sherman.
In Waterville, Harry S. Higgins of
10.
being superior to those brought here from
(v
Washington Hose Com- away.
Waterville and Maud E. Sawyer.
The 4th of July was celebrated by a parade
Fred Hart and Lydia A. Famham of
Ih-lfast Opera House, Jan15.
in which the Belfast Band, Knights of Pythias,
er ball April 15th.
Essex, Mass.
|
he Universalist church and business floats took part, and by sports.
24. In Newtonville, Mass., Paul DeLaney of
■
Eben F. Littlefield and Herbert A. Drink- Omaha, Neb., and Elizabeth K. Robbins of Bosper and dance reDruary
ton, formerly of Belfast.
ft
and other social clubs perforating tips of shoes.
26. William A. Decrow and Mabel L. Coombs.
amerous
The
Waldo Bar Association added a portrait
Lewis A. Auspland and Florence M.
26.
ftf
pleasant gathof Hon. Nehemiah Abbott to its collection, and
Braddock.
.ails of the Pitcher school, a set of volumes of the National Reporter SysIn Cambridge, Mass., D. Faunce Wood29.
of the neighborhood, tem, 574 volumes, valued at $1500, to the law cock and Ella Flavell of Cambridge.
i. the schoolhouse, Feb30.
In Freedom, Willis S. Hatch and Irene
library.
Charles W. Frederick gave 400 school chil- Sibley of Freedom.
mled March 30th and dren free admission to an educational moving
JULY.
v
.'ample were occupied picture entertainment in Belfast Opera House
24. Leroy Wood of Knox and Agnes Vaughan.
by the Young Men’s October 24th.
30.
Viletto T. Hallowelland Faustie A. HanThe system of the New England Telephone
a surprise reception
and Telegraph Company was enlarged and im- son.
AUGUST.
in
at
her
irter,
home,
proved during the year.
vices in leading the
2. In Richmond, Me., Edward A. Ashe and
The usual shipment of Christmas trees from
the near-by wood lots was in progress in the Lillian Leydecker, both of Somerville, Mass.;
f the marriage of Mr. autumn.
bride formerly of Belfast.
i was observed at the
26. Frank E. Smith of Greenville and Ethel
The Belfast Water Company pumped from
on
High street, June 400,000 to 500,000 gallons of water into the M. Wilson.
the
Bradstreet
26. Charles D. Cool of Madison, Wis., and
-named
city system every day during the drouth and
of the engagement of the pond filled to its normal level each night.
Edith F. Dunton.
Nir Willis S. Hatch.
A portrait of Mrs. Paul R. Hazeltine, wife of
26. Clarence E. Morgan and Eva J. White.
Springfield, Mass., en- the founder, wras presented to the Belfast
SEPTEMBER.
of 1899 at the home Free Library in January.
1.
Perley D. Stanley of Cranberry Isle and
and Mrs. Frederick W.
Percy A. Sanborn painted a large number of Lena E.
Leavitt.
t.Mily 25th.
pictures in water colors, including local views,
2.
Perley R. Larrabee and Grace E. Bigelow.
ary of the marriage of still life and marines.
2.
Frederick
A. Stevens of Rockland, Mass.
The Young Men’s Association was re-organ-rtridge (nee Jean Ferat their home in Gardiner,
ized in December and changes are being made and Abbie Ella Critchett.
2.
William G. Hall of Waterville and Inez
**

in 1908.
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SPORTS.

Belfast base ball teams played as follows:
A nnl on
__r'- -_d
xj
C

o-

Castine 0; 7 innings.
April 25. B. H. S. 22; Monroe Red Sox 1.
May 2. B. H. S. 9; Thomaston H. S. 6.
May 2. Y. M. A. 3; Freedom Academy 2.
May 9. At Vinalhaven; V. H. S. 2; B. H. S. 1.
May 16. Camden H. S. 14; B. H. S. 4.
May 20. In Freedom; B. H. S. 4; Freedom
Academy 3.
May 23. Y. M. A. 14; U. of M. law school 8.
May 30. At Rockland; Rockland H. S. 6; Y.
M. A. 5.
May 30. At Thomaston; T. H. S. 5; B. H. S. 1.
June 3. Freedom Academy 7; B. H. S. 6.
June 6. At Camden; C. H. S. 4; B. H. S. 3.
June 6. At Old Town; Y. M. A. 6; O.T.H.S 5.
June 10. Y. M, A. 11; local nine, with Dilworth

pitcher,

7.

June 20. At Stockton Springs; Belfast locals
14; Stockton locals 4.
t
June 20.
Y. M. A. 19; Thomaston 0.
June 27. B. H. S. 2; Vinalhaven H. S. 0.
July 4. At Camden; C. H. S. 3; B. H. S. 2.
July 18. Y. M. A. 9; Rockport Y. M. C. A. 3.
!
July 25. Belfast Y. M. A. 8; Camden Y. M.
dthe1 nrbtmas dance.
1 C. A. 1.
gave a reception NovemAugust 1. Y. M. A. 5; Rockland (of Trolley
t.
*>f Penobscot Eneamp- ;
|
4.
hi- new cottage on the League)
August 16. Y. M. A. 17; Clinton 4.
christened the cottage
[
September 5. At Castine; Castine 5; Belfast
! locals 4.
t
League, Rev. D. L.
September 7. Taconnet of Waterville 6; Y.
>ol -hass. the C. E. Society
M. A. 2.
and other societies and i
The Belfast games were played on a diamond
; arties October 30th.
laid out on the city lot at the south end of ConiiM-i ball of Belfast Hook j
!
in Odd Fellowsl
in Belfast Opera House gress street. A dance was held
j
hall April 24, to raise funds to buy base bal’
j
t included the Scotch
! suits.
reader. The
favorite pastime for
season of 1907-1908, and
vail for 1908-9.
nces were held in Memorial
mine leap year party, one
Misses Ginn and Gilmore

■

Hyde,

'ho Belfast Quintette,
if the marriage of Mr.
•■!•! was celebrated by a
r home on Cedar street

i

j

gave a reception DeNo. 28 Church street,
law, Mrs. Walter O.

!•.

Poor.
i-arty was given to Earl

11

i

Mahan family

was

held

HSONAL.
U. Knowlton, who spend
hi, spent the summer at
Mr. Knowlton managed a
h animal zoo.”
He had
*■.n 0 Robbins, Belfast’s
nee gone “on the road”
mpany.
m
graduated from Tufts
received the degree of M.

Long

a

y of

1

hospital.

Island

Belfast, returned

Eng., where

he took

for work in Greek life,
is an instructor in Wilho setts.
a ted district
•i Telephone &

u1

I

supervisor
Telegraph

Basket ball games were as follows:
3. At Dexter; D. H. S. 30; B. H. S. 28.
Jan. 10. B. H. S. 47; Dexter H. S. 17.
Jan. 17. At Winterport; W.H.S. 31; B.H.S. 18.
Jan. 17.
Belfast locals 22; Corinna Academy
Jan.

i 19.
!
Jan. 24.
B. H. S. 70; Rockland H. S. 17.
Jan. 29. B. H. S. 37; Gardiner 4.
;
Feb. 5. In Pittsfield; Maine Central Institute
j 44; B. H. S. 15.
!
kb. 7. In Islesboro; B. H. S. 24; I. H. S. 13.
Feb. 14.
B. H. S. 46; U. of M. 2nd 29.
Feb. 15. Rockport Y. M. C. A. 25; Belfast
i local 5.
Feb. 22. At Rockland; Rockland Y. M. C. A.
j 64; B. H, S. 11.
Feb. 28. In Corinna; B. H. S. 32; Corinna
; Academy 24.
March 2.
Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A. 42; B. H.
i S. 24.
March 18. At Bath; Morse H. S. of Bath 44;
j B. H. S. 26.
March 20. B. H. S. 52; Islesboro 12.
March 21.
At Castine; Y. M. A. 19; Castine
[
i7.
March 27. B. H. S. 58; Old Town A. A. 28.
March 30.
Y. M. A. 43; Castine 23.
February 7. Locals 28; Dover and Foxcroft
A. A. 19.
April 3.

B. H. S. 71; Bath Y. M. C. A. 19.
B. H. S. 46; Fall River, Mass., Y.
M. C. A. 15. This was the only defeat of the
Fall River team in Maine.

April 10.

Portland, his district
Boothbay.
as elected president of
The basket ball season of 1908-9 opened
A hite & Briggs Co. of
Thanksgiving Day, when Belfast teams won
"al of $30,000, to do a two
games. B. H. S. 56; Colby College second
m

y to

business.

tato

team 19.

Belfast All

Stars 18; Morrill 9. Later

resigned as instructor games were as follows:
1
Pennsylvania to take a
December 4. B. H. S. 27; Rockport H. S. 22.
Institute of Chicago.
December 11. B. H. S. 56; Waterville H. S. 7.
as
E. Shea opened the
December 18.
B. H. S. 31; Corinna Academy
Buffalo and Pittsburg 21; Morrill H. S. 23; B. H. S. 2nd 17.
meeting with their
December 23.
B. H. S. 51; Dark Harbor 21.
If

of the

l|
B

University

of

contestants, for his col-

judging

■

B
B
B

<

of live stock

agricultural colleges

L'd and U. of M. won.
ugliest rank of the con<>f
nnd

Allston, Mass., was
teachers, in a total
States, chosen by the
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to make

an inspecEngland and Ireland.

of the marriage of
0. Patterson was ob-

i.a., May 14th.
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f

and

severe

attack of

has since been

con-

I

To

rsary of the marriage of
^at‘k was observed in
Kx-Governor Frederick
duress.
,1 !
of Mr. Augustus Perry
J
\ APnl
30th.
1
Europe included Frank B.
v1'' L Barr, Miss Grace H.

Marc|

it*
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J:5
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Norton.
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a

hardware

mer-

elected Representative
from Bucksport at the

was

Jir
'*«

"

,

">

i.

I,’5?!

e"
tk'1-"

William V. Pratt, U. S.
the cruiser St. Louis as

August.

"1"‘

turned from

,,
’’

5”,"'s::!

extendpermanently located in
;,|1 at the corner of Court
an

1

1

k was appointed clerk of
Mass., in June to fill
tJj<Sanii "‘,u:,ty,
K‘r In ,as'- ''lected to the position in
(C* Mr p ""tty usually Democratic
6as lOfm/i riclt’8 plurality as a Retor fw

n

1"■rniW"1’
m,

", Was appointed public adallio
county in place of Wil-

fesigned.

December 25.
21.

B.

H.

S. ’08, 28; B. H.

S.

alumni

Rockland bowling team were guests of the
Belfast team January 29th. In a championship game of seven strings, the Rocklands got
2227; Belfast 2177; John Thomas of Rockland
1354; Fred G. Spinney of Belfast 1336.
Maurice French and Fred G. Spinney rolled
three 15-string games for the Waldo county
championship. French winning two; March
25th, Spinney won by 80 pins; May 8th, French
by 67; May 23d, French by 78.
French won from Thomas October 10th in 16
strings, by 2269 to 2152.
May 15. At Camden, 15 strings, Camden
2160; Belfast 2055.
December 17. Belfast 2227; Rockland 2151.
Samuel Durost broke the Maine State record
at candlepins December 19th, with a total of
170.
were laid out on Waldo avenue,
Primrose street; on the P. L. Strout place,
East Belfast, and at Roscoe Black’s, East Belfast, and several neighborhood games were
played at each.
Pedestrianism was more popular this year
than for some time past.
Robert Gross of Belfast established a sporting camp at Bowerbank, and is a licensed guide
for that vicinity.
Local hunters in the big woods had the usual
luck with moose and deer, several of each being
brought in.
George Kimball, aged 13 years, is the campion juvenile hunter, having shot a fox November 14.
Ice boating was excellent during the winter
of 1907-8 and the Chymelque Ice Yacht Club
was organized near the close of the season.
The club offered a cup to be raced for in the
season of 1908-9.
The football season opened October 24th
with a game in which Belfast H. S. scored 22; v
Camden H. S. 6.
October 31st B. H. S. 5; Oak Grove Seminary,
Vassalboro, 0.

Tenni^ courts

near

ume.

In

fectually,

no
so

way

can this
as to

surely,

be done

keep up

a

so

ef-

good

supply of fish in our waters and this latter can only be done through the operation of the fish hatcheries and feeding

stations.
“For every dollar appropriated by the
legislature to carry on the work of raising fish more than $300 is expended by
the tourists, among our people.
Our
success in attracting the fisherman, the
summer visitor, the tourist, is the marvel
of the country and other countries, and
many are the enquiries received at our
APRIL.
office as to how this is accomplished, and
I
Wrcester, Mass.. Willis M. Clark, great efforts are made by other States,
aged 47 years.
and the country adjacent to ours, to
In Worcester, Mass., Julia Pearce, aged obtain a share in our truly wonderful
66 years.
prosperity in this direction.
MAY.
“Licenses were issued during the year
88
In Hope, Luther M. Smith, aged
years. a£ follows: To resident guides, 2,096; to
In Chipman, N. B., Ida M. Hayford, aged non-resident guides, 23; to sporting camp
__

53 years.

_

28.

In Chicago, 111., Isabel Anderson O’Neill.

5.
6.

1.
8.

taxidermists, 13; to
proprietors, 130;
hunters and trappers of fur-bearing animals, 200; to dealers in skins of wild
to

The recommendation of Forest Commissioner Rinsr for a law to regulate the
In Boston, Ziba H. Nickerson of Lynn.
taking of firearms into the woods m close
In Greenwich, Conn., Fannie H. Bitten- season, as well as to stop gunners from
bender.
hunting in a severe drouth, is approved.
In Chicopee, Mass., William T. Powers,
THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS.
70
aged years.
The importance of song and insectivorAUGUST.
ous birds to agriculture is fully commentIn Boston, Alma C. Field.
ed upon, and the great slaughter of robIn Portland, Mary E. Anderson.
ins during the winter in the south depre•
SEPTEMBER.
cated. The suggestion is made that ConIn Newton, Mass., Mary E. Colby, aged
gress should enact laws protecting inter86 years.
state
flight birds,
In Providence, R. I., Melinda Willis, aged
An increase in

39 years.

25.

partridges

is

noted,

and

In

years.

In Wellesley Hills, Mass., Ella A. Paul,

aged

53 years.
NOVEMBEP.

16.
24.

Colorado Springs, Col., Oscar W.
Pitcher, aged ^5 years.
In Newbury port, Mass., Dr. John Homer,
In

30.

7.
14.

law be either repealed, making that day a
close time on game and birds, or else have
a law making it unlawful to have guns in
possession outside one’s dwelling on that

day.

The illegal slaughter of game has been
hundred and twenty-three
one
In New
W. Eugene Parker, moose, mostly cows and calves—were ilaged
legally butchered.
One hundred and twenty prosecutions
DECEMBER.
In Boston, Elizabeth Johnson, aged 49 were instituted and $3,000 in fines collected. Thirty-three guns were seized and
years.
In Mattapan, Mass., Edith Stevens, aged they will be sold at auction January 5th
aged

72 years.
York City,
52 years.

great;

29 years.

at the State House. Thirty-two regular
and 124 local wardens constitute the
warden force.
1. William Robinson and Mary Pullen.
6.
In Charlestown, Mass., William McCabe
Moose show a slight decrease. Of deer
and Elizabeth Owens.
the commissioners say:
Maine Fish and Game.
7. William G. Luce of Somerville, Mass.,
‘The winter of 1907 and 1908 was exand Ethel E. Thomas.
favorable to the large herds
21. Loris A. Ramsey of Northport and Gladys The Commissioners Say Trout and Salmon ceptionally
of deer still to be found in our northern
L. Coombs.
are Worth to the People Many Times the
forests. None died on account of the
NOVEMBER.
Value of Deer and Moose.
cold, or starved on account of the failure
14. In Auburndale, Mass., Reginald HazelThe annual report of the commissioners to secure feed. It was a most remarktine and Maude A. Chamberlain of Auburndale.
able winter for the safe wintering of
23.
Arthur E. Stantial and Goldie Bridges.
on inland fisheries and game, L. T. Carle24.
In Dixmont, Lyle T. Stevens of Bangor,
game and game birds. The deer in the
formerly of Belfast, and Annie Ferguson of ton of Winterport, James W. Brackett spring were apparently in as good condiDixmont.
tion as in the fall. The spring months
of Phillins and F.do'ar
Itiner of Oronn
24.
Elmer H. Mason and Grace E. Dickey.
were warm and dry, exceedingly favor25.
Ornsville H. Gray and Lottie E. Walker. which has been filed with the governor able for the
safety of the lambs. The
28. Everett E. Burgess and Florence E. and council says in part:
result has been that undoubtedly there
Hart.
voioivl o lopirop Viovrl r\f lrnunnr floor
“From the reports of the superintendDECEMBER.
ents of the various hatcheries and feeding lambs, than for many years.
5.
S. Lee Howard and Bertha M. Shields of
stations we now have in round numbers
HEARTLESS HUNTERS.
Winterport.
land-locked salmon eggs, and
12.
Benjamin Jenney and Eva A. McKinnon, j 1.430.000
“This is, to some extent proven, from
20. In Swanville, Charles H. Waterman and 482.000 trout eggs, 310,000 togue eggs
and 30,000 brown trout eggs. We have the exceptionally large number of fawn
Blanche Wallace of Swanville.
1_
T-__] T
T1..J—
so
also contracted for 620,000 eyed trout deer killed during the hunting season,
noticeable was this that a stronger pro24. Harry Dickey and Faustina Pierce of
eggs which will be delivered early in
test than has appeared heretofore is
Waterville.
February. We have also a promise from made
25. Herman Ginn and Vinnie Nickerson.
against the law that permits the
the United States Fish Commissioner of
25.
Adoniram L. Moody and Sadie L. Jackof fawns during the hunting sea300.000 eyed trout eggs from Colorado. killing
son.
This will make a grand total of 2,832,000 son.
“It
is indeed a sickening sight to see a
eggs of land-locked salmon and trout in
DEATHS.
fawn that will not exceed 35 pounds
the hatching troughs, a larger number dead
at the transportation office
than we ever before had in any year by in weight
JANUARY.
thousands. Fish planted, 2,186,313. labelled with the tag from a non-resident
many
4.
Donald Whitcomb, aged 16 days.
the State has sold
We have of live fish 256,700 which will be hunter’s license that
7. Anna C. Winslow, aged 91 years.
for shipment to Boston, New York, Philwintered.
9.
Mary A. Maxcy, aged 79 years.
“We have had, all things considered, a adelphia or even to Chicago. At one sta20. True S. Heagan, aged 56 years.
tion at one time during the early part of
25. Henry E. Kaler, aged 53 years.
very successful year, in our hatcheries
fawn deer, none of which
29.
and feeding stations. The cost of oper- October, seven
Henry W. Mason, aged 86 years.
would
over 35 pounds, were thus
ating these hatcheries the coming year, labelled.weigh
FEBRUARY.
as shown in the estimate filed with the
5.
Sanford B. Mixer, aged 75 years.
“It is
auditor, necessary repairs, clerical help whether for the legislature to consider
13.
Mary E. Handley, aged 63 years.
this sort of slaughter should be
13.
Lena G. Curtis of Surry, aged 48 years. and necessary expenses connected with
permitted to continue longer under the
the work, will be $37,750.
14.
IiUcy A. Bennett, aged 83 years,
17. Mary A. Pierce, aged 82 years.
“There are loud, long and insistent de- sanction of the law. There appears to
21. Herbert A. Black, aged 43 years.
mands from the people for warden ser- be a growing public sentiment that this
23.
Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mc- vice to
protect fish and much fault is sort of thing should be prohibited by law.
Kinnon.
found that they cannot have it. It is Deer are what may be termed semi-dowild animals.
MARCH.
They hang
now for the legislature to determine mesticated
1. Byron M. Flanders, aged 1 year.
whether the fish shall be protected, oth- around, to a considerable extent, civilinvade
12.
Keziah Boardman, aged 82 years.
gardens, orchards,
erwise than what protection the law ization; they
grain fields and potato
20.
Norman Ray Mitchell.
gives. We cannot have warden service mowing fields,
to
these
more or less dam22.
Dorothy M. Herrick, aged 76 years.
to protect fish unless the appropriation fields, doing
23.
Leon Hayford, aged 1 year.
for fish is materially increased from for- age. The law enacted by the legislature
24.
Mary E. Shute, aged 79 years.
of 1905, giving to the farmer the lawful
mer years.
26.
Mary A. (Sellers) Murch, aged 79 years.
“The cost of distributing fish, which right to shoot a deer when found doing
APRIL.
is very considerable, since the railroads actual substantial damage to his growing
6.
Drussilla Tapley, aged 72 years.
withdrew free transportation to the su- cultivated crops, appears to have been
7. Albion II. Bradbury, aged 85 years.
taken advantage of to a considerable experintendent or person obliged to accom- tent.
8.
Robert Waterman, aged 71 years.
pany them to take care of them during
18. Maynard C. Bean, aged 28 years.
“We have received reports of the killthe transportation, taking fish
22.
eggs,
George W. Benson, aged 73 years.
costs of hearings on closing streams ing of 40 deer from this cause this year.
23.
Doris E. Gray, aged 3 months.
26.
Enoch C. Hilton, aged 88 years.
and regulating fishing in various waters, One man, A. M. Currier of Seven Islands,
on the'St. John River,
27.
reports killing 14
Evelyn L. Wight, aged 1 year.
engineers’ fees for drawing plans for deer
this cause.
Undoubtedly others
MAY.
fish-ways, the cost of printing this re- have for
been killed of which we have no re2.
Amanda M. Cook, aged 77 years.
port, the cost of printing notices, post9.
Mary E. Faunce, aged 54 years.
age, stationery and other necessary ex- ports.
“The other provision of this law allow12.
John Cunningham, aged 98 years.
penses, including clerical services, will
13. Elizabeth R. Edgecomb, aged IS years.
leave practically nothing of the $25,000 ing compensation to farmers for damage
18.
Emma J. Miller, aged 63 years.
deer do, is, we think, quite generally
the
per year, the regular‘appropriation for
19. Lucretia M. Boody, aged 94 years.
The aggregate of
warden service to protect fish from the taken advantage of.
24.
Maria H. Stevens, aged 88 years.
asked for or demanded
depredations of the poacher, to protect the damages
31, Elsie F. Hall, aged 60 years.
them from those who will net them, amounts to $1,531.50, with five other
31. Elmira Higgins, aged 83 years.
claims in which no specific amount of
spear them, steal them from the weirs
JUNE.
where they have been gathered irt order damage was named.
4. Solomon V. Jones, aged 88 years.
“As to the quantity of deer—their
to take their eggs, take them from the
5. Sarah S. Gentner, aged 81 years.
compared with recent years
9. Amelia Carter.
spawning beds—in fact, take them in any numbers as differ
greatly, even among
and every way known to the wily arts of —opinions
12. Joseph W. Wheeler, aged 64 years.
some
15. Annette W. White, aged 71 years.
having apparently equal opportunithe poacher.
ties and information upon which to base
16.
Ellen Casey, aged 79 years.
TROUT vs. SALMON.
23.
Phebe H. Means, aged 86 years.
an opinion, as for instance the guides who
JULY.
“Time in fish and game matters, as in miirla Vmnfinnr nnrfi’pti
“Certain it is that many more of our
all other matters, works many changes
8. Wales L. Miller, aged 80 years.
14. Grace M. Howard of Cape Rozier.
in conditions, and in the opinions and people go a-hunting from year to year.
■__il___i
ml
It is estimated that from one-third to
AUGUST.
JJVUpiL.
OUUllg LC11'
dency now is for more trout to plant to one-half more of the people of the State
5. James Casey, aged 50 years.
hunted
re-stock the waters of the State, and a
big game last season than ever
14.
Flavilla J. Merrill, aged 55 years.
much less demand for land-locked salmon before in a single year. The dull times
19.
Elleetta Clough, aged 87 years.
zc>.
mananna Dauey.ageu w ^tars.
than formerly. Twenty years ago or so —workmen out of employment—accounts
31. Milo M. Colson, aged 49 years.
the rage was for the land-locked salmon. for much of this. Whatever opinion one
SEPTEMBER.
The artificial cultivation of the trout was may have as to the real facts as to the
6.
Daniel J. Kimball, aged 63 years.
neglected. The land-locked salmon can increase or decrease in our herds of deer,
9. Joseph W. Banks, aged 70 years.
be raised much easier—the loss in raising all are agreed that the greatest care
18. Esther C. Frye, aged 79 years.
it is much less than trout—consequently should be exercised by all and by law28.
Ansel Wadsworth, aged 69 years.
a better
showing can be made in land- making power to protect them, to preOCTOBER.
locked salmon culture than in trout cul- vent their practical extinction or greatly
lessen their number.
17.
Lillias E. Hodgkinson, aged 49 years.
ture.
22.
Sylvanus G. Small, aged 51 years.
“Our people appear to have largely
HAPPY HUNTING GROUND.
91
30.
Elizabeth Ellis, aged
years.
gotten over their desire for land-locked
“The State of Maine will ever have
30. Georgia S. Clark, aged 63 years.
as the renow
trout,
salmon—they
within its borders a wide domain of many
prefer
NOVEMBER.
quests for fish which we receive conclu- thousands of acres of wild land, unsuited
4. George D. McCrillis, aged 79 years.
show. This has been more notice- for
sively
agriculture, which will never be oc4. John B. Sylvester, aged 69 years.
able from year to year for several years.
14. Walter Trask, aged 35 years.
cupied for farming purposes. Only the
There
are some noticeable exceptions to
23.
Frances Hoffses of Morrill, aged 73
trees, if spared from fires, will be there
the above, however.
For instance, at for all time—the natural home of the
years.
the
wish
seems
to
be
for
Sebago lake,
28. Eliza Wyman, aged 70 years.
moose and deer—a valuable, palatable,
salmon almost entirely, while at Belgrade
29. Noyes K. Wentworth, aged 76 years.
nutritious food, a drawing card for the
Lakes the chief desire seems to be for
DECEMBER.
sportsman and tourist, affording a large
black
bass.
to
It
costs
raise
more
trout
69
10. Albert A. Roix, aged
revenue in the employment of guides and
years.
than it does land-locked salmon.
13. David Nickels Bird, aged 61 yuan.
in many other ways.
“The fish in the inland waters of the
18. Francis Elmer Hunter, aged 2 months.
“Whether our own people should be re69
21. Cotton W. Mears, aged
years.
State, from a commercial standpoint, are
to contribute something towards
24. Rebecca Thompson, aged 79 years.
worth to the people of the State many quired
their perpetuation and protection, either
27. Samantha Kittredge, aged 77 years.
times more than its game. The large
a direct tax upon all the property of
The following deaths of residents or former tourist or summer business in the inland by
the State, or only by those who take
residents of Belfast occurred elsewhere:
territory is largely dependent upon the
in the chase, those who

N. Frost.

26.

OCTOBER.

In

Portland, William H. Anderson, aged
72 years.

urac

m

TTl

....

■

JANUARY.

8.
12.

In Cliftondale, Mass., Capt. George R.
Carter, aged 75 years.
In Bangor, Melissa Sinclair, aged 63
years.
In Bangor, Dr. Benjamin Colson, aged 81

A.

UL

FEBRUARY.
—.

14.

In Haverhill, Mass., Olive Longfellow.
In Agawam, Mass., George R. Frye.

great Ansted
Mills guarantees this

part
“a-hunting
go,” for moose and deer, in the payment
“Around the lakes and ponds are thou- of
license
of
a small
fee
$1.00 or $2.00 as
sands of summer hotels, cottages and in the case in 16 of the States in the
private summer residence—millions of American Union, there is no substantial
dollars are thus invested. The

primary

ly. giving employment to many of our
people, affording our farmers a ready
market at top pnceB for all they raise on

Burk

perfect

flour.
It is tested every half hour day and
most exacting scientific tests. This insures absolute satisfaction in baking
all the time.

night by the

^k

WilliamTell

agreement upon.

FOLEYSIKMY^TAH

whereas the said John L. O’Connor

the

on

twenty-second day of December A. D. 1908, by
assignment of that date, recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 292, Page 30,
assigned and transferred said mortgage deed
to the undersigned, the Stockton
Springs Trust
Company, a corporation duly organized under
the laws of the State of
and
Maine,
having its
principal place of business at said Stockton
Springs; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by
.reason of the breach of the
condition thereof,
the said Stockton
Springs Trust Company
claims a
his

foreclosure of said mortgage.
this twenty-sixth day of December A.

D. 1908.

3w53

STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST CO.
By L. P. Lawton, its Treasurer

Pursuant to

a license from the
Honorable
E. Johnson, Judge of Probate in and
for
the county of Waldo and State of Maine I
shall
auction on Monday, the first day of
For Sale at Your Grocer’s sell at public
February, A. D. 1909, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, on the premises, all the right, title and
interest which Martha A.
Arey, late of Winterport, in said county of Waldo, deceased had
in and to the
following described real estate
namely: A certain lot or parcel of land, situated
in said Winterport,
beginning at a stake in the
On and after October 5, 1908, trains connect- east corner of land of
Edgar S. Cole- thence
at
Burnham
and
Waterville
with
ing
through northeasterly by the Chadwick line-forty-five
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port- rods, more or less, to a stake set as a
line beland and Boston will run as follows:
tween land formerly of
Benjamin F. Staples
and the late Aaron Black; thence
FROM BELFAST.
by said line
eighty rods, more or less, to land owned by
P. M.
P.M.
A,M.
Luther W. Fredericks; thence
southwes*erly12 15
3 20 by Frederick’s land to land
Belfast, depart. 6 55
of Edgar S Coie325 thence
Citypoint. t7 00 U2 20
by said Cole’s land to place of beginWaldo .17 10
tl2 30
13 35
ning.
12 42
Brooks. 7 22
13 47
Also one other certain lot. nr nnrnol nf Inn.)
Knox. 17 34
3 59 situated in said
112 54
Winterport, with the buildings
Thorndike. 7 40
100
4 05 standing
thereon, being lot 176 in the first di1 08
4 13 vision in said
Unity. 7 48
Winterport.
1.30
4 35
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Also one other certain lot or parcel of land
Clinton. 8 28
6 07 situated in said
Winterport, bounded and deBenton. 8 38
6 16 scribed as
follows, to wit: Being the same real
3 20
6 10 estate
Bangor. 11 35
conveyed to the said Martha A. Arey by
A.M.
Hannah J. Norton by her warranty deed dated
Waterville. 8 44
2 12
6 22 October
25, 1897, and recorded in Waldo RegisA.M.
P.M.
P,M.
try of Deeds, Book 251, Page 230.
Portland. 11 50
4 50
9 30
All the above leal estate
being subject to the
330
7 55
5 30
husband's right by descent, and the first two
Boston
Boston, lE-D.
f w D. 3 20
9 05
8 25
parcels being subject to a mortgage on which
TO BELFAST
one note of two hundred dollars and
interest
remains unpaid, and the last parcel
r.m.
a.m.
A.M.
being subto a mortgage of one hundred and
ject
700
900
>E-D.
sixty
Boston
Boston,
( w D.
g 45 dollars and interest.
Dated this twenty-ninth day of December A
P.M.
D. 1909.
Portland. 10 35
7 00
3w53
1 05
JOHN W. AREY,
A.M.
Adm'r of estate of Martha A.
Waterville. 6 55
9 50
4 15
Arey, deceased

ANSTED k BURK COMPANY, Millm
Springfield, Ohio

George

flaioe Central 11!

_

Bangor.

6 45

Benton.
Clinton.

7
7
8
8
8

12 25
P.M.

02
13
25
44
52
19 00
915
19 25
l9 35
9 40

Burnham, depart.
Unity.,.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Citypoint.

19
10
10
10
11
111
11
11
111

56
05
20
45
00
10
30
40
50

4
4
4
5
5

22
33
50
09
17
15 25
5 40
15 50
16 00
6 05

Belfast, arrive.
11 55
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

The

Coming Millennium
Iiy Harry F. How

A Book

Every One

ard

Should Read

Nothing visionary, nothing iiRKiniH'd, every
thought substantiated by seieu~
title and Riblical proofs.
Th® author explains many of the
in the
Bible by modern science which things
has always
puzzled you.
Rev. 21:4, 22:2.— And there shall be no more

deatu neither
neither shall
sorrow, nor
there be any more pain: for the former
things
are passed away. And he shewed me a
pure river
of water of life and on either

erving,

side of the rivet
was there the tree of
life,
andtheleavea
ofAh® tree were for the healing of the nations
B<*Rul in cloth.
400 page**, sent
postpaid
for $1 .OO. Order of the Author.
Harry F. Howard, Rochester, N. II., U. S. A.

13w53

Eastern Steemship Co
BANGOR DIVISION.

First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

$2.25
Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
p. m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden
Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
RETURNING

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fri-

days at

5.00 p.

annual meeting

; Stockton Springs Water Company
The annual meeting of the stockholders
the Stockton Springs Water
Company will
held at the office of the
at

of
be
Stockton

Secretary
Springs on Tuesday, the 19th day of January,
A. I). 1909, at 12.30
p. m., to hear the reports

of the officers and act
upon the same, to elect
board of seven directors for the
ensuing
and to transact any other business that year
will
properly come before said meeting.
Per order,
3w53
a

AI BERT M. AMES,
Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me., December 29, 1908.

m.

Leave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
of steamer from Boston.
Leave Winterport Mondays and Thursdays
at 10.00 a. m., Bucksport at 12.00 noon.

All freight, except live stock, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

ANNUAL MEETING

Stockton

Springs Trust Company

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Stockton Springs Trust Company will be
held in their banking rooms at Stockton

Springs, Maine, on Tuesday, the 19th day of
January, 1909, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to

elect a board of directors and transact
any
other business that mav legally come before
them.
3w53
ALBERT M AMES, Secretary.
Stockton Springs, Me., December 29, 190S.

S. W. Johnson. M.D.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evenings I shall be at my residence, 33
Court Street, to answer calls.
Office

That’s what
Coal

our

coal is—as good

mined.

as was ever

from slate and dirt

as

it is pos-

Try

WANT

YOUR

with your next
order, and you will certainly get
Coal that will p’ease you both in

quality

and

6tf

WE

sible to get Coal.
Carefully
screened, and every ton a full ton.
Why should it not be a burning
success?

telephone call, 35(1, ring li.
tel pence all, 33, ring 33.

House

As free

us

price.

SUBSCRIPTION
To

THE

REPUBLICAN

want you to take

THE

Swan & Sibley Co.,
LIVE STOCK

JOURNAL.

advantage

We

of ourcom

biuation with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two

together

for $2.00

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this
office.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO

Belfast, Maine

Commission Merchant.
F. L.

LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine,

-ANDt*

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK. BELFAST
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the City National Bank for the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before
them, will be
held at their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 26, 1909, at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier,
Belfast, December 26, 1908.—4w53

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

“Two, possibly three fatal shooting
Weekly shipments of live stocK to Brighton
accidents occurred where the victim was Market. Cars leave Belfast
every Monday morn
mistaken for a deer and 30 other accilng and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
dents with fire-arms, some of which were croft
I solicit your
every Saturday morning.
fatal.

•top* th« coo^h sad hasla lun^a

Whereas, Hannah Kelley of Stockton Spring*
in the county of Waldo and State of
Maine, by
her mortgage deed dated the seventeenth
day
of November A. D. 1906, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book
252,
Page 479, conveyed to one John L. O’Connor, a
certain lot or parcel of land, together with the
buildings thereon, situated on Cape Jellison, in
said town of Stockton Springs, the land bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake
standing in the easterly line of Clifford street,
one hundred and fifteen
(115) feet in said line,
southerly from the southerly line of Western
avenue, so-called; thence southerly thirty-five
(35) feet to a stake in the ground; thence easterly eighty (80) feet to a stake; thence northerly thirty-five (36) feet to a stake; thence
westerly eighty (30) feet to a stake and the
place of beginning. It being the same land
and buildings deeded to the said Hannah Kelley by the said John L. O’Connor, Nov. 17,1906,
and

Notice of Sale.

supply of fish.

object of sueh a location is the opporyears.
tunity afforded to partake of the pleasure
14. In Winchester, Mass., Joshua Farrow, of
fishing and catching fish. The occuaged 82 years.
of these dwellings spend weeks and
20. In Lynn, Mass., Capt. Nathaniel S. Pen- pants
months in them each season, and expend
dleton, aged 61 years.
in the aggregate millions of dollars year14.

The perfect system
at the

animals, 180.”

Hartford, Conn., George W. Wiggin, a uniform open time on ducksis strongly
aged 71 years.
urged, and the use of motor boats in
In
19.
Providence, R. I., Lovina W. Poor, hunting them condemned. That the law
aged 63 years.
prohibiting the feeding or “bedding” of
OCTOBER.
ducks be repealed, as well as the law pro19. In Belmont, William Moody, aged 80 i tecting loons, is recommended.
years (burning accident).
“Sunday Hunting” comes in for an ex20. In Vinalhaven, Mary A. Sanborn, aged tended
notice, and it is urged that the
89
8.

.,

M'-.-.

In Somerville, Mass., Martha J. Jellison,
•
aged 77 years.
In Denver, Col., Emery M. Heagan, aged
27 years.
In Boston, Julia Alden, aged 80 years.
In Embden. Hon. Randall W. Ellis, aged
76 years.
In San Francisco, Hamlin Murphy.
In Redlands, Cal., Capt. Nicolas Pratt,
aged 68 years.
In Boston, Lillian M. Hart, aged 37 years.
In Lawrence, Mass., Henry O. Russell.

In Wolfville, N. S., Rev. George E.
Tufts, aged 68 years.

29.

NOTICE.

yeani.

28.

16.
21.

IP

Ii.iss

Small, aged 20

JULY.

■

their rooms in the Black block, Phenix Row.
Starl Crowley of Toledo, who is walking
around the United States in 2 years, was in
Belfast January 22nd.
The improvements at the Park included the
handsome new entrance presented by Ira M.
Cobe of Chicago, a sea wall 176 feet long, a
covered drain 146 feet, the avenues widened
and graded, and 70 trees set out. The city
voted to include the Park avenues and walks
in the city highways, to be under the charge of
the highway commissioner.

their farms, of vegetables, poultry, egg^

milk, butter, cheese, etc.
“It would seem to be a part of wisdom
Highlands, Maae., William W. for bur
people to cater to this business—
Salmond, aged 87 yajj™New YorkrGrace McCauley Pomeroy. to try and keep it and increase its vol-

Knox*Flouie

JUNE.

—•

in

Bangor, Mary

MARCH.

7.

I8

North Belfast Sewing
3th.

E. Magoon, aged 82

MS.

consignment, promising you prompt aud satisfactory returns with the party’s name and ad*
dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
directions and my weekly market letter, free,
V

A DMINISTRaTOR’S NOTICE. The subscrlb1 er hereby gives notice that lie lias been
duly
appointed administrator of tile estate of
ALBERT Sl'ARRETT, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for
settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment i“'mediately.
GEOROE ALLETN.
Burnham, December 8,1908_3w52

E. L. Warren of Bucksport
last week calling on relatives.
Mrs.

was

in town

It is predicted that January will be a disagreeable month, with buzzards and cold waves
sandwiching warm spells. This is just the kind

Supt. John Frame of the Searsport Coal Co.
left Sunday on a business trip to Boston.

of weather that carries off the weak and sickly, and wears down the robust.
The safe thing to do is to fortify the system
against the effects of coming exposure, damp-

visit his
Harold W. Elder left Monday
parents Mr. and Mrs. James Elder, in Patten.
to

Senator B. F. Colcord left Monday for Augusta to be present at the opening of the legislature.

was

years ago,

many

a

ness.

Homer spent Sunday with

her

Guida C.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Homer, in Buck-

Miss

garents,
sport.

friends
The Misses Clifford wish to thank the
Christwho so generously remembered them at
time.

mas

and daughter returned
visit with relatives in
home Saturday from
Melrose, Mass.
Sch. Omaha arrived Monday from North
with fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co.
John

Mrs.

Frame

a

Mack’s Point.

last
Miss Jessie Innis of Belfast was in town
Mrs. A. P.
week, the guest of her mother,
Lord

Warren street.

on

town
Miss Julia Leary of East Belfast was in
Mrs. Peter
last week, the guest of Mr. and
Ward on Leach street.
The homestead of the late Walter Mathews

has been closed.
purchased the live stock.

Sumner

xi

V-

:,.i

r\

Uomnc

wVin tmpnt.

the

!

re-

Shute

M. Nichols

on

3270
4248
3920
1645
4945
3635
1622
4310
3982
1600
2554

4/82
4916
11»4
4524
3500
“979
4480
4250
3o36
1636
4250

3984600
42o0
39b2
4204
441o
4/82
1245

Total.i94-960

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
!

parents,

days

1580
2332
2900
3260
4422
4448

..

holi-

E.
Postmaster J. W. Black and Miss Mildred
with Mr. and Mrs.
spent New Year’s day
John H. Montgomery in Bucksport.
his
E. S. Cyphers, who sprained one of
work at
ankles, has recovered and resumed
Point.
the A. A. C. Company’s plant at Mack’s
Miss Ethel M. Nichols, who spent the holiwith her
Capt. and Mrs. Charles

3535

••

C. Nickerson has

in town,
days with relatives and friends
turned Monday to Waltham, Mass.

11, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
ix, schr. Martha P. Small.
12, barge Black Diamond.
26, stmr. Bay Port-26, barge Bombay ..;.
29, schr. Gardiner G. Deenng.
May 23, schr. W. C. Carnegie.
25, schr. Prescott Palmer.
28, schr. Gardiner G. Deering.
28, schr. Gov. Brooks.
29, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
June 4, barge Bath.
17, schr. Davis Palmer...
28, schr. Martha P. Small.
July 3, barge Bee........
5. schr. Gov. Brooks.
8, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
8, barge Eckley.•
9, schr. Charles H. Campbell.
11, schr. Dorothy Palmer.
15, schr. Davis Palmer.
25, barge Black Tom.
26, schr. Singleton Palmer.
Aug. 1, schr. Martha P. Small.
9, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
9, schr. Harwood Palmer.
13, schr. Gov. Brooks.
Sept. 9. schr. Elm City....
10, schr. Martha P. Small.
21, barge Enterprise.
24, schr. Gov. Brooks.
26, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
Oct. 2, schr. Harwood Palmer.
27, barge Bangor...
31, schr. Gov. Brooks.
Nov. 3, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
30, schr. Prescott Palmer.
Dec. 8, schr. Singleton Palmer.
19. schr. Dorothy Palmer.
29, barge Bath.
•.

Weymouth

at

4042
3920

April 8, schr. Gov. Brooks.

resident of Searsport
in town Saturday on busi-

Stevens,

Harmon J.

Water street, returned to Lime-

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Frank A. Patterson.
Mr. Everett H. Hichborn left by train last

Friday.
Saturday for his home in Cambridge, Mass.,
Barge Bath finished discharging at the Pe- after a vacation spent in town.
nobscot Coal Co.’s dock Thursday and sailed
Mrs. Lillias N. Staples will entertain the
the same day for Perth Amboy in tow of the
Current Events Club, at the regular gathering,
tug Lehigh.
Wednesday afternoon, January 13th, at her
The many friends here of Albert S. NickerMaple street home.
that he
son of Swanville were pained to hear
Mr. George W'eymouth recently secured
in
a
is
and
had been stricken by paralysis
banana
a 'contract for cutting and making
serious condition.
crates and was engaging men Monday to
Miss Henrietta Gilkey, who spent the holi- assist in the work.
days with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Nathan
Mr. Walter Arey of Winterport was the
F. Gilkey, on East Main street, returned Monon
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Hopkins
day to Hebron Academy
Sunday. This was his first visit to Stockton,
The new safe deposit boxes for the Sears- with which he was much impressed.
fifteen hundred
port National Bank, weighing
Mr. Crawford Treat left Monday, to return
in
pounds, arrived last week and were placed
to Higgins’ Institute, Charleston, Me., after
the vault December 29th.
spending the Christmas vacation with his parbeen
stone

Edmun Eno, who have
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat.
visiting relatives and friends in Ellsworth the I Mrs.
Gladys R. Sprague left last Thursday
and
past two weeks, returned home ba^urday
Mr. and

are

at the

Mrs.

to

Sears port House.

John Boynton, employed in Pike Bros.’ coopleft
shop, cut off the end of the thumb on h s
hand Monday morning. The injured member

er

join

her

husband,

Perry Sprague,

Mr.

in

Boston, and remain two weeks, while the vessel of his father, Capt. C. W. Sprague, is in

port.

The Grammar school, delayed in beginning
was dressed by Dr. B. E. Larrabee.
because of failure to secure a satisfactory
and
Smith
Maud
Misses Sara L. Grinnell,
teacher earlier, opened last Monday with Miss
Pronell Gilkey, who have been spending the j
Byrde E. Hatch of North Penobscot as inholidays with their parents in town, returned structor.
Monday to Gorham Normal school.
Rev. Harry Enos Rouillard spoke last SunFred A. Mathews, who suddenly became inin the Universalist church on the subject,
day
sane last week after the death of his brother,
“Circles.” Next Sunday morning he will speak
W. C. Mathews, was taken to the insane ^sof
upon “Bread on the Waters,” or the Law
pital at Augusta, Tuesday, December 29th.
Returns.

Curtis, who has been confined to
past week with a bad cold, was
able to come to the store the first of the week.
George A. Bowen substituted during his illness-

Capt.

F. A.

Presque Isle to

a

Searsport avenue,

for the

Mrs.

Maud

Simeon B. Merrithew.

The schooner Carlton is still at Cape Jellison
dock loading a cargo of dry pine—the most
valuable load of lumber ever shipped from
this port. The schooner Pilgrim is loading

past

schools.

lumber for Stonington.

Mortland of Rockland, attorney

Miss Beulah Cousens left for Bangor by
Searsport Electric Light Co., arrived
train Monday to resume her studies at
early
Saturday to be on hand to attend the hearing
the Shaw’s Business College, having been with
of the Penobscot Bay Electric Co, before the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Cousens,
County Commissioners at the court house in
through the holiday season.
Belfast Monday, January 4th. Quite a number
Mr. Foirest Berry arrived from New YjOrk.
of our citizens attended the hearing.
December 23rd, to spend the holiday season
Searsport has another cat who has a fancy
with his invalid wife, who has been sick for a
for squash seed in place of Roquefort cheese.
at the home of her parents, Capt.
One day last week Charles B. Deshon cut a year past,
and Mrs. Frank Marden. We are glad to reMarblehead squash for cooking purposes and
for several
port Mrs. B. as steadily gaining
put the seed on a paper under the stove to dry
weeks.
The
for use in planting the coming spring.
Mrs. Everett Staples Jr., entertained the
next day in looking to see how his squash seed
members of the Current Events Club, socially,
were getting along, he discovered tnat nis cat
week. It
had eaten every one and was looking over her Wednesday afternoon of the present
has been suggested that this be carried out
shoulder for more.
the winter the regular
The Old Folk’s Ball held at Union Hall, fortnightly during
in
meetings for study, being, as usual, once
Thursday evening, Dec. 31st, was one of the
two weeks.
most delightful times held in the hall since the
last
Capt. Charles C. Park was in Bangor
days of Jerry Whitten’s dancing school back
a
in the sixties. The program consisted of all Thursday to consult an oculist regarding
for the

and at one time there were
The baked bean
the floor.
supper was A. No. 1,—all that was lacking was
the fruit punch, w’hich did not arrive on time.
The dance continued until 2 o’clock Friday
morning. Quite a number from Belfast, Swanville and Stockton were in attendance.

serious eye trouble which has been very annoyvision.
ing for several weeks—causing double
We understand he must soon see the oculist
soon find
again. Old friends hope he may

the old time dances

seventy couples

on

Obituary. News was received Saturday of
death in Waltham, Mass., Friday, January
1st, of pneumonia, of Hannah Angeline, the
widow of James H. Donnelly, formerly of
Searsport. She was the daughter of the late
Master Marshall and Sarah (Colcord) Dutch
and was born in Searsport, June 12, 1843. She
married James H. Donnelly of Belfast who
died June 19, 1888. Mrs. Donnelly was al-

:

relief.
Last Saturday afternoon the children of the
Universalist Sunday school enjoyed a very
pleasant New Year’s party in the Masonic
Banquet Hall, arranged by the pastor, Rev. H.
E. Rouillard, and teachers and friends. Ice-

the

cakes and fancy crackers were served,
was hung with pretty baskets,tastefully filled, one of which each scholar took
home as a souvenir.

cream,

and
;

a

Mr.

tree

Walter

J. Creamer has

accepted

a

posi-

tion in Bangor with John T. Clark for the present, leaving his store in town in the care of
Mrs. Rufus Mudgett, who has for tvro years

a hard working, industrious woman and
pleasing and kind in her manner, and had
many friends in Searsport who will regret to
learn of her demise. She is survived by one but will probably spend Sundays with his
son and one daughter, who reside in Waltham;
family, who occupy the so-called Edward Lafour brothers, Master J. C. Dutch of Sears- Folley place on Church street,
port, Henry Dutch of Seattle, Wash., John S.
The election of officers of Bethany Chapter,
Dutch of Waltham and Francis M. Dutch of O. E. S., took place recently, and next Satur|
West Newton, Mass.; and two sisters, Mrs. Ed- ! day evening the following persons will be inward A. Sargent of Searsport and Mrs. Edward
stalled: W. M., Mrs. Susie Harriman; W. P.,
Lewis of Waltham, Mass.
The remains were
Mr. Louis F. Murray; Asst. M., Mrs. Ealinor
placed in a tomb in Waltham and will be Colcord; Treas., Mrs. Sarah P. Twiss; Sec.,
brought to Searsport in the spring.
Mrs. Alice M. Hichborn; Cond., Mrs. Jennie M.
Coal Receipts. Following is a list of ves- Bragg; Asst. Cond., Mrs. Rose Blanchard;
Mrs. Hattie C. Hichborn; Marsh., Mrs.
sels with cargoes of coal which arrived and Chap.,
Maria F. Blanchard; Adah, Mrs. Florie Ames;
were discharged at the Penobscot Coal ComMrs. Marietta D. Fletcher; Esther, Mrs.
pany’s dock, at Mack’s Point, during the year Ruth,
Lelia C. Thompson; Martha, Miss Fannie
1908:
Mrs. Lena T. Sanborn. These
^ Tons Mudgett; Electa,
Jan. 2, stmr. Bay View. 2345 will be inducted into office by Dist. Dep., Mrs.
2, schr. Rebecca Palmer. 3796 Alice
May Hichborn. The ceremony will be
12, stmr. Bay Port. 2339
14, schr. Prescott Palmer. 4193 public, to the extent of each member being

ways
very

44

16, schr. Paul Palmer.
26, schr. Dorothy B. Barrett.
Feb. 10, schr. Rebecca Palmer.
10, schr. James W. Paul, Jr.
12, barge J. B. Walker.
18, schr. Harwood Palmer.
44
19, barge Brooklyn.
Mar. 2, schr. Gov. Brooks.
4, schr. Cora F. Cressey.
7, schr. Martha P. Small.
44
12, schr. Dorothy B. Barrett..
44
18, stmr. Bay City.
**
18, barge Britannia.

3117
3391

allowed to invite

one

person.

The program for the interesting ^Sunday
school concert given Sunday evening, December 27th, at the Universalist church, was as
4312
follows: Voluntary; anthem; welcome by pas737
4042 tor; Scripture reading, Matt. 2nd, 1-11; prayer;
3920 solo, Miss Bernice Crocker; offering; address,
3500 Rev. H. E.
Rouillard; recitation, Christmas3422
2360 tide, Olive Foster; recitation, A Postman’s
2640 Story, Millard Berry; recitation, A Christmas
3793
2762
3258

"•y’*Hair

Wentworth-Leonard. December 19th, at
the parsonage of the Trinity Reformed Church,
East Belfast, Mr. James H. Wentworth and
No better precaution against Mrs. Hattie A. Leonard were joined in marriness and cold.
the rigors of winter can be had than Father age by the Rev.Wm.Vaughan, pastor, who used
John’s Medicine, because it keeps up the bodily
-AT THEthe impressive form of the Reformed church.
warmth, curing coughs and colds, and building
the body strong. It not only cures disease, but Mr. Wentworth is a member of the G. A. R., and
it supplies the strength and fighting power to ^ native of the town of Waldo. He has always
to Restore
resist disease.
lived in the home of his birth and for the presto
ent, at least, they will make it their home.
Began December 31, and will end on January 23, 1909
Their many friends wish them years of happiAt
Christmas
Clement
recitation,
Smith;
Wish,
No matter how long it has been gray
ness.
worth 9,1 y°u wish to make
and
Blanche
Rouillard
this
Ad.
Doe;
it. u
Time, Whitman
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
**
allow you 1-4 of the amount of
hymn, No. 119; recitation, A Christmas Hymn,
Davis-Knight. A pretty wedding took place of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
chase for it, you to pay 3-4 of amount of purchase in cash.
Beulah Nickerson; recitation, Christmas Bells, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Knight, North
and positively removes Danand glossy. ReBanna May Smith; recitation, The Many and Deer
Isle, Christmas eve., when their daughter droll. Keeps hair soft
fuse all substitutes. 2% times as much
The Few, Walter Creamer; recitation, The Mary was united in marriage to Sydney H.
ON A $100.00 PURCHASE, VALUE OF COUPON
$25.00
in $1 00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
Christmas Spirit, Florence Patterson; hymn, Davis of Port
Clyde. The bride was becoming40.00
at
drngolsls
The
Hortense
$1
and
50c.
bottles,
Adoration,
No. 48; recitation,
1000
ly dressed in white crepe-de-chine and carried
Send 2c for free book The Care of the Hair.
•“
Nickerson; recitation, If Every Day Were white carnations. Miss Mattie Knight, sister of
4.00
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N J.
l0Q
Christmas, Kenneth Rouillard; recitations by the bride, was maid of honor. She was dressed
Hay’s Harfina Soap cures P'mp1es,
1.00
Beatrice Reed and Mildred Thomafc; carol by in pink and carried pink carnations. Chester
red, rouyh and chipped hands, and all skin c iseas -s.
Koep** skin fine an soft. 25c. drujj ists.
choir; recitation by five children; hymn, Nearer r. Marshall of Port Clyde was best man. The
Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.’
Etc. Coupon not good after January 23, 1909.
My God To Thee; benediction. The children Misses Anita Torrey and Nellie Haskell acted as
it Q
R. H.
all acquitted themselves with great credit to ishers. Miss Helen Torrey played the
wedding i
drilled
and
to
who
those
them, narch. The ceremony was performed under
each,
carefully
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
the large audience going away much pleased in arch of cedar,
by Rev. J. P. Simonton, who
with the entire entertainment.
lsed the double ring service. The bride was
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
fiven
away by her father. A reception was j
PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE
MARKET.
Had
sick
for
debilitated
years.
“Generally
leld immediately after the ceremony. Many
14.0U
headaches, lacked ambition, was wrorn-out and
Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
me
made
7a8
Bitters
all run-down. Burdock Blood
)eautiful and useful presents were received
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
8
a well woman.”—Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup,
Lamb,
2.50a2.75
Beans, pea,
rom friends of the bride and groom.
60
Conn.
Beans, Y. E., 2.75a3.00 Lamb Skins,
9
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
I KAINSr EKo IXN KLAL ESTATE.
50
5a7 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
OBITUARY.
60
5 Potatoes,
fore quarters,
Beef,
The following transfers in real estate were j
S
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
j
ecorded
in
8.00
Waldo
of
Deeds
14
County
Registry
Straw,
j
Cheese,
In the death of Jonathan Bartlett December
Begins Saturday, January 2nd. This is a sale of
26a28
14 Turkey,
or the week ending January 4, 1909:
Chicken,
21st, the town of Montville lost one of its
3
Calf Skins,
11 Tallow,
A.
to
Deborah
George
Bailey, Belfast,
Smith, Duck,
8&9 ;
most prominent and public-spirited citizens.
18'Veal,
21
34 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
He was born in Montville January 14, 1838, and 1 lo.; land in Northport.
4.00a4.50
Luther P. Blanchard, by exr., Lynn, Mass., Fowl,
12;Wood, hard,
educated at Oak Grove Seminary and Cobum
3.00
soft,
Geese,
Wood,
18,
0 Clarence G. Campbell, Newton, Mass.; land
Classical Institute. He studied law at Harvard
NO OLD GOODS.
retail market.
retail price.
n Islesboro.
Law School, Cambridge, Mass., and was in the
1.10
10 Lime,
Walter F. Bowden, Belfast, to Lucy A. Bow- Beef, Corned,
In
office of William H. McLellan of Belfast.
4*
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20 Oat Meal,
len, do.; land in Monroe.
3
78.'Onions,
Corn,
1864 he wTas admitted to the bar of Waldo
13al4
C. Bailey, Belfast, to Harold E. Cracked Corn,
kerosene,
Henry
75|Oil,
He made two trips to California in
county.
6
Corn Meal,
75;Pollock,
Hailey, do.; land in Belfast.
13
early years. He was a life-long Democrat,
ON MEN’S AND BOYS’
18 Pork,
Clarence G. Campbell, Newton, Mass., to Cheese,
1.13
as
for
twelve
Cotton
l.!70.
the
town
selectman
Plaster,
Seed,
serving
Nettie P. Blanchard, Lynn, Mass.; land in Codfish, dry,
8a9
Meal,
3£
Rye
And 10 per cent on Men’s and
years, eight of which he was first selectman.
1.40
18Shorts,
slesboro.
Cranberries,
In the years 1884-1885 he represented his class
00 Sugar,
A. Farrow, Saco, to James F. Grindell, Clover Seed,
From the regular price, and I mean what I say, as I must hoi
!
Emily
38
j Flour,
in the State Legislature notwithstanding his
ti
5.75a6.*75 Salt, T. I.,
4
slesboro; land in Islesboro.
room for my spring line.
0.00 Sweet Potatoes,
H, G. Seed,
[
party was in the minority. He also served his
4
David P. Flanders, Belfast, to Deborah Lard,
13' Wheat Meal,
His many friends bear
town as treasurer.
smith, land in Northport.
Sale ends Wednesday,
20th.
witness to his kind heart. He was ever ready
Laxative unEdwin P. Frost, Belfast, to John R.
Bryant, ; If you will take Foley’s Orino
til the bowels become regular you will not
with help and sympathy for those in trouble. ;t als.; land and buildings in Northport.
CUSTOM
SUITS TO
William R. Gilkey, Searsport, to Malena A. i have to take purgatives constantly, as Foley’s
He leaves a wife and two sons, James H. of
Orino Laxative positively cures chronic conland
in Searsport.
•rilkey,
Watertown,
Mass.;
I
Montville and Mark J. Bartlett, Esq., of WaterAlso Agent for the
Patent Halter for horses
Benjamin W. Knowlton, Montville, to Eli J. ; stipation and sluggish liver. Pleasant to take.
R. H. Moody.
ville; a sister, Mary E. Bartlett and a brother, Stevens, do.; land in Montville.
back.
Clark M. Marden, Swanville, to Edward C.
The funeral
James O. Bartlett, of Montville.
BORN
services were conducted by Rev. T. R. Pente- Marden, do.; land in Swanville.
Mary H. Whitney, Belfast, to James L.
cost and the interment was in the family lot at
Crockett. In North Haven, December 16,
Smith, do.; land in Northport.
White’s Comer.
Mary H. Woodward, Lewiston, to Webber to Mr. and Mrs. John Crockett, a son.
w
Hathaway. In Troy, December 28, to Mr.
Downer, Freedom; land and buildings in Freelorn.
Winona Fay, the little daughter of Mr. and
a son.
Mrs.
Oscar
Hathaway,
apd
John W. Jones, Belfast, to John R. Hurd.
Reed. In Owl’s Head, December 24, to Mr.
Mrs. Charles A. Ludwick, died in Malden,Mass.,
and Mrs. Peter K. Reed, a daughter.
land in Northport.
where she was spending the winter, Monday Northport;
In Appleton, December 21, j
Wadsworth.
January 4th at a quarter of 1 o’clock. She had DSMER MONTVIM.K.
to Mr. and Mrs. E. Merton Wadsworth, a daughter.
and
been frail all her life
had suffered the past
Quite a number of young people attended the j
Wasgatt.
In Rockland, December 24, to Dr.
1 ince at Knox on New Years eve. Mr. Thomas
few weeks with heart trouble, which caused
£rskine carried eleven in his big sled, and all and Mrs. R. J. Wasgatt, a daughter.
her death. She W’as born in Belfast April 15,
•eported a good time-Mr. and Mrs. Winfield j
lUAliKlfiU
1898, and the greater part of her life had been
5. Davis gave a wedding reception at Grange |
Marion
WILL HA\ I \
spent in this city, where the family made their lall on the evening of January 6th
1
Black-Harmon.
In Brockton, Mass., De3.
Partlett
and her cousin, Miss Richards, rchome with Mr. and Mrs. Ezekiel R. Thomas,
cember 23, Eugene Black and Mrs. Aiberta
turned to Boston last Saturday... Mark J.
Mrs. Ludwick’s parents. Winona was a sweet
Bartlett has returned to Waterville... .Mr.
Harmon, both of Brockton.
little child, old and thoughtful for her years.
Blackington-Philbrook. In Camden, DeWilliam Lojyell. who fell last week and fractured
cember
is
lis
30, Fred Blackington and Miss Alverribs,
Ill health prevented her attendance at the pubimproving.
etta E. Philbrook, both of Rockland.
lic schools and she continued her studies with
Davis-Knight. In Deer Isle, December 24,
private teachers. She was a member of the
Sidney H. Davis of Port Clyde and Miss Mary
Knight of Deer Isle.
Baptist Sunday school and Junior Endeavor.
Dickey-Pierce. In Belfast, December 24,
The funeral took place at her late home in this
by Rev. A. Rossbach, Harry Dickey of Belfast
at
2
Rev.
A.
G.
Robo’clock,
city, Wednesday
and Miss Faustina Pierce of Waterville.
hortc nf 1 ViRnntid r»V>urv>V» nffipiotinir
Gibbs Work. In Brooks, January 1, by Rev.
.\i\i).
D. Brackett, Burton W. Gibbs and Miss Hattie
dreadful
the
no means,
is,
In the passing away of Edward Ellis O’Brien
L. Work, both of Brooks.
to be—in
disease it is
Hall-Poland. In Montville, January 1, Ira
December 28, Thomaston loses one of its oldest I
Hall of Brooks and Miss Ethel Poland of Montand most respected citizens and enterprising
the
business men. Son of the last Hon. Edward I
ville.
Higgins-Richardson. In Bucksport, DeO’Brien, who was probably the largest builder j
It can always be
Nice for a dainty lunch. Also
and owner of wooden ships in his day, whose
cember 7, George F. Higgins and Miss Amanda
trouble
is:
The
the
beginning.
G. Richardson, both of Bucksport.
ships sailed every ocean and sea and made his
In
know
name and that of Thomaston familier
Kenney'-Knowlton.
1,
don’t
Brooks,
January
it;
got
you
throughout the entire commercial world, the subject of
Reuben Kenney and Miss Gertrude Knowlton
you don’t believe it; you won’t
this sketch was born in Warren, October 30,
both of Brooks.
|
are
forced
it—till
believe
you
removed
to
Leighton-Clark. In Rockland, December
Thomaston
in
1829,
1S47 and has j
there resided most of the time since. For I
25, Frederick E. Payson and Lilleous A. Hills, “THE BERKSHIRE” SALTED
to. Then it is
more than a generation he was senior member
both of Warren.
j
of the firm of Burgess & O’Brien, lime manuPrince-Huff. In Penobscot, December 22,
and the only original
Florida
Don’t be afraid; but attend
abunfacturers and merchants of Thomaston; for 15 j
W. Prince and Miss Alice L. Huff of
George
do
it
can
it
to
Pencbscot.
years, a member of the firm of O’Brien, Gil- |
dant
and delicious
v.:,<ni
chrest &. Co., ship chandlers, 110 Wall street,
Sawy'ER-Simmons. In Wrest Rockport, Deand at home. Take
New York, for many years a member of the
cember 24, Raymond K. Sawyer and Miss Sara
coal and building material firm of R. G. Morse
A. Simmons, both of West Rockport.
We have sold this company’s products
& Co., of Boston; for 19 years president of the ;
Sheldon Lame. In Belfast, December 30.
for over three years with marked suct Georges National Bank,
by Rev. G. G. Winslow, Adelbert Ambrose
succeeding his father :
who had been president of the bank from date S
Sheldon of Northport and Miss Emma E. Lame !
A trial will convince you that
cess.
of its organization. He was president of the i
of Haverhill, Mass.
they are fine goods.
In Waterville, JanuSfauldinc-Toward.
Segotchet Club for the past 14 years. After
the death of his father he became owner of
ary 4,'Arthur R. Spaulding and Edith H. Toward, both of Waterville.
many large deep sea ships engaged in India
PRICES
Wkntworth-Leonard. In Belfast, Decemand other foreign trade. He became also
DKKS
ber 19, by Rev. W'illiam Vaughan. James H.
largely interested in Eoston and New York
real estate, having large holdings in both cities.
Wentworth and Mrs. Hattie A. Leonard, both
of Cod Liver Oil and live careAs a business man he was able, honest and
of Waldo.
upWall-Barter. In Rockland, December 30,
right in all of his dealings. It is related of him
every way.
that when onefof the firms he was connected with
John G. Wrall and Georgie E. Barter of St.
became involved he voluntarily assumed and
This is sound doctrine, whatGeorge.
Sole Distributors.
paid claims to a large amount which he was
told;
ever you may think or
not by law bound to
and
this is but one of |
pay,
DIED
will save life.
if
many similar instances in his career. As a
citizen he was
public-spirited,always ready and
Barrett. In Rockport, December 23, Mrs.
willing to aid anything designed for the public
Send this advertisement, together with name
Sarah Barrett, aged 65 years, 8 months and 13
good. Modest and unassuming he gave liberit appears, your address and
in
which
of
paper
to
the
ally
days.
poor, but not with ostentation. As
lliat in all the
i
four cents to cover postage, and we will send
a friend and
Carter. In Rockland, December 28, Roscoe
S. but G % is done v i:
j
companion he wras genial, hearty
and true ardtheirnate
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.”
M. Carter of south Hope, aged 66 years, 11
% being done by u
gentleness oehis nature
drafts? If you do
months and 9 days.
gained him friends sincere and genuine., As a
SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., New York
ing account start onGilley. In Camden, December 22, Mrs.
domestic man he was richly endowed with all
from its convenient
those qualities which made a
Howard Gilley.
genial companion,
true. 11 you are n*
an affectionate husband and
Donnelly. In Waltham, Mass., January 1,
tem come to us am:
loving father His
SHIP NEWS.
widow of the late James H. Donhome was ever the home of
Hannah
A.,
intelligence, of
culture and refinement. To meet him
nelly formerly of Searsport, aged 65 years, 6
was ever
months and 20 days
a pleasure.
His genial nature and
AMERICAN PORTS.
bearing
Hahn. In Augusta, December 28, Gardiner
radiated upon all who met him and
New York, December 30.
they regret
Ar, schs. John Hahn of Rockland, aged 50 years.
that they will meet him no more. He
was bePaul, Portland; Charles E. Wyman, Bangor via
O’Brien. In Thomaston, December 28, Edloved by his friends, esteemed
(I still keep the old linn name, It. H. Coombs
by his associates Pawtucket; A. F. Kindberg, Bangor; Ada Ames, ward E. O’Brien,
will give your busin& Son over my door). Having secured the
and honored by all who knew him.
aged 79 years.
He was a I New Harbor; 31, ar, schs. Pendleton Brothers,
services of
In
Ludwick.
Malden,
Mass.,
4,
small, careful attem
January
gentlemen without reproach.
Herbert May, High Island; William
Savannah;
Winona Fay Ludwick, aged 10 years, 8 months
“None knew him but to love him.
Jones, Bangor; sld, schs. Ralph M. Hayward, and 19
MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN
y
None named him but to praise.”
i
days.
DEPOSITORS IN THIS
Philadelphia; Fairfield, Savannah; January 1,
In Massachusetts, December
McDonald.
Mr- O Brien is survived
by one daughter, ar, sch. Edward Stewart, Norfolk.
as my assistant. 1 can more easily carry on
of MontABSOLUTELY
Mrs.
John
McDonald,
Mrs. A. A. Keene of
formerly
28,
Hyde Park, Mass, and one
Boston, December 30. Ar, schs.
the business, for which I have given 25 years
“"-Frank P. O’Brien of West Chatham, Mass. Marshall’s Island; Annie & Reuben, Loduskia, ville. Interment in Freedom.
of my life, to the study of
StoningRose. In Brooks, December 28, JohnC. Rose,
Mr. OBnen had been a sincere mourner
CAPITAL $50,000.00
for ton; Red Jacket, Rockland; Smith Tuttle, Ban75 years and 8 months.
his wife for the past three
aged
years.—Rockland gor for Plymouth; 31, ar, sch. Pendleton SisRhodes. In Rockland, December 26, Warren Everything Modern in
Couner-Gazette.
S.
ters, Georgetown,
C.; January 3, ar, schs.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS
2 months and 25 days.
Mr. O’Brien was a cousin of Mrs. Sarah R. Georgia Gilkey, Brunswick, Ga.; Mertie B. L. Rhodes, aged 63 years,
December 28,
In Burnham,
Reynolds.
Caskets and Robes.
Crowley, Baltimore.
Crawford of this city.
OKGAM 'll’
Lewis Reynolds.
Philadelphia, December 29. Ar, schs. Luther
-ALSOSnow. In Bucksport, December 25, Lydia S.,
T. Garretson, Rockport; Celia F., Chehaw, S.
See
Advert'
Coupon
xvirs. Anna Louise 1 olman died
December I C.; cld, sch. Augusta W. Snow, Havana; 31, ar, wife of George H. Snow, aged 72 years, 6
fast Department St™.
months and 29 days.
30th, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. S. A. 1 sch. Carrie E.
Burial
Slate
Vaults
alLook, Monte Christi; January 1,
Heavy
In Penobscot, December 22,
Wardwell.
Danielson, in Benton, aged 89 years. She was
sch. George W. W?lls, Portland.
See Coupon Advert™.
the daughter of Capt. William Tolman of 1 ar,
John L. Wardwell, aged 74 years, 9 months and
New London, Ct., December 29. Ar, sch. F.
ways in stock.
17
Eggemoggm Reach who sailed the seas for C. Pendleton, Port Reading for Marion.
days.
fast Department St™.
more than a half
or
either
answered
Calls
Mrs.
Tolman was
promptly
day
night.
century.
Port Townsend, December 28. Ar, steamer
born on board her father’s vessel, the SeraHome telephone, 48-3; office 48-4
Columbian, Colcord, Honolulu.
for moving the sick furnished
Ambulauce
phim, when the vessel was in the Adriatic sea.
San Francisco, Cal., December 24. Ar, ship
promptly.
Her mother sailed around the world, in the
l, l
Gov. Robie, Newcastle, N. S. W.; sld, steamer
I also carry a full line of
general sense of the term, manv times, and Arizonian, Nichols, Salina
Cruz; 28, ar, stmr.
Mrs. Tolman had visited China twice before she
I
The
tenement
at
17
Mexican, Tapley, Salina Cruz.
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
was twelve years old.
At the age of twenty
MRS II. A
Newport News, December 30. Sld, sch. M. There Can Be No Doubt About the Reshe had rounded the Horn twice and had been
u. u^ressey, ruruanu, o±, ai, sen. v^ora r. v.resAnd do deloping, printing, etc., at lowest prices
sults in Belfast.
25 Hi.:'
wrecked twice. The first wreck was that of
Films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.
sey, Portland.
the Tortoise, which was sunk
by collision with
December 31. Old, sch. James W.
Norfolk,
a reef off Jamaica in 1824, and two
72 MAIN STItKKT, BELFAST.
years later
sld, schs. Annie Lord, New
Results tell the tale.
the Samuel Hall foundered at sea off the Paul, Jr., Boston; do.
York; Wawenock,
All doubt is removed.
straits of Magellan. In each case all of the
3.
Ar, sch. Theoline,
Brunswick, January
crew were saved.
Anna Louise Tolman mar- Boston.
The testimony of a Belfast citizen
To Whom it May
j
ried Capt. Walter L. Tolman, a cousin of the
December 30. Sld, sch. Mary
Can be easily investigated.
-i
Jacksonville,
ATCH FOR OUR BIG
I affairs are in charge
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